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Chapter 1: Introduction

1. Introduction
In order to stimulate and deepen the relationship with their customers, firms often implement
loyalty programs, which can provide consumers with monetary benefits, such as discounts or
rewards, and/or soft benefits, such as additional services or special treatments (Bijmolt &
Verhoef, 2017). Before obtaining these benefits, consumers need to demonstrate their loyalty,
typically based on their purchase behavior (e.g., their visit frequency and/or spending levels).
According to the Pareto principle (the well-known 80/20 rule),1 the majority of sales come
from a small group of heavy-spending consumers. Firms therefore want to develop an
ongoing/enduring relationship with these top consumers, for which loyalty programs can be a
valuable tool.
Kim et al. (2020, p. 3) define a loyalty program as “any institutionalized incentive
system that attempts to enhance consumers’ consumption behavior”. Considering this is a
quite broad definition, there is a variety of programs that can qualify. We illustrate different
types of loyalty programs in Figure 1.1. A first distinction we make is between permanent
and temporary programs. Permanent programs are more traditional, and are often simply
referred to as loyalty programs (as, e.g., in Leenheer et al., 2007 and Sharp & Sharp, 1997).
They are meant to be in place permanently after introduction and typically make use of
(scannable) loyalty cards, through which firms can gather customer information (e.g., the
Tesco club card in the UK, and the Safeway club card in the US). Permanent programs can
offer immediate discounts on the receipt of the shopping trip itself. Alternatively, permanent
programs can also make use of a delayed point-saving system, where consumers can only
redeem rewards after they accumulated a required number of points. The reward assortment
of delayed permanent programs tend to be quite diverse (Dorotic et al., 2012), but also stable

1

Recent studies suggest this is might be closer to 70/20 for grocery retailers (Kim et al., 2017; McCarthy &
Winer, 2019)
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– while rewards can be added or removed, most of them are available for a long time. In
addition, rewards can be quite expensive, and might need years of saving before consumers
are able to redeem them. Permanent programs can, furthermore, have different structures.
They can use a tiered system (e.g., with bronze, silver, and gold members), where consumers
in higher tiers receive more benefits in the program. These higher tiers can be reached by
fulfilling certain spending or visit requirements. In addition, permanent programs can have a
multivendor structure, where several firms jointly offer progress and rewards under the same
program name. Clearly, firms have to make many decisions, not only whether or not to
implement such a program, or where to implement them (for example, in what country), but
also what design characteristics (for example, the use of a tiered structure) they should select.
This is also the case with temporary programs (sometimes referred to as short-term
programs or reward programs), which only run for a limited and pre-determined period.
Loyalty is typically expected to be long-term and enduring, and temporary programs could
therefore also been seen as a way to boost shorter-term sales, similar to a sales promotion
(Dorotic et al., 2012). Still, temporary programs also show a longer-term effect after the
program has ended (Taylor & Neslin, 2005), and firms can run several subsequent temporary
programs, creating an enduring tool to stimulate the relationship with their customers.
Temporary programs can be based on a temporary hype, and can further stimulate purchase
behavior through exclusivity of the rewards and time-pressure due to the expiring deadline of
the program (Bijmolt & Verhoef, 2017). Considering the temporary nature, collection and
redemption are often simple (i.e., physical distribution at check-outs, and no scannable
cards), which makes data collection more challenging. In stamp-based temporary programs,
which typically involve physical products as rewards, consumers can redeem after collecting
a certain number of stamps (similar to delayed permanent programs). In instant temporary
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programs (referred to as instant reward programs in Minnema et al., 2017), consumers are
rewarded immediately at check-out, and typically receive rewards such as stickers or
figurines, that form a set of collectibles. The reward assortment of a temporary program is
more limited due to the short duration (Dorotic et al., 2012), but assortments can vary a lot
between different programs. While temporary programs do not make use of tiers or coalitions
(i.e., they do not run at multiple vendors), firms do need to set a duration for which the
program will be active, and have to think more carefully about the reward range, as
consumers should not be discouraged or overwhelmed when facing a finite duration.
While the literature on loyalty programs is vast, there remain many areas that need to
be further explored (see e.g., Breugelmans et al., 2015 and Dorotic et al., 2012 for excellent
reviews). First, the majority of the research focuses on a single program, at a single firm, in a
single country. Even though this provides evidence for the effectiveness of the program at
hand, generalizations remain difficult. In addition, it is impossible to compare different
program designs and structures,2 nor to identify whether loyalty programs are equally
effective in different environments. Second, while research on permanent programs is
extensive, research on temporary programs is still very limited. More understanding on
temporary programs is needed, considering that temporary programs provide a greater
increase in expenditures than permanent programs (Bijmolt & Verhoef, 2017), and their
design decisions and structures are unique. Finally, past research almost exclusively focuses
on the firms running the loyalty program, while they are typically not the only one involved.
Many programs are managed by program operators, who have experience in facilitating
programs, and rewards are often provided by reward manufacturers. In addition, brands

2

A notable exception is Zhang & Breugelmans (2012), who study a change in design of an existing program.
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manufacturers that offer their products at firms, can also join with special program-related
promotions.
The contribution of this dissertation is to fill these gaps, and to offer a generalizable
understanding on the effectiveness of different types of loyalty programs, for all parties
involved. In Chapter 2 – “When do loyalty programs work? The moderating role of design,
retailer-strategy, and country characteristics” – we focus on the effectiveness of traditional
permanent loyalty programs (which we simply refer to as loyalty programs there). The
contradicting past literature on the effectiveness of loyalty programs, which finds either
positive (e.g., Leenheer et al., 2007) or non-existing (e.g., Sharp & Sharp, 1997) effects,
raises the question of potential contingency factors. It is not clear whether certain programs
perform better due to their design, the fit with the retailer, and/or the country where they are
implemented. Therefore, we study the sales of 358 retail banners, of which 245 offer a
permanent program, across 27 European countries. We theorize and test which factors
contribute to the loyalty program’s effectiveness, and assess their relative importance.
In Chapter 3 – “How to design successful temporary loyalty programs” – we want to
provide a better understanding on the relatively new and less-studied temporary loyalty
programs. We especially focus on the program’s duration, which is a decision that retailers
did not yet face before. In addition, we look at a wide variety of design, retailer, and country
characteristics, in order to contrast the findings of temporary programs with those of the more
established permanent programs. Rather than looking at (retailer’s) sales, we investigate the
reward redemption, which is not only relevant for retailers, but also for the program operators
and reward manufacturers that are typically involved. To provide more insights on temporary
programs, we analyze 697 programs at a wide set of retailers, across 42 countries, run
between 2004-2017.

5
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In Chapter 4 – “Loyalty program promotions: How brands capitalize on retailers’
temporary loyalty programs” – we investigate how brand manufacturers can benefit from the
success of temporary loyalty programs. Brands can offer consumers progress in the loyalty
program, when they buy their products during certain promotional periods, which we call a
loyalty program promotion. Yet, it is still unclear how effective these promotions are, and
how they stand in contrast with other types of promotions, such as a price cut. In addition, it
is also unknown whether the impact of loyalty program promotions is generalizable, or
dependent on the type of promotion, brand, category, and/or competition. To this end, we
analyze 800+ loyalty program promotions across 27 programs (including stamp-based
programs with delayed rewards, as well as instant programs with immediate rewards) that ran
at six different retailers.
In Chapter 5, we briefly summarize the main findings, after which we discuss the
implications and recommendations for managers that are involved in loyalty programs.
Finally, we reflect on the current knowledge of loyalty programs, and examine remaining
unexplored areas for future research.

6
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2. When do loyalty programs work? The moderating role of
design, retailer-strategy, and country characteristics
2.1

Introduction

The number of loyalty programs (LPs)3 continues to grow in the retailing industry. Recent
industry reports show that more than 60% of all European retailers already offer an LP
(Finaccord, 2013). In the United States, there are currently over 3.8 billion LP memberships,
a 46% increase from 2012 (Colloquy, 2017). Within the LP industry, the retail sector is by far
represented most frequently, covering 42% of all memberships.
Retailers typically use LPs to increase the size and spending level of their customer
base. Loyal consumers are valuable for many reasons: they tend to buy products more often
(Jacoby & Chestnut, 1978), they facilitate cross-over effects to other products or services,
they generate favorable word-of-mouth (Webster Jr., 1994), and they are more willing to pay
a price premium (Reichheld & Teal, 2001). According to a recent Nielsen (2016) study, 67%
of the surveyed consumers self-report that they not only shop more frequently, but also spend
more at retailers from which they carry an LP.
In spite of these potential advantages, not all retailers choose to operate an LP.
Indeed, the costs of introducing (and maintaining) an LP can be substantial (Bijmolt et al.,
2010). There are also concerns that consumers may be hesitant to become a member of an LP
due to the perceived high efforts to enroll into the program, the complexities of the program,
and/or privacy issues (Demoulin & Zidda, 2009; Noble & Phillips, 2004). Others fear that
consumers with a strong price orientation will use these programs to “cherry pick” the best

3

The loyalty programs that we consider are permanent programs that are meant to remain after their
introduction (see, for example, Leenheer et al., 2007; Liu & Yang, 2009; Sharp & Sharp, 1997). They do not
include temporary programs, sometimes referred to as frequent-reward or instant-reward programs, which only
run for a pre-specified number of weeks/months, and which have been studied in, among others, Lal & Bell
(2003) and Minnema et al. (2017).
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deals across multiple retailers (Leenheer et al., 2007), so that loyalty to the retail chain is not
increased.
Importantly, retailers not only differ in whether or not they implement an LP, but also
in how they implement it. These differences typically apply to (i) the timing of the reward,
(ii) the type of reward, (iii) the progressiveness of the reward structure, and/or (iv) whether or
not the program is part of a coalition. Some retailers reward their shoppers immediately at the
checkout following each shopping trip. Albert Heijn, the largest supermarket in the
Netherlands, for example, grants immediate discounts to all consumers who shop with their
bonuscard. Other retailers only reward their consumers following a longer accumulation
through a point-saving system. For example, Tesco, the market leader in the UK, uses an LP
where consumers save points via their clubcard, which they can use for direct in-store cash
discounts at a later point in time. The Portuguese Pingo Doce’s rewards are unrelated to the
retailer, as they offer discounts on consumers’ fuel purchases. Still other retailers reward
consumers according to a progressive system, based on their past spending or visit frequency.
For example, France’s Intermarché awards its shoppers more points per Euro spent after
visiting the store at least four times within a month. In addition, retailers can be part of a
multi-vendor or coalition program, where the same system is implemented across several
retailers, or have their own program, which is valid only within their stores. Germany’s
Edeka, for example, participates in the multi-vendor program DeutschlandCard, which also
includes Esso, Otto, and Ebay as partners. In spite of this variation, little is known to what
extent certain design elements are more effective than others.
Moreover, it is unclear whether all retailers benefit equally from LPs, even when
implementing programs with the same design characteristics. Previous literature, for
example, has argued that the effectiveness of LPs tends to be higher for larger firms
(Leenheer et al., 2007; Liu & Yang, 2009), and a case could be made that such programs fit
8
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less with discounters and/or retailers with an EDLP (everyday low pricing) policy, as they
could be perceived as inconsistent with these retailers’ ‘no frills’ strategy (Dorotic et al.,
2012). Aldi and Lidl, indeed, do not operate an LP in order to keep costs and prices low
(Bose, 2017; Mortimer, 2014). Still, Costco recently launched a new credit card reward
system, with Walmart responding by rolling out their new 3-2-1 save program (Peterson,
2016a, 2016b).
Apart from program design and retailer characteristics, also the environment in which
the retailer operates could influence the effectiveness of having an LP. This may explain why
some retailers opt to use a different LP strategy across countries, possibly depending on the
culture or competitive setting of the market. Beck et al. (2015) argue in this respect that LP
effectiveness may well be contingent on cultural and developmental factors, and that retailers
should adjust their strategy accordingly. While some retailers indeed tailor their strategy to
the local market, others maintain a uniform strategy. Tesco, for example, uses a similar LP
design in the UK, Ireland, the Czech Republic, Hungary and Slovakia. Spar Austria’s LP
strategy, on the other hand, is very heterogeneous: it has no LP in Austria, is part of a
multivendor program in Hungary, and has its own program in Slovenia.
The high managerial relevance of LPs, as well as the many diverging strategies
observed in practice, stand in sharp contrast with the limited academic research that compares
several programs or designs. An extensive review of the leading academic journals came up
with few papers that empirically investigate the impact of LPs in real-life settings.4 They also
tend to focus on a single, isolated design characteristic or program, while multiple LP
components should clearly be modeled jointly (see Kopalle et al., 2012, pp. 227–229 for an
extensive motivation). Breugelmans et al. (2015, pp. 133–134) deplore in this respect that

4

We refer to Table 2.1 and section 2.2 for a more in-depth discussion.
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most prior research on LP designs has been conducted in experimental settings, where usually
only one design characteristic is manipulated.5 They make a case for examining multiple
design elements, using empirical data from real-world LPs. In addition, the few studies that
look at LP effectiveness tend to show diverging results: some report positive effects (Donkers
et al., 2007; Lewis, 2004), whereas others find no significant effect (Mägi, 2003; Sharp &
Sharp, 1997). Past studies also differ considerably in definitions, measurements, and
methodologies (Dorotic et al., 2012), which makes it difficult to identify which findings are
generalizable, idiosyncratic to a specific retailer or country, or systematically and predictably
linked to relevant contingency factors. This gap in the literature has recently been identified
in repeated calls for future research on LPs, both in terms of program design (Breugelmans et
al., 2015, p. 129; Dorotic et al., 2012, p. 227) and in terms of cultural differences (Beck et al.,
2015, p. 1; Steyn et al., 2010, p. 355).
We address these calls by looking simultaneously at multiple design elements, as well
as various retailer and country characteristics. We apply our model, in which we explicitly
test for potential self-selection not only of having an LP but also of choosing a specific
design, to a uniquely assembled dataset on the sales productivity of 358 grocery banners
across 27 countries, of which 245 operate an LP. Our findings not only address these
academic calls, but also have clear managerial relevance. For example, they can help current
LP operators to assess whether their existing design characteristics align with the “preferred”,
as reflected in the combined industry wisdom, design. Moreover, even though many retailers
have already opted for an LP, others may still consider to do so. Immediately selecting the
right design is of high importance, given that subsequent adjustments are likely to be costly.
Finally, by looking at a wide range of countries with different cultures and competitive

5

For example, Kivetz & Simonson (2002) and Roehm et al. (2002) manipulate the reward type of the program,
while Drèze & Nunes (2009) and Wagner et al. (2009) compare the effect of different tiered systems.
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environments, our research can support managers of international retail chains in selecting
only the right countries to operate an LP.

2.2

Literature review

Current LP research can be divided in three streams: (i) experimental (lab-based) studies, (ii)
survey-based studies, and (iii) empirical studies on actual LP implementations. The first
stream studied a variety of underlying psychological mechanisms, such as the idiosyncratic
fit heuristic (Kivetz & Simonson, 2003), the endowed progress effect (Nunes & Drèze, 2006),
and the goal gradient effect (Kivetz et al., 2006), or have experimentally manipulated a
certain design characteristic, such as the type of reward (e.g., Keh & Lee, 2006; Yi & Jeon,
2003) or tier structure (e.g., Drèze & Nunes, 2009; Wagner et al., 2009). The second stream
mainly studied the adoption of loyalty programs by retailers (Leenheer & Bijmolt, 2008) or
consumers (Demoulin & Zidda, 2009; Noble & Phillips, 2004), as well as the reaction
towards service failures and LP termination (Melnyk & Bijmolt, 2015; Schumann et al.,
2014). We will draw on the findings from both research streams to develop our hypotheses
and assess the face validity of our findings.
Our study, however, is more aligned with the third research stream, which looks at the
effectiveness of LPs in real-life settings, and therefore adds external validity to the
aforementioned insights. Table 2.1 gives an overview of empirical studies in the leading
marketing journals6 that either compared retailers (customers) with and without an LP

6

We checked from 1995 onwards all issues in the following journals: International Journal of Research in
Marketing, Journal of Consumer Research, Journal of Marketing, Journal of Marketing Research, Journal of
Retailing, Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science, Management Science, Marketing Science, and
Quantitative Marketing and Economics.
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(membership), or compared the effectiveness of different LPs. This review, which we classify
along some key dimensions, offers three important insights.
First, some design characteristics regularly observed in practice and/or identified in
experimental research, have hardly been considered in empirical research. For example, while
past experimental studies (see, e.g., Kivetz & Simonson, 2002; Roehm et al., 2002) have
repeatedly shown the relevance of the type of reward, empirical research on this design
feature is, except for Haisley & Loewenstein (2011), missing. Similarly, while prior studies
have looked at either single-vendor (e.g., Liu & Yang, 2009) or multi-vendor (e.g., Sharp &
Sharp, 1997) programs, no study to date has systematically compared their relative
effectiveness.
Second, even though a strong case to jointly consider multiple design elements has
been made by Kopalle et al. (2012, pp. 227–229), most studies thus far have investigated
design characteristics in isolation, such as reward timing (e.g., Leenheer et al., 2007) or
reward type (e.g., Haisley & Loewenstein, 2011).
Finally, almost no research has systematically looked at other contingency factors,
even though several studies have pointed to (and called for empirical research on) the
potential relevance of both retailer-related (see Dorotic et al., 2012, p. 231) and countryrelated (see Beck et al., 2015, p. 1) context effects. Most prior empirical research has looked
at a single retailer. Notable exceptions are Leenheer et al. (2007) and Liu & Yang (2009) who
studied, respectively, seven retailers and fifteen airlines. This makes it difficult, if not
impossible, to generalize the findings to retailers with a different positioning or format.
Similarly, except for Bolton et al. (2000), prior research has always studied retailers from a
single country. Moreover, when trying to meta-analytically combine findings across studies,
only insights across a limited set of developed countries would be available. This
phenomenon, while not uncommon in the marketing field (Steenkamp, 2005), makes it
12
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difficult to form fact-based statements on the effectiveness of LPs in emerging economies,
even though these markets become increasingly more critical to retailers to achieve further
sales and income growth.

2.3

Conceptual framework

We aim to investigate to what extent having an LP improves retailer performance, and
whether this depends on various design, retailer and country characteristics. Design
characteristics can be relevant because consumers might prefer some types of rewards or LP
structures to others. Retailer and country characteristics can play a role, as LPs may fit better
with some types of retailers or retail strategies, and could be more compelling in certain
competitive environments and/or cultures. Figure 2.1 summarizes our conceptual framework.
We test this framework in the grocery industry. Apart from the size of the industry,
which is huge, grocery retailers also offer an interesting environment to study LPs, due to the
high transaction frequency, the tendency of consumers to visit multiple retailers, and the short
time intervals between store visits (Leenheer et al., 2007). Furthermore, LPs are popular in
the grocery retail setting. In the US, 68% of the grocery shoppers are a member of at least
two supermarket LPs (Blackhawk Network, 2016) and in the UK, 85% of all consumers have
at least one supermarket loyalty card (Statista, 2015).
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Design
Firm/retailer
Country
characteristicsa
characteristics
characteristics
Study
LP
Number Number Reward Reward Progressive Multi- Retailer Retailer Pricing Retailer
LP
Culture
effect
of
of
timing
type
rewards
vendor
size
format strategy compb compb
programs countries
Sharp & Sharp (1997)
n.s.
1
1
Bolton et al. (2000)
+
1
3
✓
Mägi (2003)
n.s.
4
1
Verhoef (2003)
+
1
1
Donkers et al. (2007)
+
1
1
Van Heerde & Bijmolt (2005)
N/A
1
1
✓
✓
Leenheer et al. (2007)
+
7
1
Liu (2007)
+
1
1
✓
Meyer-Waarden (2007)
+
4
1
✓
✓
Liu & Yang (2009)
(+)c
15
1
Meyer-Waarden & Benavent (2009)
+
4
1
✓
Haisley & Loewenstein (2011)
N/A
1
1
✓
✓
Kopalle et al. (2012)
+
1
1
✓
Zhang & Breugelmans (2012)
N/A
1
1
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
This study
245
27
Note: n.s. = not significant, N/A = not applicable (the study either focuses on the effectiveness of other marketing instruments, or looks at the change in effectiveness
following a design adjustment). LP: loyalty program.
a
“Reward timing” refers to the timing of the reward (e.g., immediate at checkout, or delayed at a later point in time), “Reward type” to the type of reward (e.g., related to the
retailer or not), “Progressive rewards” to a hierarchical structure that rewards consumers based on past behavior, and “Multivendor” to the comparison between regular and
multivendor programs.
b
LP competition refers to the LPs of competitors, while retailer competition refers to the sales concentration of the retailer’s market.
c
Positive effects are only found for larger firms, and in an expandable or non-saturated market.

Table 2.1
Prior empirical studies on the effectiveness of LPs
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Retailer characteristics
• Price strategy (Hi-Lo/EDLP)
• Retailer format (supermarket,
hypermarket, discounter)
• Retailer size

Country characteristics
• Retail concentration
• CLP share*
• Individualism
• Long-term orientation

Structure
• Progressive reward (yes/no)
• Multivendor (yes/no)
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Note: Hi-Lo: high-low pricing, EDLP: everyday low pricing, CLP: competitors’ loyalty program.
*
Potentially endogenous variables.

Loyalty program
(LP)*
(yes/no)

Reward
• Timing (immediate/delayed)
• Type (direct/indirect)

Design Characteristics*

Figure 2.1
Conceptual framework
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Control
• Non-grocery share
• Private-label share
• GDP per capita

Retailer
performance:
Sales productivity
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Retailer performance
From a theoretical point of view, there are many reasons why companies like to introduce an
LP, such as enhancing existing customer value, increasing crossover effects, and achieving a
better competitive position (Dowling & Uncles, 1997). Looking at the customers’ value, LPs
are meant to increase the retention rate and/or the amount purchased (Blattberg et al., 2008),
both resulting in a higher sales revenue. Our measure of retailer performance, which we will
use to quantify an LP’s impact, will be sales productivity, which normalizes the retail
banners’ sales revenues for their underlying size differences (Keller et al., 2016; Reinartz &
Kumar, 1999). The extent to which LPs will increase the retailers’ performance by
influencing consumer behavior is dependent on (i) the economic benefits that can be
obtained, (ii) the perceived psychological benefits, and (iii) the degree to which these benefits
are linked to and carried over to the retailer. Economic drivers include the value of the
rewards (O’Brien & Jones, 1995) and the avoidance of potential switching cost (Kopalle &
Neslin, 2003). As for psychological benefits, consumers may have positive feelings beyond a
purely economic incentive, such as the feeling of being a smart shopper (Schindler, 1998),
which is especially present when consumers feel they need less effort to collect rewards
compared to the average consumer (Kivetz & Simonson, 2003). There could also be positive
effects due to enjoyment or a sense of participation (Dowling & Uncles, 1997). Finally, one
could hope that consumers establish a positive association with the retailer due to the
program and create loyalty to the firm, rather than solely to the program (Rothschild &
Gaidis, 1981).
Although the theories above suggest a clear positive effect of LPs on performance,
there are also reasons why LPs might not work in the long run. Dowling & Uncles (1997), for
example, argue that it is very unlikely that LPs fundamentally change buyer behavior.
Especially in more competitive markets, where copy-cat responses are most likely, the market
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is expected to return to pre-introduction levels after competitors’ responses are taken into
account. Similarly, Sharp & Sharp (1997) argue that LPs will not change consumer behavior
if point acquisition is easy and inevitable, i.e., when rewards can be attained without a change
of effort. In addition, Demoulin & Zidda (2009) state that there are several reasons why
consumers might not even want to adopt LPs, such as the programs’ perceived complexity
and risk (e.g., privacy related issues). Programs with a low adoption rate are clearly unlikely
to have an impact.
Empirically, both theoretical positions have received some support. While some
studies find positive results (e.g., Leenheer et al., 2007; Lewis, 2004), others find no
significant effect (e.g., Mägi, 2003; Sharp & Sharp, 1997). We argue that there are other
identifying variables that can moderate the relationship between LPs and retailer performance
which can explain these contrasting findings. To reconcile the different views on LP
performance, we therefore present several moderators in a contingency framework. We
simultaneously consider the moderating impact of several design (reward timing, reward
type, the presence of a progressive reward structure, and participation in a multivendor
program), retailer (price positioning, retailer format, and retailer size) and country (retail
concentration, the proportion of competing banners carrying an LP, individualism, and longterm orientation) characteristics. In so doing, we identify relevant boundary conditions, which
is central to further theory development (MacInnis, 2011).
Design characteristics
Reward timing. LPs can reward consumers immediately, i.e. at checkout, or delayed (Keh &
Lee, 2006; Yi & Jeon, 2003). For a grocery retailer, where LP rewards typically have a
monetary connotation, immediate rewards include cash discounts, while delayed rewards,
redeemed with collected (accumulated) points, include free products or cash discounts at a
later point in time. From a consumer point of view, immediate rewards are both relevant and
17
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convenient, which can increase, ceteris paribus, the adoption of the program (O’Brien &
Jones, 1995). Consumers prefer immediate reward types, as current rewards are perceived to
be more valuable than rewards in the future (Yao et al., 2012). Furthermore, consumers with
low spending might not reach the desired saving threshold for delayed rewards (Lal & Bell,
2003), or might simply forget to redeem their delayed rewards (Dorotic et al., 2014), which
reduces both the economic and psychological benefit of their membership. In addition, since
immediate rewards are awarded at checkout, they are clearly connected with purchasing at
the retailer, through which a positive link becomes more likely between the reward and the
retailer (Rothschild & Gaidis, 1981). We thus hypothesize:
H1:

The relationship between retail performance and the presence of an LP is weaker with
a delayed reward program than with an immediate reward program.

Reward type. Retailers can choose to have direct or indirect rewards in their LPs, where
direct rewards are related to the retailer, while indirect rewards are unrelated (Keh & Lee,
2006; Yi & Jeon, 2003). For a grocery retailer, a direct reward could be a free grocery
product, while an indirect reward could be a free entrance ticket to a nearby theme park. As
direct rewards are related to the products the consumer already buys, they tend to be of
relevant economic value, which stimulates adoption (O’Brien & Jones, 1995). According to
behavioral learning theory, offering primary reinforcers (direct rewards) results in more
intrinsic utility, and elicits a stronger behavioral response, than secondary (indirect)
reinforcers (Rothschild & Gaidis, 1981). In the same spirit, Dowling & Uncles (1997) argue
that LPs with direct rewards better fit the goal of enhancing loyalty, as they more clearly
support the value proposition of the retailer. Hence, there is a better link between the reward
and the retailer with direct rewards. We therefore hypothesize:
H2:

The relationship between retail performance and the presence of an LP is weaker with
an indirect reward program than with a direct reward program.
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Progressive rewarding. With progressive rewarding, which is a form of tiered structure,
retailers reward loyal consumers differently based on their previous behavior.7 On the
positive side, working with progressive rewards (as opposed to a constant rewarding
structure) could reinforce both the psychological point-pressure mechanism when getting
close to the next progressive threshold, and the rewarded-behavior mechanism by awarding
the consumer with more points/discount per euro spend when reaching the threshold (Kopalle
et al., 2012).8 However, the attractiveness of the program might decrease as well, due to a
higher perceived individual effort of some consumers compared to others (Kivetz &
Simonson, 2003), and envy among lower-ranked members (Steinhoff & Palmatier, 2016).
Compared to a constant rewarding structure, progressive rewarding may also have a negative
psychological effect on those who do not manage to reach a desired threshold. This goalfailure mechanism can have an especially strong negative effect on intrinsically more loyal
consumers (Wang et al., 2016). Moreover, loyalty is found to be lower for demoted
consumers than for those who never have been awarded at all (Wagner et al., 2009). These
negative psychological effects may well prevail in a grocery retail setting, for a variety of
reasons.
First, failure to achieve a higher threshold in a progressive-rewards program reduces
all benefits of the program (as opposed to only the stand-alone component in other tiered
structures). Second, progressive rewards in a grocery setting often do not display social status
or prestige towards other customers. Consumers know their progress tier (e.g., bronze, silver,
and gold) themselves, but this is not visible to other consumers (as opposed to having, for

7

Tiered structures can be (i) integrated (e.g., gold members receive a deeper discount or more points), which we
here refer to as progressive rewarding, (ii) stand-alone, i.e., as a separate addition to regular rewards (e.g., gold
members receive faster service, or access to special areas), or (iii) involve a combination of the two. Grocery
retailers primarily use the first. As such, we will also focus on this mechanism in our theorizing.
8
Point pressure is a short-term effect where forward-looking customers increase their spending effort to earn the
reward, while rewarded behavior is a longer-term effect of gratitude after obtaining the reward (Taylor &
Neslin, 2005).
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example, access to an airport lounge). Third, progressive rewards in grocery retailing are
often based on monthly/quarterly visits or spending levels, rather than on yearly metrics
(which are often used for hotels or airlines). It might be difficult to achieve the top threshold
month after month, which increases the probability of an occasional goal failure. Finally,
progressive rewarding may be less effective in industries where revenues are spread across
many consumers. In such a setting, the positive effect of rewarding the (few) most loyal
consumers is likely to be outweighed by the negative effect on the (many) consumers who
fail to reach the higher thresholds. In sum, we hypothesize:
H3:

The relationship between retail performance and the presence of an LP is weaker with
a progressive rewarding program than with a constant rewarding program.

Multivendor program. A multi-vendor program is a special form of LP, where several firms
form an alliance or coalition,9 and where a specialized operator manages the LP
independently of the participants (Bijmolt et al., 2010). Apart from cost savings, potential
revenue advantages of a multivendor program can come from spillover effects of the other
partners’ image and/or from cross-selling (Lemon & Wangenheim, 2009). However, past
research finds little support for spillover and cross-selling effects. Dorotic et al. (2011) show
that joint promotions of multi-vendor partners do not increase cross-purchasing, and Lemon
& Wangenheim (2009) only obtain a cross-buying effect for highly complementary partners
and services (e.g., flight, hotel chain, and car rental). Similarly, service failures at one partner
can spill over to the entire program if consumers perceive the program’s special-treatment
benefits as low (Schumann et al., 2014). Another potential downside of multi-vendor
programs is that consumers who only buy at one partner of the multivendor program perceive
an effort disadvantage over other members (who might buy at more stores), which might

9

Because of this, multi-vendor programs are sometimes referred to as coalition programs.
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prevent the consumer from participating (Kivetz & Simonson, 2003). Importantly, a
multivendor program might also weaken the link with the retailer, as loyalty is divided over
several partners, while certain benefits could be incongruent with an individual participating
retailer (Dowling & Uncles, 1997; Kivetz, 2005). Therefore, we expect:
H4:

The relationship between retail performance and the presence of an LP is weaker with
a multivendor program than with a sole-proprietary program.

Retailer characteristics
Not only the design of the LP itself, but also the strategy and size of the retailer might play an
important role in program effectiveness. We consider the retailer’s (i) price strategy (HiLo/EDLP), (ii) format (supermarket/hypermarket/discounter), and (iii) retailer size.
Price strategy. There are two main types of price strategies, namely a high-low (Hi-Lo) and
an everyday-low-price (EDLP) strategy (Drèze et al., 1994). In case of a Hi-Lo strategy,
retailers typically charge higher prices on a regular basis, but frequently discount products
with extra low prices. EDLP retailers, in contrast, charge a lower overall price, but offer little
or no temporary discounts. While both strategies can use an LP, Hi-Lo strategies are more
suited for additional promotional options, such as cash discounts for members or points
issued on advertised products. Furthermore, cue-consistency theory suggests that various
sources of information are perceived more useful when they present corroborating
information than when they present contrasting information (Miyazaki et al., 2005). Retailers
with a Hi-Lo strategy tend to focus more on image and offer a higher service level (Gauri et
al., 2008; Lal & Rao, 1997). An LP can be seen as an extra service effort of the retailer
towards its consumers, and is therefore more consistent with the strategy of a Hi-Lo retailer.
The link between the program and the retailer is thus easier made for retailers with a Hi-Lo
strategy. We hypothesize the following:
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H5:

The relationship between retail performance and the presence of an LP is stronger for
retailers with a Hi-Lo pricing strategy than for retailers with an EDLP strategy.

Retailer format. The retailer format refers to the type of business model a retailer has, where
we distinguish, similar to Koschate-Fischer et al. (2014), between supermarkets,
hypermarkets, and discounters. A supermarket’s main focus is on food products, although it
also carries some additional household products. Hypermarkets are far larger, have a higher
diversity of brands of food products, and often include products that are normally found in
department stores. Discounters not only focus more on price, but also have a more limited
service and assortment width (van Heerde et al., 2008). Hypermarkets outperform
supermarkets and discounters in terms of weekly sales (Gauri, 2013), and are often used for
major trips, which are characterized by larger shopping baskets and lower time pressure
(Reutterer & Teller, 2009). The higher sales enable the consumer to reach more program
benefits, while the longer shopping trips with lower time pressure might create a stronger
loyalty-induced link between the program and retailer. Furthermore, given the large
assortment depth of hypermarkets, there is more possibility for loyalty-induced cross-selling.
As for discount stores, both supermarkets and hypermarkets will have a more natural fit with
an LP as an additional service, similar to the Hi-Lo pricing strategy. Due to the higher cue
consistency (Miyazaki et al., 2005), it will therefore be easier for supermarkets and
hypermarkets to link the program benefits to the retailer. We therefore hypothesize:
H6a:

The relationship between retail performance and the presence of an LP is stronger for
retailers with a hypermarket format than for retailers with a supermarket format.

H6b: The relationship between retail performance and the presence of an LP is weaker for
retailers with a discount format than for retailers with a supermarket or hypermarket
format.
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Retailer size. Smaller firms suffer from a double jeopardy effect: less popular retailers attract
fewer customers, and are also visited less often by their customers (Dowling & Uncles,
1997). Consistent with this, past findings indicate that larger retailers benefit more from an
LP (Leenheer et al., 2007; Liu & Yang, 2009), as they tend have more buyers, who also buy
more from the retailer. Furthermore, smaller retailers that introduce an LP in response to the
competition face a higher risk of failure (Dorotic et al., 2012). Given the higher visit
frequency at a high-share retailer, consumers can benefit more often from an LP membership.
This, in turn, can reinforce both their smart-shopper feelings and the link with the retailer.
Hence, we expect both the economic and the psychological benefits to be stronger:
H7:

The relationship between retail performance and the presence of an LP is stronger for
larger retailers than for smaller retailers.

Country characteristics
LPs might be more effective in certain competitive environments, or within certain cultures.
In terms of competitive environment, we consider both the overall competitive intensity of
the grocery retail industry, as well as the intensity of competing loyalty programs in the
market. We focus on two of the Hofstede (2003) dimensions for the cultural aspect.
Specifically, we consider individualism, due to its pivotal role in most cross-cultural research
(Allik & Realo, 2004; Steenkamp & Geyskens, 2006), and long-term orientation due to its
clear relevance for LPs (given the long-term nature of the programs).
Retail concentration. Market concentration refers to the market share captured by the top
firms in a market, and reflects the degree of competition within that market. A higher
concentration, which corresponds to a smaller number of larger retailers, indicates a less
competitive environment (Keller et al., 2016). With a low retail concentration, a retailer
wants to stand out from a large number of small competitors. One way to differentiate itself
from the competition is by offering an LP (Dowling & Uncles, 1997). Especially in a market
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with low concentration, consumers can use a retailer’s LP to distinguish the focal retailer
from others, increasing the link between the program and the retailer. We thus hypothesize:
H8:

The relationship between retail performance and the presence of an LP is weaker in
countries with a higher retail concentration than in countries with a lower retail
concentration.

Competitors’ LP share. The competitors’ LP share (CLP share) reflects the proportion of
competing retailers that carry an LP. Retailers try to increase their competitive position by
differentiating themselves (Thompson et al., 2007). The essence of a good differentiation
strategy is to be unique in a way that is both valuable for consumers and hard to copy by
competitors (Porter, 1980). When many competitors also operate programs, an LP is less
distinctive (Dowling & Uncles, 1997). If a consumer can obtain similar benefits at many
other retailers, the economic advantage diminishes. Similarly, the psychological feeling of
being a smart shopper becomes smaller. Indeed, both Leenheer et al. (2007) and MeyerWaarden (2007) found that the positive effect of LPs becomes lower when consumers have
multiple loyalty cards. We thus hypothesize:
H9:

The relationship between retail performance and the presence of an LP is weaker in
countries with a higher fraction of competing retailers operating a loyalty program
than in countries with a lower fraction of competing retailers operating a loyalty
program.

Individualism. Individualism is the degree to which individuals are taking care of themselves
and immediate families, as opposed to all members in a group (Hofstede et al., 2010).
Individualistic societies have a stronger aim for achievement and are highly competitive
(Triandis, 2001). By participating in the program, consumers in individualist societies can
achieve something that others do not get, and are therefore more likely to value the economic
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benefits that an LP has to offer. Individualistic societies are also more likely to welcome the
personalized marketing opportunities that loyalty program membership offers. Hence:
H10: The relationship between retail performance and the presence of an LP is stronger in
countries that are high on individualism than in countries that are low on
individualism.
Long-term orientation. Long-term oriented societies highly value future rewards, indicating
traits such as persistence and the ability to adapt (Hofstede et al., 2010). In addition, longterm oriented societies are more pragmatic and modern. LPs need some initial investment in
time (e.g., enrollment and checking rules of the program) and money (given that some
programs require a small subscription fee), but are rewarding in the future by offering reward
opportunities that help to build a relationship with the retailer. Long-term oriented societies
appreciate these opportunities more (De Mooij & Hofstede, 2002). Furthermore, since shortterm oriented societies will discount future rewards more strongly, we expect that the
economic advantages are perceived to be higher in long-term oriented societies. We thus
hypothesize:
H11: The relationship between retail performance and the presence of an LP is stronger in
countries that are higher on long-term orientation than in countries that are lower on
long-term orientation.

2.4

Data

Sample description
We use the European retail market to test our conceptual framework, where we consider
(following Keller et al., 2016) the largest grocery retailers in 17 western European (Austria,
Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the
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Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom) and
10 eastern European (Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania,
Poland, Romania, Slovakia, and Slovenia) countries. In each country, we consider the top 15
banners in terms of their 2015 revenue as documented by Planet Retail.10 We focus on retail
banners (e.g., Carrefour Market, Carrefour Express) rather than retail chains (Carrefour) since
the LP strategies of the chain might not be implemented uniformly across all its banners, and
the effectiveness might depend on the banner format. For example, Migros, Switzerland’s
largest retail chain, runs an LP in its Migros supermarket stores, but not in its Denner
discount stores. Similarly, Germany’s Rewe Group uses immediate rewards for its Penny
stores, but a delayed multivendor program for its regular Rewe stores. All banners have at
least a 0.05% market share and 1 million euros of revenue. A total of 358 retail banners
satisfy these criteria.
We collected information on the retailer banners’ LP through extensive field research,
using multiple sources, such as the banners’ websites, press releases and industry reports.11
Of the 358 retail banners, 245 had an LP present in 2015. We consider three retailer formats:
supermarkets (selling space up to 2,500 square meters; Planet Retail), hypermarkets (selling
space over 2,500 square meters), and discount stores (limited assortment of up to 1,500
SKU’s and selling space up to 1,500 square meters). There are large differences between
these store types in terms of LP presence, as discount stores operate far less LPs (28%) than
supermarkets (78%) or hypermarkets (80%). Discounters might be less interested in the extra
“service” provided by the LP, as they focus mainly on price and operational efficiency (van

10

When fewer than 15 banners for a country are covered by Planet Retail, all available banners were considered.
Websites of retailers explaining their program are, for example, http://www.tesco.ie/clubcard/Clubcardperks/
and http://www.carrefour.fr/services/carte-carrefour. Press releases with more information about the program
type can, for example, be found at https://www.theguardian.com/money/2015/apr/10/sainsburys-cuts-to-nectarpoints-anger-its-customers. In addition, we consulted numerous industry reports from, among others, Planet
Retail, GfK, IRI, and Nielsen on the issue.
11
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Heerde et al., 2008). Table 2.2 (final column) offers detailed (bivariate) insights on the
relative LP occurrence across all retailer and country characteristics. There are substantial
differences between countries as well: in some countries, all banners have some form of LP
(e.g., Estonia and Lithuania), while in others, less than half of the banners have an LP, such
as Austria (33%), the Czech Republic (47%) and Denmark (38%).
Variable description
In this section, we provide a description and operationalization of all variables. Summary
statistics can be found in Table 2.2, and the correlation matrix is given in Table 2.3.
Retailer performance (PERF). Following Reinartz & Kumar (1999), retailer performance is
measured in terms of sales productivity. Sales remains the main performance measure of
interest that managers use (Gauri, 2013, p. 3), and sales productivity is often used to compare
stores or retailers (see e.g., Gómez et al., 2004; Keller et al., 2016). To control for retailer
size, performance is operationalized by dividing total retailer sales by the sales area in square
meters. The yearly revenue of the average banner is €6,535 per square meter.
Loyalty program (LP). The LP variable captures whether or not a retailer operates an LP, and
is coded as a dummy variable (1 if it uses a program, 0 otherwise)12. As indicated before, we
do not consider temporary programs (e.g., collecting football cards during a certain month)
and isolated product actions (e.g., 7-eleven which gives every 7th cup of coffee for free). The
former only run for a short period, while the latter are a promotion for a specific product
rather than an extensive LP across the retailer’s assortment. In total, 68% of the retailers in
our sample makes use of an LP in 2015.

12

One retailer in our sample operates both an own branded LP, and is part of a multi-vendor program. We coded
this LP with the design characteristics of their own branded LP. Analyses with multi-vendor coding instead, or
with an additional dummy variable to control for this case, lead to the same results. Details on these robustness
checks are available from the first author upon request.
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Reward timing (TIME). As there are two main types of reward timing, immediate and delayed
(Dowling & Uncles, 1997; Yi & Jeon, 2003), we use an indicator variable which takes the
value of 1 when immediate rewards are not possible. Immediate rewards include all product
discounts that are rewarded at the checkout of the shopping trip itself. This is often
highlighted on the website (see, e.g., https://www.delhaize.be/nl-be/loyalty), and/or shown
explicitly in the weekly leaflet (see, e.g., Maxima in Lithuania, which displays the discount
together with an LP card icon). Of the banners in our sample that operated an LP, 76% offer
only delayed rewards.
Reward type (TYPE). We make a distinction between direct- and indirect-reward programs
(Dowling & Uncles, 1997; Yi & Jeon, 2003) by using a dummy variable which takes the
value of 1 when direct rewards are not possible. With an indirect reward, rewards are
unrelated to the retailer. We consider all programs that allow cashbacks, a discount on the
retailer’s receipts, and redemption of free products from the retailer’s assortment as direct.
The explanation on the retailers’ websites and/or the LP policy rules indicated whether this
was possible. For example, Leclerc in France allows direct rewards (e.g., coupons on
products), while Globus in Germany only allows discounts on indirect rewards (discounts at
gas stations). Overall, 9% of the banners that operate an LP in our sample offer only indirect
rewards.
Progressive reward (PROG). An indicator variable is used to capture whether a program uses
a progressive reward system (progressive system = 1, 0 otherwise), in that the reward
becomes progressively higher when visiting the store more frequently or spending a larger
amount within a given time period. Coop in Sweden uses such a progressive reward system.
Consumers initially receive 0.5 points per Krona spent, but this increases by 0.5 points per
Krona for each 1000 Krona (~100 Euro) spent in that month (up to a maximum of 5 points
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per Krona). In total, 16% of the retail banners in our sample that operate an LP use a
progressive reward system.
Multivendor program (MULTI). We indicate whether the program of the retailer is part of a
multivendor program with a dummy variable (multivendor = 1, 0 otherwise). A program is
coded as a multivendor program when an independent firm manages the program in which
several retailers participate with the same collection and reward system, under the same LP
name. Redemption is possible at all participating retailers. Edeka, the largest supermarket in
Germany, is part of a multivendor program (Deutschlandcard), which also includes, among
others, Esso and Hertz. Of the banners in our sample that operate an LP, 14% has a
multivendor program.
Price strategy (PSTRAT). We distinguish between a high-low (Hi-Lo) strategy, and an
everyday low price (EDLP) strategy. Following Gielens et al. (2008) and Ailawadi et al.
(2010), we operationalize price strategy as a dummy variable (1 if it is Hi-Lo, 0 otherwise).
Around 65% of the banners in our sample use a Hi-Lo strategy. This proportion is
comparable to the 73% in Keller et al. (2016) in their cross-country study of 156 European
retail banners.
Retailer format (HYPER, DISCOUNT). We collect information on the retailer format from
Planet Retail, and use two dummy variables to identify, respectively, hypermarkets and
discounters, with supermarkets as base category. In our sample, 51% of the banners are
supermarkets, 29% are hypermarkets, and 20% are discounters.
Retailer size (SIZE). We include a dummy variable to distinguish large from small retailers (1
if it is large, 0 otherwise). We consider a retailer as large if its market share (according to
Planet Retail) exceeds 5%, which is the case for 36% of the retail banners in our sample.
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Retail concentration (CONC5). Retail concentration is operationalized as the combined
market share of the top 5 banners within a country, in line with (Dobson et al., 2003). A
higher level of concentration indicates a lower level of competition, as there are only a few
key players. The average retail concentration is 45%, and ranges from 21% (Greece) to 70%
(Austria).
Competitors’ LP share (CLPSHARE). CLP share is calculated as the proportion of all
competing banners that carry an LP in a given country. A higher CLP share thus means that
relatively more competing banners in that country operate a loyalty scheme. On average, 68%
of the banners run an LP, but CLP share ranges from 29% (Austria) to 100% (e.g.,
Lithuania).
Individualism (IDV). We use the values on individualism of Hofstede et al. (2010). The
average individualism score in our dataset is 60, and ranges from 27 (Portugal) to 89 (United
Kingdom).
Long-term orientation (LTO). The values for long-term orientation are also taken from
Hofstede et al. (2010). The average long-term orientation of the countries considered is 58,
and ranges from 24 (Ireland) to 83 (Germany).
Control variables (NONGROC, PLSHARE, GDP). For a stronger test of our hypotheses, we
include the non-grocery share of the banner’s sales, the private label (PL) share in the
country, and a country’s GDP per capita as control variables to account for, respectively, the
assortment composition of the banner, the overall retail environment, and the overall
economic situation of the country. We obtained PL shares from Euromonitor, and the nongrocery share and GDP per capita data from Planet Retail.
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Variable

Table 2.2
Descriptive statisticsa (N = 358)
Mean
SD

Min

Max

LPc

Retailer performance (€ per m2)
6,535
3,997
537
31,529 .66 (.70)
LP (1 = yes)
.68
.47
0
1
N/A
b
Program characteristics
Reward timing (1 = delayed only)
.76
.43
0
1
N/A
Reward type (1 = indirect only)
.09
.28
0
1
N/A
Progressive reward (1 =
.16
.36
0
1
N/A
progressive) (1 = multivendor)
Multivendor
.14
.35
0
1
N/A
Retailer characteristics
Price strategy (1 = Hi-Lo)
.65
.48
0
1 .77 (.53)
Hypermarket format
.29
.45
0
1 .80 (.64)
Discount format
.20
.40
0
1 .28 (.79)
Retailer size (1 = large)
.36
.48
0
1 .67 (.72)
Country characteristics
Retail concentration
45.58
12.84
20.97
69.96 .71 (.66)
CLP share
68.43
18.08
28.57
100 .77 (.62)
Individualism
60.39
17.10
27
89 .70 (.67)
Long-term orientation
58.22
16.84
24
83 .74 (.64)
Control variables
Non-grocery share
13.48
10.41
.05
46.08 .61 (.76)
Private-label share
21.52
10.62
4.60
44.30 .66 (.71)
GDP per capita (€)
31,244
20,528
6,174
91,918 .66 (.71)
Note: Hi-Lo: high-low pricing, LP: loyalty program, CLP: competitors’ loyalty program.
a
Continuous variables are reported before taking the logarithm and before mean centering.
Dummy variables are reported as the percentage of observations having a value of 1.
b
Program characteristics are reported for cases with a loyalty program (N = 245).
c
Proportion of cases with an LP. For dummy variables, we give the proportion of
observations coded 1 (0) that have an LP. For continuous variables, the proportion above
(equal or below) the median that have an LP is given. N/A = not applicable (given that
every case where the design characteristic is known, has, by definition, an LP).
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LP * Retail concentration

LP * Retailer size

LP * Discount

LP * Hypermarket

LP * Price format

Multivendor

Progressive reward

Reward type

Reward timing

Long-term orientation

Individualism

CLP share

Retail concentration

Retailer size

Discounter

Hypermarket

Price format

Loyalty program (LP)

Performance
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LP * CLP share

1
.304
1
.036 -.100
1
.202 -.099 .005
.381 -.078 -.003

LP * Individualism

1
.078
1
-.033 .230
1
-.153 .087 .012
1
.007 .066 .262 .261
-.055 .040 .004 .281
-.032 .063 -.006 .005
-.049 -.070 .240 -.305
-.043 .074 .431 -.058

LP * Long-term orientation

1
-.133
.208
-.050
.108
.083
.035
.675
.006
.023

Non-grocery share

1
-.017
1
-.082 .250
1
-.023 .153 .097
1
.128 -.439 -.502 -.319
1
.231 .050 .001 .110 .056
1
.266 .003 .027 -.103 .027 .206
1
-.043 .192 -.016 .019 -.045 .053 .000
1
.321 .104 -.008 .014 .034 .068 .315 .263
1
-.089 .099 -.008 .067 -.042 .029 -.016 .212 .266
1
.021 .702 .159 .170 -.393 .044 -.010 .196 .128 .058
1
.012 .170 .135 .078 -.096 -.040 -.011 .013 -.038 -.082 .241
1
-.082 .234 -.010 .061 -.105 .042 .124 -.002 .106 .054 .243 .146
1
.076 .224 .048 .040 -.118 .084 .089 .082 .180 .092 .224 -.002 -.113
1
-.051 .675 .737 .146 -.429 .120 -.019 .095 .029 .077 .459 .204 .093 .143
1
.035 .370 .140 .858 -.274 .072 -.040 .134 .092 .053 .328 .119 .114 .089 .296
-.026 .165 -.201 -.155 .485 .019 -.027 -.100 .017 -.034 -.033 -.009 .035 .002 -.120
.164 .402 .200 .116 -.170 .785 .189 .122 .081 .060 .292 .015 .127 .170 .366
.205 .001 -.026 -.047 -.020 .210 .815 .010 .207 .003 -.014 -.014 .151 .108 -.025
-.117 .077 -.026 .086 -.129 .055 .010 .801 .212 .235 .131 -.011 -.042 .067 .008
.250 .041 -.044 .070 -.018 .048 .213 .212 .796 .252 .098 -.063 .112 .207 -.024
-.077 .038 .023 .025 -.052 .024 .003 .227 .244 .820 .013 -.114 .046 .094 .038
.015 .044 -.038 .795 -.062 .067 -.056 -.032 .007 -.040 .046 .059 .084 .014 .019
.420 -.126 -.056 -.017 .081 -.035 .296 -.247 .262 -.036 -.048 .083 -.200 .131 -.110
.578 -.016 -.025 -.053 .078 .067 .577 -.011 .539 -.066 .092 .083 .046 .233 -.074
Note: correlations above .8 are in bold. Continuous variables are log-transformed prior to the correlation calculation. CLP: competitors’ loyalty program.

1
.532

Private-label share

Performance
Loyalty program (LP)
Price format
Hypermarket
Discounter
Retailer size
Retail concentration
CLP share
Individualism
Long-term orientation
Reward timing
Reward type
Progressive reward
Multivendor
LP * Price format
LP * Hypermarket
LP * Discount
LP * Retailer size
LP * Retail concentration
LP * CLP share
LP * Individualism
LP * Long-term orientation
Non-grocery share
Private-label share
GDP per capita

Table 2.3
Correlation matrix
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GDP per capita
1
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2.5

Model

Outcome equation: the impact of LP presence on retailer productivity
Our primary objective is to investigate the effect of LPs on retailer performance, while
allowing for the moderating impact of key design, retailer and environmental characteristics.
To accommodate diminishing returns to scale, we take the logarithm of all continuous
variables, and mean-center them for ease of interpretation. To allow for a potential intercorrelation among observations of different banners within the same retail chain (e.g., Tesco
and Tesco Express) and/or among observations pertaining to the same country, we estimate
the model using robust two-way clustered-error terms (Cameron et al., 2011).13 Formally, our
outcome model becomes:
log(𝑃𝐸𝑅𝐹𝑏𝑐 ) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝐿𝑃𝑏𝑐 + 𝛽2 𝑃𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐴𝑇𝑏𝑐 + 𝛽3 𝐻𝑌𝑃𝐸𝑅𝑏𝑐
+ 𝛽4 𝐷𝐼𝑆𝐶𝑂𝑈𝑁𝑇𝑏𝑐 +  𝛽5 𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸𝑏𝑐 + 𝛽6 log(𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐶5𝑐 )
+  𝛽7 log(𝐶𝐿𝑃𝑆𝐻𝐴𝑅𝐸𝑏𝑐 ) +  𝛽8 log(𝐼𝐷𝑉𝑐 ) +  𝛽9 log(𝐿𝑇𝑂𝑐 )
+ 𝐿𝑃𝑏𝑐 ∗ [𝛾1 𝑇𝐼𝑀𝐸𝑏𝑐 + 𝛾2 𝑇𝑌𝑃𝐸𝑏𝑐 +  𝛾3 𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐺𝑏𝑐
+  𝛾4 𝑀𝑈𝐿𝑇𝐼𝑏𝑐 +  𝛾5 𝑃𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐴𝑇𝑏𝑐 + 𝛾6 𝐻𝑌𝑃𝐸𝑅𝑏𝑐

(2.1)

+ 𝛾7 𝐷𝐼𝑆𝐶𝑂𝑈𝑁𝑇𝑏𝑐 + 𝛾8 𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸𝑏𝑐 + 𝛾9 log(𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐶5𝑐 )
+  𝛾10 log(𝐶𝐿𝑃𝑆𝐻𝐴𝑅𝐸𝑏𝑐 ) + 𝛾11 log(𝐼𝐷𝑉𝑐 ) + 𝛾12 log(𝐿𝑇𝑂𝑐 )]
+ 𝛽10 log(𝑁𝑂𝑁𝐺𝑅𝑂𝐶𝑏𝑐 ) + 𝛽11 log(𝑃𝐿𝑆𝐻𝐴𝑅𝐸𝑐 )
+ 𝛽12 log(𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑐 ) + 𝜀𝑏𝑐 ,
where 𝑃𝐸𝑅𝐹𝑏𝑐 is the performance for retail banner b in country c. 𝐿𝑃𝑏𝑐 reflects the
presence/absence of a loyalty program, 𝑃𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐴𝑇𝑏𝑐 refers to the price strategy, 𝐻𝑌𝑃𝐸𝑅𝑏𝑐
(𝐷𝐼𝑆𝐶𝑂𝑈𝑁𝑇𝑏𝑐 ) indicates whether the banner operates a hypermarket (discounter) format in

13

We refer to Ter Braak et al. (2013) and Keller et al. (2016) for a similar practice in recent marketing
applications.
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country c, and 𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸𝑏𝑐 indicates whether the banner exceeds 5% market share in country c.
𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐶5𝑐 gives the level of retail concentration, 𝐶𝐿𝑃𝑆𝐻𝐴𝑅𝐸𝑏𝑐 the proportion of competitive
banners that operate an LP in country c, while 𝐼𝐷𝑉𝑐 stands for the individualism and 𝐿𝑇𝑂𝑐 for
the long-term orientation of country c. 𝑇𝐼𝑀𝐸𝑏𝑐 reflects the timing of the LP reward
(immediate versus delayed) of banner b in country c, 𝑇𝑌𝑃𝐸𝑏𝑐 the type of reward (direct
versus indirect), 𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐺𝑏𝑐 whether the program uses a progressive reward system, and
𝑀𝑈𝐿𝑇𝐼𝑏𝑐 whether it is part of a multivendor program. Finally, the control
variables𝑁𝑂𝑁𝐺𝑅𝑂𝐶𝑏𝑐 ,𝑃𝐿𝑆𝐻𝐴𝑅𝐸𝑐 and𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑐 reflect, respectively, the non-grocery share of
retail banner b in country c, and the private-label share and GDP per capita in country c.
Selection equation: the potential endogeneity of the decision to operate an LP
Importantly, the decision to use an LP or not might not be a purely exogenous variable, but
the result of strategic considerations on the part of the retailer. A failure to address this issue,
when present, can bias the parameter estimates. Given the cross-sectional nature of our data,
we use a control function approach to test for this type of selection bias, in line with the
recommendations of Sande & Ghosh (2018). As discussed in Angrist & Pischke (2010),
instruments need to correlate with the LP variable (relevance criterion), but not with the
unobserved determinants of the dependent variable (exclusion criterion).
We use two sets of instruments. A first instrument is defined at the retail-banner level,
while a second set is defined at the country level. First, we use the proportion of banners
located in a Neighboring country and with the same Format as the focal retail banner, that
carry a loyalty program (NFSHARE). For example, for the Dutch supermarkets in our
sample, we use the proportion of German and Belgian supermarkets that operate an LP. It
seems unlikely that the LP adoption by multiple banners in neighboring countries is directed
at harming the focal retailer, especially since their markets of operation often do not overlap
(e.g., the largest German supermarket, Edeka, is not present in any of its neighboring
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countries). Furthermore, omitted variables, such as organizational processes that might drive
the decision to adopt an LP are very difficult to imitate by competitors (Grewal & Slotegraaf,
2007). We thus follow the common practice of using decisions of competing firms (e.g.,
Germann et al., 2015; Keller et al., 2016) in other markets (e.g., Sotgiu & Gielens, 2015) as
instrument.
Second, we consider two aspects of the country’s local supplier base as country-level
instruments. We use both the local supplier quality (SQAUL) and the local supplier quantity
(SQUANT), which we retrieve from the Global Competitiveness Index (GCI). We refer to
Steenkamp & Geyskens (2014) for a recent use of the GCI in a marketing setting. The
availability and quality of local suppliers might influence the retailer’s decision whether or
not to have a loyalty program, and (as indicated below) its decision on reward timing,
program rewards, the offering of more fancy rewards for the most-progressed consumers,
and/or the decision to join a multi-vendor program. Indeed, a broad set of high-quality
suppliers may offer more possibilities and reduce the risk of moving beyond a simple cash
related (such as a straight discount) reward system.14 Moreover, since they are measured
nationally (i.e., at a much higher level of aggregation not only of any individual retail banner,
but also of the grocery sector as a whole), they are more likely to satisfy the exogeneity
assumption (Sande & Ghosh, 2018). The underlying logic is that variables that describe the
broader external market environment are unlikely to be affected by any individual firm and/or
its relationships with other firms.15 In addition, the scores on these country-specific
instruments account for retailer-invariant country effects in a more parsimonious way than
the fixed-effects endogeneity correction described in Papies et al. (2017), which would

We refer to Ter Braak et al. (2013, 2014) for a similar reasoning in the context of retailers’ decision to add a
premium PL tier.
15
As such, their inclusion not only reduces the set of omitted variables, but they are also unlikely to suffer from
reverse causality. Based on a similar logic, Heckman (2000) refers to such variables as external variables.
14
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require 26 country dummies. In a similar spirit, Gielens et al. (2014) included a set of 5
broader category-type instruments rather than 53 individual category dummies in their study
on retailer exclusivity.
Considering that we have a binary endogenous variable, we follow Germann et al.
(2015) and Vroegrijk et al. (2016) by including two generalized residual terms as control
functions (see also Wooldridge, 2002, p. 631). The probit selection model, containing the
exogenous variables of Equation 2.1 and the aforementioned instruments, is given in
Equation 2.2:
Pr(𝐿𝑃𝑏𝑐 = 1) = 𝛷[𝛿0 + 𝛿1 log(𝑁𝐹𝑆𝐻𝐴𝑅𝐸𝑏𝑐 ) +  𝛿2 log(𝑆𝑄𝑈𝐴𝐿𝑐 )
+  𝛿3 log(𝑆𝑄𝑈𝐴𝑁𝑇𝑐 ) +  𝛿4 𝑃𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐴𝑇𝑏𝑐 + 𝛿5 𝐻𝑌𝑃𝐸𝑅𝑏𝑐
+ 𝛿6 𝐷𝐼𝑆𝐶𝑂𝑈𝑁𝑇𝑏𝑐 + 𝛿7 𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸𝑏𝑐 + 𝛿8 log(𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐶5𝑐 )
(2.2)
+ 𝛿9 log(𝐶𝐿𝑃𝑆𝐻𝐴𝑅𝐸𝑏𝑐 ) + 𝛿10 log(𝐼𝐷𝑉𝑐 ) + 𝛿11 log(𝐿𝑇𝑂𝑐 )
+ 𝛿12 log(𝑁𝑂𝑁𝐺𝑅𝑂𝐶𝑏𝑐 ) + 𝛿13 log(𝑃𝐿𝑆𝐻𝐴𝑅𝐸𝑐 )
+ 𝛿14 log(𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑐 )],
with 𝛷 the CDF of the standard normal distribution. We use the estimates of this first stage to
calculate the following control functions:
𝐶𝐹𝐿𝑃𝑏𝑐 = 𝐿𝑃 ∗ 𝜆̂(𝛿̂ 𝑧)

(2.3)

𝐶𝐹𝑁𝑂𝐿𝑃𝑏𝑐 = (1 − 𝐿𝑃) ∗ 𝜆̂(−𝛿̂ 𝑧),

(2.4)

where 𝛿̂ are the coefficients of Equation 2.2, 𝑧 is the vector of the instruments and covariates,
𝜑(.)

𝐿𝑃 is a dummy for LP presence, and 𝜆̂(. ) = 𝛷(.) is the inverse Mills ratio (sometimes referred
to as generalized residual; Vella, 1998), in which 𝜑 (𝛷) is the standard normal (cumulative)
density function. The terms 𝐶𝐹𝐿𝑃𝑏𝑐 and 𝐶𝐹𝑁𝑂𝐿𝑃𝑏𝑐 are added as additional control variables
to Equation 2.1, and tested on their significance. As the control function terms are estimated
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quantities, we bootstrap (with 1,000 resamples) the standard errors following the procedure
outlined in Papies et al. (2017, pp. 589–590). If significant, evidence of a self-selection bias is
found. If not, following the recommendations of Papies et al. (2017, pp. 51–52), and Sande &
Ghosh (2018, p. 193), we proceed with the more efficient regular model without the added
control-function terms.
Of course, the reasons why LP could be endogenous can also apply to CLP share.16
As this is a continuous variable, we follow Datta et al. (2017) and Lim et al. (2018) and use a
Gaussian copula term (see also Park & Gupta, 2012) to test for, and if needed control for, this
type of endogeneity. We calculate the copula term using the following equation:
𝐶𝑂𝑃𝐶𝐿𝑃𝑆𝐻𝐴𝑅𝐸𝑏𝑐 = Ф−1 [𝐻(𝐶𝐿𝑃𝑆𝐻𝐴𝑅𝐸𝑏𝑐 )],

(2.5)

where Ф−1 is the inverse normal cumulative distribution function, and 𝐻(. ) refers to the
empirical cumulative distribution function. While copulas do not need instrumental variables,
they do require that the potentially endogenous variables are not normally distributed. A
Shapiro-Wilk test (W = .978, p < .01) showed that this is indeed the case for our CLP share
variable. We therefore can add the copula term as additional control variable to Equation 2.1.
Also in this case, we will proceed with the model without the additional copula term in case
the associated coefficient would turn out to be insignificant (see also Gielens et al., 2018 for a
similar practice).
Finally, there is not only a potential self-selection present in the choice whether or not
to adopt an LP, but also in the LP design selection. To control for this additional type of selfselection, we use the conditional expectations correction method proposed by Dubin &
McFadden (1984), and recently used in Homburg et al. (2014) and Gijsbrechts et al. (2018).
The conditional expectations correction also uses control functions, in the same spirit as the

16

We thank an anonymous reviewer for this suggestion.
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generalized residuals in the binary case, but estimates a multinomial logit selection model in
the first stage. Details on both model specification and additional instruments used in this
extension are provided in the Appendix.

2.6

Results

We present the results of our models in Table 2.4, where we use one-sided tests for the
directional hypotheses and two-sided tests for the main effects and control variables. Model 1
is our base model with only main effects, Model 2 consists of the main effects, the
endogeneity correction for the decision whether or not to have a loyalty program, and the
copula term for CLP share, Model 3 includes the interaction effects without endogeneity
correction, while Model 4 also adds the control functions and copula term (see Table A2.1 for
the first-stage results).17 There are no serious multicollinearity concerns in any of these
models, as almost all correlations (99%) are below the typical threshold of .8 (Table 2.3),
with the exception of three correlations involving interaction terms. With interactions,
correlations are dependent on the scales of the underlying variables, and have no effect on the
coefficients or standard errors. We refer to Disatnik & Sivan (2016) for more details on what
has been called the illusion of multicollinearity in moderation. All models have a good fit,
with an R2 of around 45% for the more extended models. Moreover, the classification
accuracy of the first stage of Model 2 and 4 (77%) is considerably higher than the
proportional-chance criterion of 57% (Morrison, 1969). The relevance criterion for the
instruments was established by measuring the extent to which the fit changes following

17

In Model 4, the design characteristics are still treated as exogenous (which we test empirically later on).
Importantly, the adopted control-function has the advantage (relative to a 2SLS IV approach) that no additional
interactions with the generalized residual term are called for (Ebbes et al., 2016, pp. 30–31; Papies et al., 2017,
pp. 614–615; Wooldridge, 2015, pp. 428–429).
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inclusion of the instruments (Papies et al., 2017). A likelihood ratio test for Models 2 and 4
shows a significant improvement in the fit of the first-stage selection model due to the
inclusion of the instruments (χ2(3) = 8.99, p < .05).18 In Model 4, all parameters are very
similar to the ones in Model 3, while the control functions and copula are not significant. This
was also the case in each of the four more extended variants, where we test for the potential
endogeneity of selecting a certain design option (out of 12 control functions, only 1 was
marginally significant, as could also be expected by chance; results of these models can be
found in Table A2.2). Given the insignificance of the control-function terms, we focus (as
argued before) on the more efficient estimates of Model 3 to discuss our substantive findings
in more detail.
Even though the control functions are not significant, we can derive some useful
insights from the respective selection equations. The first-stage results of Models 2 and 4 (of
which full details are given in Table A2.1) indicate that retailers are more likely to have an
LP when a higher proportion of competitors also operate an LP, both within the country itself
and in its neighboring countries. These findings underscore the importance of both domesticand foreign-rival precedence as a relevant source of information for infrequent strategic
decisions (Gielens & Dekimpe, 2007). In the first-stage results of the models where we test
for selecting certain design options (see Table A2.1), we additionally find that countries with
a higher local supplier quality are more likely to adopt programs with indirect rewards, a
tiered component, or take part in a multivendor program. An abundance of many local
suppliers, in contrast, has a negative impact on the likelihood of adopting a tiered system or
taking part in a multivendor program. Furthermore, discounters are less likely to adopt an LP

18

As variation and robustness check, we take the neighboring retailers with the same design and format to the
number of retailers with the same format that use an LP, rather than all retailers with the same format. This
variant also has a significant improvement due to instrument inclusion (p < .05), and our results remained very
robust. Detailed results are available from the first author upon request.
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that has certain designs (delayed timing, direct rewards, a progressive reward, or a
multivendor program), while larger retailers are more likely to adopt a program with delayed
timing.
Main effects
The results of all four outcome models, reported in Table 2.4, are very consistent in terms of
sign and magnitude. While not our prime focus, it is comforting that our main effects (which
represent banners without an LP) have considerable face validity. First, we find a positive
effect of retailer size on sales productivity (𝛽5 = .336, p < .01), consistent with the doublejeopardy phenomenon faced by smaller players (Dowling & Uncles, 1997). Second, similar
to Keller et al. (2016), we find negative main effects of retail concentration (𝛽6 = -.288, p <
.01) on retail productivity. Also, retail productivity is found to be smaller in more long-term
oriented societies (𝛽9 = -.189, p < .05), consistent with their higher budget conservativeness
(De Mooij & Hofstede, 2002). In terms of the control variables, we find an effect of private
label share (𝛽11 = .133, p < .05), and, similar to Kumar & Karande (2000), a positive
influence of GDP per capita (𝛽12 = .487, p < .01) on retailer performance.
While we do not see a main effect of having an LP in Model 1, we do find a positive
significant effect in our extended Model 3 (𝛽1= .283, p < .05).19 Importantly, however, there
are several significant contingency factors in Model 3, which suggests that solely looking at
the main effect of LP might not reveal the full story. A formal Wald test also supports Model
3 (the full model) over the main-effects-only model (χ2(9) = 33.41, p < .01).

19

Given the coding of the different variables, this refers to the impact of the more successful (see section
moderating effects) single-vendor non-progressive LP which offers immediate direct rewards, evaluated at the
mean of the continuous moderators.
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Table 2.4
Drivers of retailer performance
Variable
Intercept

Hypot
hesis

Model 1:
Main only
8.503** (83.806
*
)

Coefficients (t-values)
Model 2:
Model 3:
Main with CFsa
Full
8.023** (12.892
8.433** (64.713
*
)
*
)

Model 4:
Full with CFsa
8.224**
*
(1.652)

Main effects
LP
.054
(1.194)
1.080
(1.174)
.283**
(2.465)
.924
(1.063)
Price strategy
-.043
(-.445)
-.057
(-.573)
.011
(.101)
.019
(.154)
Hypermarket
-.017
(-.115)
.000
(-.001)
-.085
(-.545)
-.052
(-.327)
Discounter
.082
(.759)
.286
(1.449)
.169
(1.209)
.230
(.902)
Retailer size
.275*** (4.742)
.241*** (3.519)
.336*** (4.532)
.334*** (3.805)
Retail
concentration
.273*** (-3.096)
.262*** (-3.033) .288*** (-2.879)
.289*** (-2.766)
CLP share
-.012
(-.114)
-.185
(-1.069)
.095
(.691)
-.111
(-.556)
Individualism
.058
(.429)
-.003
(-.022)
-.099
(-.569)
-.117
(-.634)
Long-term
orientation
-.116
(-1.168) -.160
(-1.491) -.189**
(-2.128) -.211** (-2.270)
Moderating effect of design characteristics.
LP*Reward
H1: −
timing
-.054
(-.521)
-.056
(-.547)
LP*Reward type
H2: −
-.048
(-.416)
-.037
(-.315)
LP*Progressive
H3: −
reward
-.210††
(-2.233) -.216†† (-2.300)
LP*Multivendor
H4: −
program
.225††† (-2.547)
.210††† (-2.558)
Moderating effect of retailer characteristics
LP*Price
H5: +
strategy
-.096
(-.733)
-.123
(-.955)
LP*Hypermarket H6a: +
.064
(.594)
.047
(.401)
H6b:
LP*Discounter
−
-.295††
(-1.796) -.126
(-.331)
LP*Retailer size
H7: +
-.062
(-.987)
-.093
(-1.186)
Moderating effect of country characteristics
LP*Retail
H8: −
concentration
.028
(.325)
.037
(.378)
LP*CLP share
H9: −
-.293††
(-2.182) -.412†† (-1.930)
LP*Individualis
H10: +
m
.280††
(1.769)
.218†
(1.462)
LP*Long-term
H11: +
orientation
.154†
(1.577)
.127(†) (1.271)
Control variables
Non-grocery
share
-.001
(-.006)
-.016
(-.196)
.018
(.230)
.002
(.023)
Private label
share
.183*** (2.518)
.228*** (3.309)
.133**
(2.024)
.184*** (2.608)
GDP per capita
.449*** (6.102)
.433*** (5.500)
.487*** (6.056)
.473*** (5.667)
CF no LP
-.327
(-.689)
-.133
(-.230)
CF LP
-1.405
(-1.634)
-1.128
(-1.038)
Copula CLP
share
.018
(.286)
.069
(1.111)
R-square
.419
.427
.452
.456
Note: N=358, (†) p <.11, † p < .10, †† p < .05, ††† p < .01 (one-sided); * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01 (two-sided).
Supported hypotheses are in bold. LP: loyalty program, CLP: competitors’ loyalty program.
aIncludes (two) Control Functions (CF) for the potentially endogenous LP decision, and a copula term for the potentially
endogenous CLP share-variable.
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Moderating effects
The results of the full model can be found in Table 2.4, and an overview of the hypothesized
effects and their results can be found in Table 2.5. As we mean-centered the continuous
variables, the effects of continuous moderators can be interpreted as deviations from the
mean. Looking first at the design characteristics, we find no significant effect for reward
timing (H1; p > .10) nor for reward type (H2; p > .10). However, we do find a significant
negative moderating relationship between retailers’ performance and the use of a progressivereward system (γ3 = -.210, p < .05), and of being part of a multivendor program (γ4 = -.225, p
< .01), in line with H3 and H4. This results in a non-significant total effect for programs with
these design characteristics (i.e., 𝛽1 +  γ3 = .073, p > 10; 𝛽1 +  γ4 = .058, p > 10).
When looking at the retailer characteristics, we find that the price strategy of the
retailer does not seem to matter for the effectiveness of the LP (H5; p > .10). Hence, LPs are
not intrinsically more favorable for retailers with a Hi-Lo strategy than for retailers with an
EDLP strategy. Although we do not find that the impact of an LP differs significantly
between hypermarkets and supermarkets (H6a; p > .10), we do find evidence that an LP
performs less well within a discount format than within a supermarket format (H6b; 𝛾7 = .295, p < .05). Finally, we find no evidence that the effectiveness of LPs is dependent on the
retailer size (H8; p > .10).
We furthermore find that the impact of LPs is strongly contingent on the country
characteristics where the loyalty programs are implemented. Even though we could not find
support for a moderating effect of retail concentration on LP effectiveness (H8; p > .10), we
do find that LPs are less effective when more competing retailers also adopt an LP (𝛾10 = .293, p < .05), as predicted in H9.20

20

In unreported analyses, we tested for the presence of a U-shaped relationship (we thank an anonymous
reviewer for this suggestion). However, the additional quadratic term turned out to be insignificant.
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Table 2.5
Summary of hypotheses and results
Independent variables
Hypothesized
Results from Model 3
relationship with retailer
performance
Design characteristics
‒
Not supported
H1: Reward timing (delayed)
‒
Not supported
H2: Reward type (indirect)
‒
Supported
H3: Progressive reward
‒
Supported
H4: Multivendor program
Retailer characteristics
+
Not supported
H5: Price strategy
+/Partially supporteda
H6: Retail format
(hypermarket / discounter)
+
Not supported
H7: Retailer size
Country characteristics
‒
Not supported
H8: Retail concentration
‒
Supported
H9: CLP share
+
Supported
H10: Individualism
+
Supported
H11: Long-term orientation
Note: CLP: competitors’ loyalty program.
a
We only find support for the negative effect of the discounter format.
Turning to the cultural variables, there is, as hypothesized, a significant link between
LP effectiveness and both individualism and long-term orientation. LPs are more likely to
lead to a higher retailer performance in countries that score higher on individualism (𝛾11 =
.280, p < .05) and long-term orientation (𝛾12 = .154, p < .10), confirming H10 and H11.
To bring the managerial and economic relevance of the identified contingency factors
to the fore, we proceed with four additional sets of analyses: we (i) assess the relative
importance of the different drivers by comparing their effect sizes, (ii) calculate the total
effect for existing LP operators given their selected design options, (iii) simulate the effect
that new entrants might expect in the different European countries when adopting the “more
favorable” design combination, and (iv) derive the effect that new entrants with different
formats may expect in key markets outside of Europe.
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First, building on the model estimates, we assess the relative importance of the
significant contingency factors for retailers that operate a loyalty program (Figure 2.2). For
each dummy variable, we calculate the effect size as the (percentage) difference between the
predicted productivity if the variable equals one versus zero. For each continuous driver, we
consider the value of one standard deviation above versus below its mean, expressed relative
to the situation where all variables are at their mean (continuous variables) or zero (dummy
variables). We find that both significant design characteristics are equally detrimental.
Furthermore, regarding the cultural characteristics, the impact of individualism is more
pronounced (21%) than of long-term orientation (11%).
Second, using the predicted productivity impact from a restricted model in which all
insignificant interactions have been set to zero (see Dekimpe et al., 1997 for a similar
practice), we find that 115 of the 245 programs (47%) have a significant positive effect (p <
.05; standard errors obtained through the delta rule) on retailer performance, while 127 (3)
programs have an insignificant (negative) effect. This variability is consistent with the mixed
findings from earlier (single-retailer) research. In case all programs would have been
implemented with the more efficient combination of design characteristics (i.e., neither
multivendor nor progressive), the number of programs with a significant positive impact
would have increased to 160 (65%). As a case in point, we find that SPAR’s stand-alone LP
in Italy has a positive impact on the banner’s sales productivity, while its multivendor
program in Hungary does not (even though it would also have had a positive impact there
when implemented as a stand-alone program). Importantly, our calculations also show that it
is not always beneficial to deploy a uniform LP strategy. For Carrefour, for example, we find
that its LP has a positive performance impact in, among others, Belgium, France and
Luxembourg, but not in Bulgaria and Greece.
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Figure 2.2
Relative importance of significant contingency factors
Progressive
reward

Multivendor

Discount

CLP share

IDV

LTO

0.21
0.11

-0.19

-0.20

-0.16
-0.26

Note: CLP: competitors’ loyalty program, IDV: individualism, LTO: long-term orientation.
We present the impact for operators of an LP when only one variable is changed. For the
dummy variables (progressive reward, multivendor, discount), we first calculate the
difference between the values of one versus zero, and subsequently express this change
relative to the zero base case. For continuous drivers (competitors’ loyalty program share,
individualism, long-term orientation), we first consider the difference between one
standard deviation above the mean versus one standard deviation below the mean, and then
express this difference relative to the value obtained at the mean.
Third, using the method described above, we simulate for each of the different
countries (which differ not only in terms of their level of individualism and long-term
orientation, but also in terms of their proportion of already active LPs) the impact that a nondiscounter could expect when adding a non-progressive stand-alone LP. We find that the
adoption of such an LP would still be effective (p < .05) in more than half (13/19) of the
countries.21 Focusing on the individual-banner rather than the country level, we find that out
of the 113 retailer banners that do not run an LP, there are still 61 (54%) that can launch an
LP that would significantly increase performance (p < .05).

21

The calculations refer to the first additional adopter in each country. Later entrants will, of course, face a less
favorable competitive setting (i.e., a higher proportion of incumbents already carrying an LP). We considered
the 19 countries where at least one non-discounter did not have an LP yet, and found a positive effect for
Austria, Belgium, the Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, the Netherlands, Romania,
Slovakia, Switzerland and the United Kingdom.
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Table 2.6
Simulation for other key markets
CLP share 25%
CLP share 50%
CLP share 75%
Country
Super- or Discounter Super- or Discounter Super- or Discounter
hypermarke
hypermarke
hypermarke
t
t
t
✓
✓
United
States
✓
China
✓
✓
✓
✓
Japan
✓
✓
India
✓
Brazil
✓
✓
✓
Canada
✓
South Korea
✓
Russia
✓
✓
Australia
Mexico
Note: CLP: competitors’ loyalty program, ✓ indicates positive significant effect (p < .05).
Simulation of different scenarios for the top 10 countries (based on their 2018 GDP)
outside our sample.
Finally, we derive whether or not having an LP will increase retailer performance in
important markets outside our covered countries, and summarize the findings in Table 2.6.
Specifically, we considered the top 10 countries (based on their 2018 GDP) that were not
included in our sample, and simulate what would happen under three different competitive
LP settings (a low CLP share of 25%, a medium CLP share of 50%, and a high CLP share of
75%) for two separate retail formats (non-discounters and discounters). We find that with a
low level of LP competition, operating an LP increases performance in almost all countries
(except in Mexico) for supermarkets and hypermarkets (and also for discounters in Japan). In
a moderate competitive LP setting, super- and hypermarkets can still expect a positive effect
in half of the countries. In a highly competitive LP market, however, operating an LP rarely
increases retailer performance (except for super- or hypermarkets in Canada and Japan),
which is consistent with the contentions of Dowling & Uncles (1997).
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2.7

Discussion

Two key decisions that retailers face are whether they should adopt an LP, and if so, how
they should implement it. Prior academic research, which typically considered only a few
cases, offers conflicting insights, and therefore “provides more confusion than guidance for
managers” (McCall & Voorhees, 2010, p. 6). To address this ambiguity, we theorized and
tested whether the success of an LP is contingent on (i) design characteristics, (ii) retailer
characteristics, and (iii) country characteristics, using data of more than 350 retail banners
across 27 countries, of which 68% operate an LP. In so doing, we address repeated calls for
empirical research on the moderating influence of design, retailer, and country drivers.
Overall, we find a positive impact of the more basic (i.e., which offer direct and
immediate rewards) LP variants on retailer sales productivity. However, this relationship
disappears with some of the more complex program structures, such as the addition of a
progressive reward structure or when taking part in a multivendor program, which is in line
with the negative effect of complexity found on LP adoption in Demoulin & Zidda (2009).
While a progressive reward structure might stimulate consumers to reach a higher spending
level to achieve better rewards, as observed by Kopalle et al. (2012) in the hotel industry, our
study indicates that grocery retailers should keep the potential dark side of such LPs in mind
(Beck et al., 2015). Our findings indicate that negative side effects indeed prevail, in line with
recent studies that show that failure to reach certain thresholds might evoke negative
associations due to goal-failure (Wang et al., 2016), demotion (Wagner et al., 2009), and
envy of lower-ranked members (Steinhoff & Palmatier, 2016). Similarly, our findings for
multi-vendor programs indicate that the negative effects of divided loyalty (Dorotic et al.,
2011) tend to outweigh the hoped-for positive spillover effects or cross-selling opportunities.
The negative effect for multi-vendor programs can also explain why Sharp & Sharp (1997)
could not find evidence of loyalty in their Fly Buys case.
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As for retailer characteristics, the positive effect of LPs is present for both
supermarkets and hypermarkets. However, we find that LP effectiveness is lower for
discounters, strengthening the argument that LPs are often perceived as inconsistent for
retailers that have a ‘no frills’ strategy (Dorotic et al., 2012). The effectiveness of LPs also
varies across countries: retailer performance is higher when an LP is operated in countries
with a lower proportion of competing LPs, which can be attributed to the higher remaining
differentiation potential of carrying an LP in such environments, and which is consistent with
the argument of Dowling & Uncles (1997) that competitive LP responses reduce the potential
long-term benefits for all involved parties. Furthermore, LPs perform better in countries that
score higher on individualism and long-term orientation. These findings (along with our
country simulation) shed light on some of the contrasting findings in past literature that
covered countries also present in our dataset, such as the positive effect found in the
Netherlands by Leenheer et al. (2007), and the non-significant effect found in Sweden by
Mägi (2003).
Our research has some limitations that offer avenues for further research. First, a
strength of this study was that it covers a broad cross-section of multiple retailers and
countries, which allows us to assess the long-term equilibrium relationship between LPs and
retailer productivity (Dekimpe & Hanssens, 1995). Still, it would be useful to also look at the
over-time evolution in effectiveness of various LP designs. This is especially relevant to
retailers who are in the process of setting up an LP, or who are thinking of redesigning their
existing program. Lidl, one of Europe’s leading discounters, for example, recently started its
first LP in Scotland (Butler, 2015), while the Belgian supermarket chain Delhaize announced
that it is considering to change its current delayed-only reward system to an immediate
reward system (Het Nieuwsblad, 2018). To those retailers, more insights in the short-run
dynamics would be highly relevant, as would an assessment of potential asymmetric effects
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of adding versus discontinuing a loyalty program, especially in highly competitive LP
environments.
Second, our sample was limited to grocery retailers. There are also retail chains with
loyalty programs in other sectors, and it would be interesting to study whether the adoption of
a progressive-reward system, or the participation in a multivendor program, becomes more
beneficial in such settings. For example, it might be more appealing to opt for a multi-vendor
program in industries with infrequent purchases, as this could be the only feasible way for
consumers to surpass certain reward thresholds within a reasonable amount of time.
Third, we adopted sales productivity as performance metric in this study. Alternative
metrics, such as penetration or profit, could further improve retailer decision making. While
LPs can generate additional revenue, they also come with certain costs (such as costs of
rewards, database maintenance, and vendor contracts). Similarly, certain LP designs may be
less costly to operate (e.g., a multivendor program). For a more complete picture, it would be
worthwhile that future research considers both the benefits and the costs of various designs.
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2.8

Appendix

To also test for the potentially endogenous choice of specific design characteristics, we use
the conditional expectations correction method proposed by Dubin & McFadden (1984), and
recently used in Homburg et al. (2014) and Gijsbrechts et al. (2018). This method also uses
control functions, in the same spirit as the generalized residuals in the binary case, but
estimates a multinomial logit selection model in the first stage.
For a given design characteristic, we consider three choice options (LP_C): no LP, an
LP with one level of the design element (e.g., immediate reward) and an LP with the other
level of the design element (e.g., delayed reward). Following Mathys et al. (2016) and
Gielens et al. (2018), we first estimate four models in which we each time allow one of the
design elements to be endogenous. Next, we jointly include all control functions for which
statistical significance was obtained in these preliminary analyses.
In addition to the previous instruments, we include the proportion of same-format
retailers in neighboring countries that makes use of the same design option (NFSHARED).
For example, for the Dutch supermarkets in our sample that use an LP with delayed timing,
we take the ratio of the number of German and Belgian supermarkets that also use a delayed
timing to the total number of German and Belgian supermarkets. Rather than Equation 2.2,
we estimate (for each design characteristic) a first-stage multinomial logit:
𝐿𝑃_𝐶𝑏𝑐 (𝑜) =

𝑒 𝑈𝑏𝑐 (𝑜)
𝑈𝑏𝑐 (𝑑)
∑𝐷
𝑑𝑒

, with 𝑈 ′ 𝑏𝑐 (𝑜) = 𝑈𝑏𝑐 (𝑜) + 𝜂𝑏𝑐 (𝑜), and
(A2.1)

where
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𝑈𝑏𝑐 (𝑜) = 𝜂0,𝑜 + 𝜂1,𝑜 log(𝑁𝐹𝑆𝐻𝐴𝑅𝐸𝑏𝑐 ) + 𝜂2,𝑜 log(𝑁𝐹𝑆𝐻𝐴𝑅𝐸𝐷𝑏𝑐 )
+ 𝜂3,𝑜 log(𝑆𝑄𝑈𝐴𝐿𝑐 ) + 𝜂4,𝑜 log(𝑆𝑄𝑈𝐴𝑁𝑇𝑐 )
+  𝜂5,𝑜 𝑃𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐴𝑇𝑏𝑐 + 𝜂6,𝑜 𝐻𝑌𝑃𝐸𝑅𝑏𝑐 + 𝜂7,𝑜 𝐷𝐼𝑆𝐶𝑂𝑈𝑁𝑇𝑏𝑐
+ 𝜂8,𝑜 𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸𝑏𝑐 + 𝜂9,𝑜 log(𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐶5𝑐 )
+ 𝜂10,𝑜 log(𝐶𝐿𝑃𝑆𝐻𝐴𝑅𝐸𝑏𝑐 ) + 𝜂11,𝑜 log(𝐼𝐷𝑉𝑐 )
+ 𝜂12,𝑜 log(𝐿𝑇𝑂𝑐 ) + 𝜂13,𝑜 log(𝑁𝑂𝑁𝑆𝐻𝐴𝑅𝐸𝑏𝑐 )
+ 𝜂14,𝑜 log(𝑃𝐿𝑆𝐻𝐴𝑅𝐸𝑐 ) + 𝜂15,𝑜 log(𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑐 ),
where 𝐿𝑃_𝐶𝑏𝑐 (𝑜) is the probability of the selected choice from three (rather than two) options
o: no program, selecting one level of the design element, or selecting the other level of the
design element.22 The terms 𝑈𝑏𝑐 (𝑠) and 𝜂𝑏𝑐 (𝑠) are the systematic and random components of
utility, respectively. The obtained probabilities are used to calculate the control functions
according to Equation A2.2:

𝐶𝐹𝑏𝑐 (𝑜) =

𝑃̂𝑏𝑐 (𝑜) ∗ 𝑙𝑛 (𝑃̂𝑏𝑐 (𝑜))
1 − 𝑃̂𝑏𝑐 (𝑜)

+ 𝑙𝑛(𝑃̂𝑏𝑐 (𝑐𝑏𝑐 )), 𝑜 ≠ 𝑐𝑏𝑐 ,

(A2.2)

where 𝐶𝐹𝑏𝑐 (𝑜) denotes the control function of retail banner b in country c for option 𝑜, and
where 𝑐𝑏𝑐 is the actual design chosen by the retailer. The control function takes the value of
zero for 𝑜 = 𝑐𝑏𝑐 . We refer to Bourguignon et al. (2007) for a technical discussion on this
correction. The control functions are subsequently added to Equation 2.1 as control variables.
As the control function terms are estimated quantities, we bootstrap (with 1,000 resamples)
the standard errors following the procedure outlined in Papies et al. (2017, pp. 589–590).

22

Parameters for no program (the reference case) are set to zero for identification.
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Model 5.4
Multivendor
Multivendor
(yes)
(no)
-1.910**
.852**
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Intercept
Instruments
Neighboring share
.661***
1.028*
.760
1.061
2.431
.092
1.199***
.417
1.510***
Neighboring share same design
-.036
.234
.015
.486
-.412*
.043
-1.277***
-.405**
Local supplier quantity
1.083
1.683
2.612
3.024
-11.530
-1.446*
2.896
-16.994***
-.489
Local supplier quality
-3.533
-4.171
-7.039
-9.358*
39.519***
34.665**
-9.593*
36.840***
-4.173
Retailer characteristics
Price strategy
.151
.658
.168
.099
17.038
-1.045*
.431
.227
.225
Hypermarket
-.123
-.526
-.028
-.444
.713
-.366
-.208
-.518
-.300
Discounter
-.547
.222
-1.937***
-1.057*
.911
-3.556***
-.684
-4.613**
-.925
Retailer size
.215
-.001
.581*
.447
-.284
.154
.433
.708
.317
Country characteristics
Retail concentration
.095
1.256
-.115
.487
-5.325***
-.484
.133
-2.080*
.429
CLP share
.516*
.012
1.329**
.714
2.735*
-.006
1.361**
1.545
.284
Individualism
.547*
1.059
.979*
1.233**
-3.025*
4.588**
.712
4.812**
1.645***
Long-term orientation
.379
.795
.408
.832
-2.201*
-.041
.733
.567
.432
Control variables
Non-grocery share
.107
.189
.221
.292
-.348
.688
.141
.129
.334
Private label share
-.296
-.197
-.708*
-.704*
.822
-2.760***
-.219
-.097
-.533
GDP per capita
.304
-.736
1.054*
.739
-1.565
-2.343*
.725
-.286
.339
Pseudo R-square
.221
.200
.251
.254
.258
Note: N=358, * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01 (two-sided), CLP: competitor’s loyalty program. Coefficients are each time compared to the base case of having no loyalty program.

Variable

Table A2.1
First-stage selection models for LP adoption and selection of design decisions
Coefficients
Model 2 & 4
Model 5.1
Model 5.2
Model 5.3
LP
Timing
Timing
Type
Type
Progressive
Progressive
(immediate)
(delayed)
(direct)
(indirect)
reward (yes)
reward (no)
.532**
-.987*
.658*
.956**
-19.672
-1.040
.506
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Hypothesis

Model 4:
Full
8.433***

Model 5.1:
MCFb Time
8.171***

Coefficient
Model 5.2:
MCFb Type
8.163***

Model 5.3:
MCFb progressive reward
8.261***

Model 5.4:
MCFb Multivendor
8.288***
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Intercept
Main effects
LP
.283**
.595*
.643*
.548*
.473
Price strategy
.011
-.015
.013
.000
.011
Hypermarket
-.085
-.031
-.038
-.089
-.043
Discounter
.169
.348*
.348
.261
.274
Retailer size
.336***
.311***
.312***
.331***
.319***
Retail concentration
-.288***
-.304***
-.286
-.237**
-.283***
CLP share
.095
-.179
-.183
-.318
-.135
Individualism
-.099
-.160
-.156
-.094
-.131
Long-term orientation
-.189**
-.220**
-.219**
-.194**
-.212**
Moderating effect of design characteristics
LP*Reward timing
H1: −
-.054
-.127
-.065
-.064
-.049
LP*Reward type
H2: −
-.048
-.050
-.179
-.041
-.047
LP*Progressive reward
H3: −
-.210††
-.218††
-.209††
-.719†††
-.216††
LP*Multivendor program
H4: −
-.225†††
-.234†††
-.189†††
-.213†††
-.183
Moderating effect of retailer characteristics
LP*Price strategy
H5: +
-.096
-.087
-.099
-.128
-.106
LP*Hypermarket
H6a: +
.064
.042
.052
.055
.040
LP*Discounter
H6b: −
-.295††
-.466††
-.295
-.371†
-.328(†)
LP*Retailer size
H7: +
-.062
-.039
-.068
-.062
-.060
Moderating effect of country characteristics
LP*Retail concentration
H8: −
.028
.000
.012
-.001
.015
LP*CLP share
H9: −
-.293††
-.236††
-.315††
-.325††
-.318†††
LP*Individualism
H10: +
.280††
.312††
.257††
.297††
.285††
LP*Long-term orientation
H11: +
.154†
.152††
.133†
.127†
.146†
Control variables
Non-grocery share
.018
-.004
-.004
.028
.001
Private label share
.133**
.168**
.191**
.110
.168**
GDP per capita
.487***
.506***
.483***
.496***
.480***
CF no LP
.067
.122
-.020
.088
CF design 1 (yes)
-.097
-.119
.125
-.030
CF design 2 (no)
-.038
.020
-.169*
-.032
Copula CLP share
.071
.076
.113
.068
R-square
.452
.456
.457
.462
.455
Note: N=358, (†) p < .11, † p < .10, †† p < .05, ††† p < .01 (one-sided); * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01 (two-sided). Supported hypotheses are in bold. LP: loyalty program, CLP:
competitors’ loyalty program.
aModels 5 includes Multiple (three) Control Functions (MCF) for the potentially endogenous design decision, and a copula term for the potentially endogenous CLP share.

Variable

Table A2.2
Drivers of retail performance
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3. How to design successful temporary loyalty programs
3.1

Introduction

Retailers often try to engage their consumers in an attempt to enhance shopping frequency
and/or basket size (Brodie et al., 2013). A traditional way to do so is through permanent
loyalty programs (PLPs), such as the Giant bonus card in the US or the Tesco club card in the
UK. At first sight, consumers seem to recognize the advantages of such PLPs, which can
explain the continued growth in PLP memberships. In the US, for example, PLP
memberships increased from 3.3 billion in 2014 to 3.8 billion in 2016, an increase of 15% in
just two years (Colloquy, 2017).
Despite this growth in memberships, most PLPs do not seem very engaging. More
than half (54%) of the memberships are inactive, while 28% of all consumers leave the
program before redeeming a single reward (Colloquy, 2017). Furthermore, 57% do not know
their points balance, and 38% are unaware of their points value (Bond, 2017). In the UK,
61% of the shoppers indicate that they want to feel rewarded for their loyalty by more than
just another card in their wallet, and 50% state that termination of the program would not
impact their shopping (Roberts, 2017).
Retailers are therefore looking for additional ways to engage their consumers, and
increasingly do so in the form of temporary loyalty programs (TLPs).23 A recent (2017) TLP
from Lowes Foods in the US is displayed in Figure 3.1. In this example, consumers could
save for high-quality cookware during a pre-announced period of 18 weeks. They received
one stamp for every $10 spent, and saved for rewards that yielded a discount of up to 95%
(i.e., only an additional payment of 5%) relative to specialty-store retail prices (Panel A).

23

Sometimes also referred to as short-term programs or reward programs
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Consumers needed at least 50 stamps (hence at least $500 worth of grocery spending) to
redeem a reward, and could choose between nine different cookware items (Panel B).
Similarly, in 2018, Billa ran an 8-week program in the Czech Republic, where consumers
received a stamp for every €8 spent. With each set of 15 stamps, they could redeem one of six
different glasses with a popular Disney print for only €0.80 (corresponding to a payment of
less than 10% compared to the original retail price). The broader set of recent TLPs in Table
3.1 shows how TLPs have become a truly global phenomenon.
TLPs are not only popular with retailers, they are also highly valued by consumers. In
Brazil, many of Pão de Açúcar’s consumers got so engaged with the program that they urged
the retailer to quickly run another program after their first (highly successful) TLP ended
(Santos, 2018). Towards the end of a Dutch cutlery TLP, consumers started to actively trade
stamps online to be able to redeem more rewards before the program ended (Algemeen
Dagblad, 2016). According to a 2015 GfK survey, more than 50% of all Dutch consumers
redeemed rewards from at least one such program in that year.
The program operator, through whom the retailer runs the TLP, typically supplies the
rewards. The operator receives a payment from the retailer for each redemption and, in
return, manages the entire program operation. Apart from reward supply and associated
logistics, this includes, among other things, safeguarding the quality of the rewards and the
development and provision of promotional materials, such as stamp cards and in-store
program boots. In 2017 alone, BrandLoyalty, one of the leading global TLP operators in the
industry, distributed more than 40 million rewards worldwide, for which consumers had to
shop for close to 6 billion euros to qualify. According to a 2012 McKinsey report, the TLP
market is posed to grow considerably, not only because of a further expansion in existing
markets (such as France, Germany and China), but also because of a growing acceptance in
newer markets (such as the US and Brazil). TLP operators often collaborate with reward
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Figure 3.1
Temporary loyalty program at Lowes Foods (US)
Panel A – program information, such as duration (18 weeks), additional payment (5%), and spend per stamp ($10)
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Panel B – program information, such as spending requirement (at least $500), reward depth (9), and reward breadth (1; cookware)
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Table 3.1
Examples of recent TLPs
Country
Retailer (product reward)
Brazil
Pão de Açúcar (Knives), Makro (Cutlery)
Canada
Safeway (Glassware), Sobeys (Knives), IGA (Cookware)
China
Spar Huaguan (Storage), RT-Mart (Cookware), Auchan (Household
appliances), Carrefour (Knives)
France
Carrefour (Plush), Intermarché (Ovenware), Auchan (Luggage), Simply
Market (Kitchen appliances)
Germany
Edeka (Cookware), Rewe (Glassware), Hit (Textile), Netto (Cookware)
Indonesia
Alfamart (Dinnerware), Matahari (Cookware)
Italy
Crai (Sports-leisure), Carrefour (Luggage), Esselunga (Knives)
Japan
Aeon (Textile), MaxValu (Plush), Yorkmart (Cutlery)
Mexico
Soriana (Storage), Commercial Mexicana (Luggage)
The Netherlands Albert Heijn (Dinnerware), COOP (Knives)
Russia
Magnit (Glassware), Karusel (Cutlery), Azbuka Vkusa (Personal care),
Lenta (Knives)
Slovenia
Lidl (Cutlery), Mercator (Wine accessories)
Sweden
ICA (Glassware), Netto (Jewelry)
United States
Lowes (Knives), Stop and Shop (Glassware)
Zimbabwe
TM Supermarkets (Cookware), Pick n Pay (Knives)
Note: TLP: temporary loyalty program. All programs were run between 2015 and 2017.

manufacturers to physically produce the rewards, which typically include strong brands such
as Titan (luggage), Villeroy & Boch (ceramics), Zwilling (kitchen knives), and Hasbro (board
games). TLPs can have a large impact on the manufacturer’s markets: after a successful
program rewarding pans of Villeroy & Boch at the largest Dutch retailer, an established
competitor saw its revenue decrease by almost 20% (Distrifood, 2017).
Reward redemption is a key indicator of the success of a TLP, and highly relevant to
all involved parties. Foremost, successful loyalty programs add to the engagement level of
the retailer’s consumers (van Doorn et al., 2010). Consumers become engaged when they
need to invest resources (behavioral, cognitive, and/or emotional) into interactions with the
brand or firm (Hollebeek et al., 2019). This is clearly the case with TLPs, as consumers not
only have to spend money at the retailer to receive stamps, they also have to hold on to those
stamps until they have reached a certain critical number, after which they have to select and
redeem their rewards. A clear behavioral manifestation of consumer engagement is thus their
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reward redemption. Reward redemption is, however, also of critical importance to program
operators and reward manufacturers, as the number of redeemed rewards directly affects their
revenue. From an operational perspective, a reliable assessment of the likely reward
redemption is important for the production and distribution planning to prevent stock-outs
(which is also favorable for retailers and consumers) and reduce program costs.
While a sizable body of research has studied the effectiveness of PLPs (see e.g.,
Breugelmans et al., 2015 or Dorotic et al., 2012 for recent reviews), very little research has
been done on TLPs. This is surprising, given their widespread adoption by both retailers and
consumers, and considering that greater changes in consumers’ purchasing behavior have
been found with TLPs than with PLPs (Dorotic et al., 2012). Even though both TLPs and
PLPs adhere to the loyalty-program definition of Kim et al. (2020, p. 3) as “any
institutionalized incentive system that attempts to enhance consumers’ consumption
behavior,” the design decisions that retailers have to make for TLPs are very different than
for PLPs. The latter typically include decisions on tiered (e.g., bronze, silver, and gold
memberships) or multivendor (several parties forming a coalition) structures (Bombaij &
Dekimpe, 2020). While decisions on program duration are obviously not an issue for PLPs,
they are crucial to TLPs, not only to initiate, but also to prolong and sustain consumer
engagement. Similarly, reward-assortment decisions are different in TLPs. As consumers
only have limited time to save for their wanted rewards, retailers have to be more selective,
and typically choose a more limited and targeted reward range (Dorotic et al., 2012). The
insights from the literature on PLPs, therefore, may not hold for (or even be relevant to)
TLPs.
We present the current state of the empirical literature on TLPs in Table 3.2. The
number of programs (10), retailers (8) and countries (2) considered thus far are very limited,
which prevents solid conclusions not only on how to best design TLPs, but also whether the
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success of TLPs varies across different contexts. In addition, most research focusses on the
spending growth of participating or redeeming consumers, and identifies differences in this
uplift among certain consumer segments or household compositions (e.g., Lal & Bell, 2003
and Taylor & Neslin, 2005). However, factors influencing the number of participating or
redeeming consumers, so that this uplift can be realized by as many consumers as possible,
have been largely ignored. Yet, Taylor & Neslin (2005) note that, even though redeemers
spend 9% more, the total post-program increase of 1.8% turns out to be relatively low, since
only 20% redeems. This already underscores the relevance of the latter metric. Moreover, the
reported redemption rates in Lal & Bell (2003) vary widely (between 12-83%), which calls
for an investigation into the underlying drivers of this variation. Importantly, Breugelmans et
al. (2015) explicitly call for other program performance measures, including redemption,
since practitioners are worried about low levels of participation in their programs. Overall,
redemptions are the primary determinant of the operators’ and reward manufacturers’
revenues, and a key indicator of the program’s attractiveness to the retailer’s customer base.
Given their increasing popularity, more research on TLPs and the underlying determinants of
redemption, is clearly called for.
We address this by looking at the redemption rate of almost 700 TLPs across a broad
set (67) of grocery retailers in over 40 countries. The grocery industry is characterized by a
high purchase frequency, and thus an ideal setting for programs with a finite duration. We
focus on stamp-based TLPs, where consumers need to collect for a while in order to redeem a
reward, rather than programs with instant rewards (as studied by Minnema et al., 2017).
Given that our data capture a wide variety of retailers and countries, we will not only quantify
the impact of a diverse set of design characteristics, but will also test whether the success of
TLPs varies across retailers (e.g., as a function of their pricing strategy and size) and/or
countries (e.g., as a function of their retail environment and culture). In so doing, we will
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account for both the retailers’ self selection to run a TLP and the subsequent endogenous TLP
design choices they might make.
We find that there is an optimal24 TLP duration of around 16 weeks, although this is
shorter for programs with a higher additional payment and for retailers with a larger market
share. Decreasing the additional payment and increasing the required spending add to a
program’s redemption rate. TLP success is further dependent on the retailer and country: it is
higher for retailers with a larger market share, for those that operate in a more competitive
retail environment, and in more individualistic societies. Our findings identify a wide-ranging
set of boundary conditions for the appeal of TLPs, which is essential for further theory
development in the area (MacInnis, 2011). Importantly, we find that the role of several of
these boundary conditions differs considerably from those identified for permanent loyalty
programs in Bombaij & Dekimpe (2020). Apart from this theoretical contribution, our
findings can also help retailers in designing their program (and especially in selecting the
optimal program duration, an aspect irrelevant for permanent programs) so that consumer
engagement is maximally stimulated. Considering the nature of temporary programs, retailers
regularly operate new programs, and could directly apply our findings to their next TLP. In
addition, our research can support managers of parent/holding and international companies in
selecting where (i.e., in which subsidiary or country) to run TLPs. Finally, our findings
should be of clear interest to program operators and reward manufacturers, to offer program
designs to retailers that increase their own revenue, and help them efficiently plan the
production and distribution of rewards.

We define the “optimal” duration as the optimal duration for our dependent variable (redemption rate). This
does not automatically mean it will also be the optimal duration for other performance metrics (such as sales or
profit).
24
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Table 3.2
Empirical literature on the effectiveness of temporary loyalty programsa
Study
Country
Number of
Number of
Design
Retailer
Country
firms
programs
characteristics
characteristics
characteristics
Drèze & Hoch (1998)
US
1
1
c
Lal & Bell (2003)
US
1
3
Taylor & Neslin (2005)
US
1
1
c
Minnema et al. (2017)
The Netherlands
4
4
b
Wang et al. (2016)
1
1
✓
✓
✓
This study
42
67
697
a
Experiments and surveys are excluded.
b
Not disclosed.
c
While Lal & Bell (2003) and Minnema et al. (2017) consider a couple of programs with a slight variation on design, they do not assess how
this affects program effectiveness.
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3.2

Conceptual Framework

Redemption rate
While reward redemption is not the only indicator of program success, it is relevant to all
three industry partners (retailers, program operators and reward manufacturers). As put by
Nunes & Drèze (2006, p. 129): “To be attractive, a program must lead to redemption; that’s
when the benefits really become most salient to the [retailer’s] consumers.” In order to be
able to redeem, consumers must shop at the retailer, save stamps, and choose their rewards.
Taylor & Neslin (2005) and Dorotic et al. (2014) document that consumers spend more
during a TLP due to point-pressure (i.e., they increase their purchase rate before redemption,
to earn the reward) and rewarded-behavior (i.e., they increase their purchase rate after
redemption, due to feelings of reciprocity). Given that consumers can save for and redeem
multiple rewards at different points in time (e.g., several cookware items in the Lowes
example in Figure 3.1), both phenomena may repeatedly occur over the course of a TLP.
Furthermore, consumers might increase their effort during the program so that they can still
complete their reward set before the program ends (Carey, 2008). In addition to consumers
and retailers, reward redemption is also of utmost importance to program operators and
reward manufacturers, as redemption directly contributes to their revenues.
A simple redemption metric such as the number of redeemed rewards can provide
some indication of TLP success, but has the drawback that it is not comparable across
programs. Foremost, it is not comparable across programs with different lengths. A longer
program might have a higher absolute number of redeemed rewards, but that does not
necessarily mean the program was more successful (e.g., it might not be worthwhile to
double the duration to only increase the redemptions by 5%). Similarly, the number of
redeemed rewards is not comparable across programs with a different value of the rewards
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(e.g., a single redemption of a drinking glass versus an expensive pan). Last but not least,
such a metric is difficult to compare between programs at small versus large retailers. We
adopt instead a metric, which we call the redemption rate, which is the proportion of a
retailer’s total revenue that is used by consumers to redeem their rewards. It is the spending at
the retailer during the program for which stamps have been saved and used for reward
redemption, normalized by the retailer’s typical revenue over such a period. For example, if
consumers spent €2 million on groceries to save the stamps needed for the rewards they
collectively redeemed at a retailer that typically has €10 million revenues over a comparable
time span, a redemption rate of 20% would be obtained. This metric, which is similar to
coupon redemption metrics (Bendle et al., 2016, p. 283; Drèze & Hoch, 1998, p. 469), can be
used to compare success across programs and retailers. Importantly, it is also the standard
metric used to evaluate program success by the two largest program operators in the market,
BrandLoyalty and TCC, and, therefore, by the retailers for whom they operate programs.
Furthermore, as retailers pay the program operator for each redemption, redemption rates can
give more insight in how to align program designs with retailers’ budgetary constraints
(Reibstein & Traver, 1982).
We present our framework, which simultaneously considers the impact of multiple
design, retailer, and country characteristics on a program’s redemption rate in Figure 3.2. We
will form our hypotheses by looking at two key determinants of the redemption rate:
participation and subsequent involvement. Retailers would like as many consumers as
possible to participate, and would like these consumers to be heavily involved, i.e., use a
large proportion of their grocery spending to save stamps and redeem rewards. We
furthermore make a distinction between low- and high-spending consumers, as not all
program characteristics affect both dimensions equally across all consumers. In addition, as
high spenders make up a larger proportion of the retailer’s revenue, changes in their behavior
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have a larger effect on the redemption rate. Although we do not observe participation and
involvement of individual consumers or segments, we use these underlying mechanisms to
form expectations about the ultimate impact on the redemption rate, which we will then test
empirically.25 Our expectations are summarized in Table 3.3 and explained in detail below.
Program characteristics
Characteristics of the program, such as the program duration, the additional payment, the
required spending in order to be able to redeem a reward, the required spending to obtain a
stamp, and the program’s reward assortment, could all influence redemption.
Duration. The program duration is the number of weeks consumers can obtain
stamps. The duration of a TLP is a crucial design decision, which also sets temporary
programs apart from permanent programs. In a longer-running TLP, reward redemption, one
of the key drivers of loyalty-program attractiveness and adoption (O’Brien & Jones, 1995),
becomes more achievable, especially for low-spending consumers, leading to a higher
participation.
However, when the program is too long, consumers might lose interest, and may no
longer remain with the program once they have redeemed their desired reward(s). This is
especially the case for high-spending consumers, as they may have spent enough to reach
their desired rewards more quickly. Longer programs also benefit less from involvement
through point pressure, which is known to be highly relevant for TLPs (Dorotic et al., 2012),
as this pressure tends to dissipate in programs with far-away deadlines (Blattberg et al.,
2008).

25

A conceptually similar approach has been used, among others, in Geyskens et al. (2002), Lim et al. (2018)
and Guyt & Gijsbrechts (2020).
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Retailer Characteristics
• Price strategy (HiLo/EDLP)
• Market share
• Permanent loyalty program

Country Characteristics
• Retail concentration
• Individualism
• Long-term orientation

Environmental Characteristics

Assortment
• Reward depth
• Reward breadth

Control variables

Redemption rate
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Note: we estimate several interaction effects (median split analyses), as indicated by the dashed arrows. Hi-Lo: high-low, EDLP: everyday low
price.

Duration

Offer
• Payment
• Requirement
• Spend per stamp

Program Characteristics

Figure 3.2
Conceptual framework
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Characteristics

Table 3.3
Framework for developing hypotheses
Participation
Involvement
Low
High
Low
High
spenders spenders spenders spenders

Total
effect

Program
Duration
++
+
-∩
Payment
Requirement
+
+
++
+
Spend per stamp
+
+
+
++
+
Reward depth
+/+
+
+
Reward breadth
+/+/Retailer
Price strategy
+
+
+
+
+
Market share
++
+
+
+
Permanent loyalty program
+
+
+
+
+
Country
Retail concentration
Individualism
+
+
+
+
+
Long-term orientation
+
+
+
+
+
Note: a “+” (“++”) indicates a (stronger) positive effect when increasing the characteristic.
A “-” (“--”) indicates a (stronger) negative effect when increasing the characteristic. A “+/-”
means that there are good arguments for both a positive and a negative relationship. A “∩”
indicates an inverted U-relationship.
The previous argumentation suggests that it may be beneficial to have a sufficiently
long duration to ensure adequate participation, but to not over-extend that duration to avoid
wear-out in participants’ involvement levels. We therefore expect an inverted U-shape
between duration and a program’s redemption rate. We hypothesize:
H1:

The relationship between a temporary loyalty program’s duration and a program’s
redemption rate takes the form of an inverted U.

Payment. An important factor that determines whether consumers will participate in a loyalty
program is whether they will get a good cash value on the reward (Kim et al., 2020). A low
additional payment for rewards increases the value of the program and thus consumer
participation, which will lead to a higher redemption rate. In addition, as consumers aim to
maximize their overall savings in loyalty programs (Leenheer et al., 2007), participants can
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decide, due to a low payment, to save for multiple items, and remain involved in the program.
We hypothesize:
H2:

Temporary loyalty programs with a lower payment will have a higher redemption rate
than programs with a higher payment.

Requirement. In order to obtain a reward, consumers need to spend a certain amount at the
retailer to acquire the necessary stamps (e.g., $500 for the saucepan in Figure 3.1), which is
called the spending requirement. As a higher spending requirement makes reward redemption
less achievable, especially for low-spending consumers, the program’s attractiveness, and
hence program participation, is reduced (O’Brien & Jones, 1995). Still, Kivetz & Simonson
(2003) show that a higher spending requirement might actually increase consumer
participation. The idiosyncratic-fit heuristic predicts that consumers who feel they have an
effort advantage over other consumers (e.g., they shop more at the focal retailer, which makes
it easier to attain their goal) will value the program more, leading to more participation.
Especially high-spending consumers will have this effort advantage.
In addition, increasing the requirement will raise the effort needed to redeem rewards
and thus prolong the involvement of consumers who have already made the decision to
participate, i.e. they will use more of their spending at the retailer to save stamps and collect
rewards. This is especially relevant for high-spending consumers – in programs with a low
requirement, they would reach their desired rewards very quickly, after which they might
leave the program. When we total up the various effects, our net expectation becomes:
H3:

Temporary loyalty programs with a higher spending requirement will have a higher
redemption rate than programs with a lower spending requirement.

Spend per stamp. Retailers can lower the spending threshold for a single stamp, while
keeping the spending requirement equal (e.g., requiring 20 stamps of €5 rather than 10
stamps of €10). With a lower spending threshold, stamps will also be collected during smaller
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shopping trips. This makes redemption more achievable, and thereby increases consumer
participation (O’Brien & Jones, 1995). Similarly, with a lower threshold, a larger proportion
of the consumer spending can be used to obtain rewards. This matters especially for
consumers who shop more frequently for smaller amounts. We hypothesize:
H4:

Temporary loyalty programs with a lower spend per stamp will have a higher
redemption rate than programs with a higher spend per stamp.

Reward depth. The reward depth refers to the number of rewards in the program that
consumers can choose from (O’Brien & Jones, 1995). Increasing the reward depth makes it
more likely that one of the rewards fits consumers’ preferences, which can stimulate
participation. However, increasing the reward depth might also decrease participation
because the goal of completing the full set of rewards (e.g., redeeming a full range of kitchen
knives), an important motivation to collect more (Carey, 2008), becomes less achievable.
This will mainly reduce the participation of low-spending consumers, as set-completion is
more difficult for them. For high-spending consumers, a higher reward depth can increase
both their participation and involvement (due to the aforementioned idiosyncratic-fit
heuristic), because they can more easily save for the additional rewards than other consumers,
and still reach set completion. Since we are unsure about the effect on participation for lowspending consumers, but expect a positive effect on both participation and involvement for
high-spending consumers, we hypothesize:
H5:

Temporary loyalty programs with a higher reward depth will have a higher
redemption rate than programs with a lower reward depth.

Reward breadth. Some programs have a single product line (e.g., only cookware in Figure
3.1), while other programs have multiple product lines that consumers can choose rewards
from (e.g., dinnerware in addition to cookware). For programs with high reward breadth, a
broader set of consumers may find at least one of the product lines appealing, and might
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therefore participate in the program (O’Brien & Jones, 1995). However, for a given reward
depth, the number of items within each product line becomes smaller, which may decrease
the attractiveness of each individual product line. In addition, set completion might only
stimulate involvement for a subset of rewards in case consumers do not save for all product
lines. This effect is especially relevant for the high-spending consumers, as they would de
facto have the ability to save for a more extensive collection of a single product line. We
therefore hypothesize:
H6:

Temporary loyalty programs with a lower reward breadth will have a higher
redemption rate than programs with a higher reward breadth.

Retailer and country characteristics
Besides program characteristics, there are several retailer and country characteristics that can
influence the redemption rate. TLPs might fit better with certain retailers or in certain
countries. According to cue-consistency theory, various sources of information are perceived
more useful and evaluated better when they present corroborating information (Miyazaki et
al., 2005). Consumers might evaluate TLPs more favorably at retailers or in countries where
cues are more consistent with the general philosophy of TLPs. In addition, at some types of
retailers, or in certain countries, it may be easier to realize or maintain the required
commitment (economically or psychologically) a TLP needs.
Price strategy. Retailers can choose between a high-low (Hi-Lo) price strategy and an
everyday-low-price (EDLP) strategy (Keller et al., 2016). With a Hi-Lo strategy, retailers
have a higher regular price, but frequently discount products. With an EDLP strategy,
retailers charge a lower regular price, but offer little or shallow discounts. The temporary
nature of the TLP, and the high savings that can be realized on the redeemed rewards, are
more in line with the positioning of a Hi-Lo retailer. The higher fit and consistency make
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participation, as well as continued involvement, more likely in programs at Hi-Lo retailers.
Hence:
H7:

Temporary loyalty programs at Hi-Lo retailers will have a higher redemption rate than
programs at EDLP retailers.

Market share. A retailer’s market share might influence redemption. High-share retailers
have wider distribution channels and a better infrastructure (Liu & Yang, 2009), which can
make it easier for consumers to save stamps and redeem rewards. In addition, small retailers
suffer from a double jeopardy, as they tend to have fewer consumers, who also purchase less
often (Dowling & Uncles, 1997). It can therefore be more difficult for consumers of these
retailers to reach the thresholds for reward redemption, decreasing consumer participation.
This especially holds for low-spending consumers, who might already find it difficult to
reach the required thresholds. Low-spending consumers with small retailers may therefore be
even more likely to become discouraged in the process because of their slower progress,
reducing their involvement. Both Leenheer et al. (2007) and Liu & Yang (2009) provide
evidence that firms with larger market shares benefit more from permanent programs.
Considering that there is a strict deadline in TLPs, it is even more important for consumers to
reach the thresholds for redemption in time, which will be easier when consumers shop at
higher market-share retailers. We hypothesize:
H8:

Temporary loyalty programs at higher market-share retailers will have a higher
redemption rate than programs at lower market-share retailers.

Permanent loyalty program (PLP). Temporary programs and permanent programs are not
mutually exclusive, but often co-exist. We expect minimum cannibalization since the same
consumer spending typically qualifies for both programs. Instead, there might be benefits of a
PLP presence for TLP success. If consumers are already familiar with permanent loyalty and
reward schemes, they might be less hesitant to participate in the new TLP. Furthermore,
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accumulation of points/stamps for both programs simultaneously can drive participation and
continued involvement through good economic value (Kim et al., 2020) and psychological
smart-shopper feelings (Schindler, 1998). We therefore expect a synergistic effect between
PLPs and TLPs:
H9:

Temporary loyalty programs at retailers that have a PLP will have a higher
redemption rate than programs at retailers that do not have a PLP.

Retail concentration. As TLPs could be more successful in certain competitive environments,
we consider the retail concentration of each country’s grocery market. A high retail
concentration corresponds to a low number of large retailers, and thus a less competitive
environment (Keller et al., 2016). Especially in highly competitive environments, TLPs may
help to differentiate oneself, and lead to more participation and involvement. We
hypothesize:
H10: Temporary loyalty programs in countries with a higher retail concentration will have a
lower redemption rate than programs in countries with a lower retail concentration.
Cultural environment. Since loyalty programs might be more appealing within certain
cultures (Beck et al., 2015), we consider two of Hofstede's (2010) cultural dimensions.
Following Bombaij & Dekimpe (2020), we focus on individualism and long-term orientation
because of their clear relevance for loyalty programs. Consumers in individualistic societies
take care of themselves rather than all members of a group (Hofstede et al., 2010), are more
competitive, and give priority to their personal goals (Triandis, 2001). Since reward
achievement in a TLP is a personal goal, we expect that consumers of individualistic
countries, both low and high spenders, are more likely to participate in TLPs than in
collectivistic countries. Similarly, the competitive nature of consumers in individualistic
societies can increase their drive to obtain more, if not all, desired rewards. We hypothesize:
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H11: Temporary loyalty programs in individualistic countries will have a higher
redemption rate than programs in collectivistic countries.
Long-term oriented societies are more persistent, are better at saving, and value future
rewards (Hofstede et al., 2010). Even though TLPs are short-term programs, they do not
reward instantly, and still require saving, commitment, and effort to achieve the reward.
Saving opportunities, including saving stamps, appeal more to long-term oriented cultures
(De Mooij & Hofstede, 2002), increasing the likelihood of participation. Furthermore, longterm oriented societies are expected to stay more involved, as they are more persistent
(Bearden et al., 2006). We therefore hypothesize:
H12: Temporary loyalty programs in long-term oriented countries will have a higher
redemption rate than programs in short-term oriented countries.
Next to the aforementioned main effects of these variables, we will explore whether the
optimal duration is contingent on various program, retailer, and country characteristics, or
whether this optimum is generalizable across programs. We focus on program duration,
because this is the key distinguishing feature of temporary programs, the effect of which is
currently unknown to retailers and program operators. Marketing theory is not yet sufficiently
developed to already advance a comprehensive set of a priori expectations concerning
possible interactions between duration and other design, retailer and/or country
characteristics. In the spirit of Steenkamp & Geyskens (2014) and Lamey et al. (2018), we
will therefore use an inductive approach to investigate in an explorative way the moderating
role of these contextual variables on the impact of the program’s duration.
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3.3

Data

Sample description
We obtained a dataset of all temporary loyalty programs run between 2004 and 2017 through
program operator BrandLoyalty, which is a subsidiary of LoyaltyOne and Alliance Data.
BrandLoyalty is the second-largest global TLP operator, with over a dozen offices
worldwide, and more than 500 employees. The dataset covers 697 programs across 67
grocery retailers in 42 countries.26 Each retailer was among the top 20 in its country in the
year of the program (based on PlanetRetail RNG revenue data). The average (median) weekly
revenue of the retailers in our dataset is €49.7 million (€23.8 million).
The data include a wide variety of retailers, with both local (e.g., Rewe in Germany,
Cactus in Luxembourg, PX Mart in Taiwan) and international (e.g., Billa in Austria, Italy and
Bulgaria, and Carrefour in China, France and Switzerland) chains. In addition, some chains
ran only one or two programs (e.g., Safeway in Canada), while others ran over twenty
programs (e.g., Commercial Mexicana in Mexico). The dataset covers a wide variety of
countries, both developed and emerging, across multiple continents: Africa (e.g., South
Africa, Zimbabwe), Asia (e.g., Indonesia, Japan), Europe (e.g., Germany, Slovakia), North
America (e.g., Canada, Mexico) and South America (e.g., Brazil, Colombia).
In addition to the available design characteristics of the TLPs, we also collected
retailer and country data corresponding to these programs. Since some retailer characteristics
are not accurately documented in secondary data sources for this many retailers, we used key
informants in local BrandLoyalty offices (i.e., employees who are working closely with the
retailers in our dataset) to do the corresponding coding for their markets. We obtained the

26

We do not consider programs at petrol stations, drug stores, department stores and cash & carries, as these
formats are fundamentally different from the typical grocery stores in terms of trip frequency, basket size,
product range, and accessibility.
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country variables through various external data resources (e.g., PlanetRetail RNG and
Hofstede et al., 2010). In the next section, we provide a description and operationalization of
all variables. We report the summary statistics in Table 3.4 and the correlation matrix in the
Appendix (Table A3.1).
Variable description
Redemption rate
The success of each program is measured by its redemption rate. This metric, which is (as
indicated before) the standard performance metric in the industry, is defined as:
𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 = 

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡
,
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡
𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒

(3.1)

where 𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 denotes the Redemption Rate for program p at retailer r in country c in year t.
The numerator is determined by the consumers who participate in the program, save stamps,
and eventually redeem, and reflects the engagement of the retailer’s customer base with the
program. 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 thus reflects the consumer spending at the retailer that is required to
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 refers to the
collect all redeemed rewards across items and redemption levels.27 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒
retailer’s typical revenue of the participating stores over a similar period (same length and
time of the year), which is provided by the retailer before the program starts. By normalizing
𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 to the retailer’s typical revenue, the metric becomes comparable across programs
with different durations and spending requirements, as well as between programs at small
versus large retailers. In our sample, the redemption rate ranges from .07% to 83.11%, with
an average (median) value of 14.36% (8.53%).

27

In the example of the program at Lowes Foods (Figure 3.1): for 5,000 redemptions with a requirement of
$1,000 (100 stamps of $10) for the frying pan, and 1,000 redemptions with a requirement of $500 (50 stamps of
$10) for the frying pan with the higher additional payment, the consumer spending for the item would be
5,000*1,000 + 1,000*500 = $5,500,000. Summing this over all 9 items leads to the total consumer spend.
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Table 3.4
Descriptive statistics
Mean
Median
8.53
14.36

Variable
Redemption rate (%)
Program variables
Duration
15.66
Payment (%)
20.01
Requirement
.31
Spend per stamp
.47
Reward depth
9.44
Reward breadth
.24
Retailer variables
Price strategy (HiLo = 1)
.89
Market share (%)
4.99
Permanent loyalty program
.69
Country variables
Retail concentration (%)
38.55
Individualism
54.43
Long-term orientation
70.34
Control variables
Loss program
.35
Break-even program
.12
Mark-up program
.53
Supermarket
.75
Convenience store
.02
Discounter
.02
Hypermarket
.21
TLP competition
7.53
GDP per capitaa
25.91
a
In thousands of Euros
Note: N=697; TLP: temporary loyalty program.

SD
14.40

Min
.07

Max
83.11

16.00
20.82
.27
.39
9.00
.00

3.73
11.58
.18
.25
3.25
.42

4.00
.00
.05
.10
1.00
.00

26.00
59.32
1.92
3.18
24.00
1.00

1.00
1.41
1.00

.31
7.93
.46

.00
.01
.00

1.00
52.91
1.00

43.52
60.00
81.00

18.27
19.50
18.17

1.23
13.00
13.00

70.75
80.00
93.00

.00
.00
1.00
1.00
.00
.00
.00
4.60
29.83

.48
.32
.50
.43
.14
.15
.41
7.02
15.15

.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.77

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
25.83
68.15

Program variables
To characterize the program design, we consider each program’s duration, payment
percentage, spending requirement, spend per stamp, reward depth, and reward breadth.
Duration (DUR). We measure the program duration as the number of weeks the program
runs, and during which consumers can collect stamps. All programs in our dataset last
between 4 and 26 weeks.
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Payment (MPP). To operationalize the monetary gain a reward entails, we use the minimum
payment percentage (MPP) in the program (e.g., a “discount up to 95%” in the Lowes Foods
example of Figure 3.1 translates to a minimum payment of 5%).28 The payment ranges
between 0% and 59.32%, with 9.76% of the programs in our dataset offering at least one free
reward (corresponding to a 0% payment).
Requirement (REQ). We operationalize the grocery spending effort that a consumer has to
make by the minimum spending needed to be able to redeem a reward.28 To make this
variable comparable across both time (controlling for inflation) and countries (controlling for
purchasing power), we normalize the spending requirement by dividing it by the average
monthly grocery spending of a household in the country in the year the program starts. We
obtain the yearly grocery sales and population figures from PlanetRetail RNG, and average
household size from the UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs (UN DESA).29 The
normalized variable thus indicates the requirement in terms of monthly grocery spending of
an average household. For example, a requirement of 0.5 indicates that an average household
needs to do all its grocery shopping at that retailer for a full 0.5 months in order to obtain at
least one reward. This requirement ranges between .05 and 1.92 in our sample.
Spend per stamp (SPS). We include the minimum threshold a consumer needs to spend on a
given shopping trip to obtain a single stamp. We normalize this in the same way as the
spending requirement (but at a daily level). The required spending for a single stamp ranges
between .10 and 3.18.

28

Alternative operationalizations will be considered in the robustness section.
As the average household size is not recorded every year, we inter- and extrapolate the missing years when
needed.
29
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Reward depth (DEPTH). We operationalize reward depth as the number of unique
redeemable items a consumer can choose from. In our dataset, the reward depth ranges
between 1 and 24.
Reward breadth (BREADTH). We include a dummy variable to reflect whether there are
multiple product lines (e.g., cookware combined with textile) in a program (BREADTH = 1
for multiple product lines, 0 otherwise). In our dataset, 24% of the programs are characterized
by more than one product line.
Retailer variables
Price strategy (HILO). Following Keller et al. (2016), we use an indicator variable to
distinguish between a high-low and an everyday-low-pricing strategy (HILO = 1 for high-low
strategy, 0 otherwise). This variable was coded by local key informants of the program
operator. In total, 89% of the programs were run by retailers with a high-low price strategy.
Market share (MSHARE). We include the market share of the retailer, which we calculate by
dividing the retailer’s reported revenue of the participating stores by the country’s total
grocery retail sales (obtained from PlanetRetail RNG). The market share of the retailers
ranges between .01% and 52.91%.
Permanent loyalty program (PLP). We capture whether the retailer has a permanent loyalty
program at the time of the TLP with a dummy variable (PLP = 1 for permanent program, 0
otherwise), which was again coded by local key informants of the program operator. In total,
69% of the TLPs were run by retailers that also have a PLP.
Country variables
Retail concentration (CONC). We operationalize the grocery retail concentration of a country
as the combined market share of the top three grocery retailers. A high market concentration
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indicates only a few key players, and thus a low level of competition. The retail concentration
ranges between 1.23% and 70.75%.
Cultural environment (IDV, LTO). We obtain the countries’ individualism and long-termorientation scores from Hofstede et al. (2010). The 42 countries in our dataset vary widely on
both dimensions (IDV: between 13 and 80; LTO: between 13 and 93).
Control variables
Next to these design, retailer, and country characteristics, there might be other factors at play
for which we would like to control, which are either not directly observable by consumers, or
are environmental factors beyond the retailer’s control. Including these extra covariates
allows for a more reliable test of our hypotheses. More specifically, we include the program
type, retail format, TLP competition, and economic state of the country.
Program type (LOSS, MARKUP). The retailer must pay the program operator for each
redeemed reward (e.g., €10 for a chef’s knife), which covers manufacturer costs, promotional
costs (e.g., design and printing of flyers), and the margin of the operator. Retailers can choose
to charge less to the consumer than what they must pay the operator (e.g., when only
charging €8 to the consumer), or they can impose a mark-up on each redemption (e.g., when
charging €12 to the consumer). We include two dummy variables to capture whether the
retailer charged a lower (LOSS) or a higher (MARKUP) consumer price than the cost.
Beyond the (for consumers observable) relation to the additional payment, the retailer’s loss
(or mark-up) may capture unobserved factors, such as costs (and quality) of promotional
materials, and might be a proxy for the retailer’s execution effort (e.g., especially with a
‘loss’ program, a retailer wants to make sure the program is executed well), for which we
would like to control. As suggested by Papies et al. (2017) and Germann et al. (2015), a first
step to address such unobserved factors is to add additional control variables. Our dataset
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includes 35% loss programs, 53% mark-up programs, and 12% break-even programs in
which the retailer makes neither a loss nor a markup (which we use as the base case).
Retail format (CONV, DISC, HYPER). We use dummy variables for the store formats. Taking
supermarkets (75%) as the base case, we include indicator variables for convenience stores
(CONV, 2%), discounters (DISC, 2%), and hypermarkets (HYPER, 21%), all of which were
coded by the program operator’s local key informants. In case of several formats, the
dominant format of the participating stores was used.30
TLP competition (COMP). We control for the competitive TLP environment by the number
of competing programs running simultaneously in the same country. For example, in the case
of one competing program overlapping for the full duration and one competing program
overlapping for half the duration, TLP competition is coded as 1.5. Importantly, this metric
includes both programs run by BrandLoyalty and by competing program operators, which are
tracked by BrandLoyalty in all countries in which they are active. On average, a program has
7.53 competing programs.
Gross domestic product per capita (GDPCAP). We add the GDP per capita (in thousands of
Euros), which we obtain from PlanetRetail RNG. We deflate the GDP per capita to 2004
(start of our observation period) to make it comparable over time. The GDP per capita ranges
between €770 and €68,151.

30

For example, the Dutch Albert Heijn was each time coded as supermarket (as this format consistently
represented the bulk of the participating stores), even though they also operate some hypermarkets (Albert Heijn
XL) and convenience stores (Albert Heijn To Go) that could have participated in a program.
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3.4

Method

Outcome equation
We test our hypotheses by estimating an outcome equation, in which Redemption Rate (RR)
is our dependent variable:
𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 =  𝛽0 + [𝛽1 𝐷𝑈𝑅𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 + 𝛽2 𝐷𝑈𝑅 2 𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 + 𝛽3 𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 + 𝛽4 𝑅𝐸𝑄𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡
+ 𝛽5 𝑆𝑃𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 + 𝛽6 𝐷𝐸𝑃𝑇𝐻𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 + 𝛽7 𝐵𝑅𝐸𝐴𝐷𝑇𝐻𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 ]
+ [𝛽8 𝐻𝐼𝐿𝑂𝑟𝑐 + 𝛽9 𝑀𝑆𝐻𝐴𝑅𝐸𝑟𝑐𝑡 + 𝛽10 𝑃𝐿𝑃𝑟𝑐𝑡 ]
(3.2)
+ [𝛽11 𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐶𝑐𝑡 + 𝛽12 𝐼𝐷𝑉𝑐 + 𝛽13 𝐿𝑇𝑂𝑐 ] + [𝛽14 𝐿𝑂𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡
+ 𝛽15 𝑀𝐴𝑅𝐾𝑈𝑃𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 + 𝛽16 𝐶𝑂𝑁𝑉𝑟𝑐 + 𝛽17 𝐷𝐼𝑆𝐶𝑟𝑐 + 𝛽18 𝐻𝑌𝑃𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑐
+ 𝛽19 𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑃𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 + 𝛽20 𝐺𝐷𝑃𝐶𝐴𝑃𝑐𝑡 ] + 𝜀𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 ,
where 𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 denotes the redemption rate according to Equation (3.1),𝐷𝑈𝑅𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 reflects the
duration of program p at retailer r in country c in year t, 𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 refers to the minimum
payment percentage, 𝑅𝐸𝑄𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 reflects the minimum spending requirement for a reward,
𝑆𝑃𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 indicates the spend per stamp, 𝐷𝐸𝑃𝑇𝐻𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 refers to the number of items a consumer
can choose from, and 𝐵𝑅𝐸𝐴𝐷𝑇𝐻𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 indicates the breadth of the reward assortment. 𝐻𝐼𝐿𝑂𝑟𝑐
refers to the price strategy of retailer r in country c, 𝑀𝑆𝐻𝐴𝑅𝐸𝑟𝑐𝑡 gives the market share of
retailer r in country c in year t, and 𝑃𝐿𝑃𝑟𝑐𝑡 reflects whether the retailer was also running a
permanent loyalty program in year t. Further, 𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐶𝑐𝑡 indicates the retail concentration of
country c in year t, and 𝐼𝐷𝑉𝑐 and 𝐿𝑇𝑂𝑐 refer to the individualism and long-term orientation of
country c. Finally, 𝐿𝑂𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 and 𝑀𝐴𝑅𝐾𝑈𝑃𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 are indicator variables to reflect the type of
program p that was run at retailer r in country c in year t. 𝐶𝑂𝑁𝑉𝑟𝑐 , 𝐷𝐼𝑆𝐶𝑟𝑐 , 𝐻𝑌𝑃𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑐 indicate
whether the retailer is a convenience store, discounter or hypermarket, 𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑃𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 refers to the
number of competing loyalty programs running simultaneously with program p in country c
in year t, and 𝐺𝐷𝑃𝐶𝐴𝑃𝑐𝑡 reflects the gross domestic product per capita of country c in year t.
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We estimate the model using two-way cluster-robust standard errors (Cameron et al., 2011)
to allow for correlation among the error terms of programs within the same retailer, as well as
within the same country.
Selection equation
As some of the factors that influence the redemption rate might also affect the decision of a
retailer to run a TLP with the program operator, the model specified in Equation (3.2) can
suffer from a selection bias. To address this, we first estimate a probit selection model
(similar to Germann et al., 2015). This model includes retailer and country variables as
predictors of the retailer’s decision whether or not to run a TLP with program operator
BrandLoyalty, but can not include any program variables (e.g., duration and payment), as
these are only identified once a retailer has decided to run one (see Robinson et al., 2015 for a
similar procedure). As the selection dataset captures 540 retailer-country combinations, of
which many retailers do not collaborate with BrandLoyalty, and whose variables could thus
not be coded reliably by their key informants, we instead use the data provided by
PlanetRetail RNG. While they do not capture the price strategy and the presence of a PLP,
they do capture the market share and retail format.31 The country characteristics (retail
concentration, individualism, long-term orientation and GDP per capita) are identical to those
of Equation (3.2).
The selection equation furthermore includes instrumental variables that are likely to
influence a retailer to run a TLP at BrandLoyalty, but not the redemption rate of the TLP. As
exclusion restrictions, we follow the common practice of using past decisions of competing
firms (e.g., Germann et al., 2015; Keller et al., 2016) as instrumental variables, by taking the

31

To have a consistent coding across all selection-equation observations, the dominant format and market share
across all stores of a given retailer was used (which is also the conceptually more relevant level of aggregation
in the selection decision), rather than across the stores participating in a given program (as was possible in the
outcome equation).
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number of TLPs run at other retailers in the same country with any operator in the previous
year (𝑂𝑅𝐸𝑇𝑟𝑐𝑡−1 ). Omitted variables such as organizational processes that could drive both
the adoption and success of a TLP are very difficult to imitate by competitors (Grewal &
Slotegraaf, 2007). Furthermore, it seems highly unlikely that the adoption of TLPs of
multiple competing retailers all aim to directly harm the future TLP success of a specific
retailer. In addition, we include the size (as measured by the number of employees) of
BrandLoyalty’s sales office (when present) in the country in the year prior to a given program
(𝑁𝑈𝑀𝐸𝑀𝑃𝑐𝑡−1 ).32 This value is set to zero in the absence of such a sales office. Using a
similar logic, it is unlikely that the decision of the focal program operator to establish a
national sales office is aimed to directly benefit, in a future year, the specific program of a
single retailer. As argued by Sande & Ghosh (2018), decisions that are made at a higher
organizational level (such as the decision where to open a local office) are made on the basis
of a range of factors that might not be directly related to an outcome at a particular lower
level (the later success of a specific program). The probit selection model becomes:
𝑃𝑟(𝑇𝐿𝑃𝑟𝑐𝑡 =1)=𝛷[𝛾0 + 𝛾1 𝑂𝑅𝐸𝑇𝑟𝑐𝑡−1 + 𝛾2 𝑁𝑈𝑀𝐸𝑀𝑃𝑐𝑡−1 + 𝛾3 𝑀𝑆𝐻𝐴𝑅𝐸𝑟𝑐𝑡
+ 𝛾4 𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐶𝑐𝑡 + 𝛾5 𝐼𝐷𝑉𝑐 + 𝛾6 𝐿𝑇𝑂𝑐 + 𝛾7 𝐶𝑂𝑁𝑉𝑟𝑐 + 𝛾8 𝐷𝐼𝑆𝐶𝑟𝑐

(3.3)

+ 𝛾9 𝐻𝑌𝑃𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑐 + 𝛾10 𝐺𝐷𝑃𝐶𝐴𝑃𝑐𝑡 ],
with 𝛷 the CDF of the standard normal distribution, and where 𝑇𝐿𝑃𝑟𝑐𝑡 indicates whether or
not retailer r ran a TLP with BrandLoyalty in country c in year t. 𝑂𝑅𝐸𝑇𝑟𝑐𝑡−1 indicates the
number of programs at other retailers in country c with any operator in the year prior to t, and
𝑁𝑈𝑀𝐸𝑀𝑃𝑐𝑡−1 reflects the number of employees of BrandLoyalty’s local sales office in the
preceding year. We use the estimates of this selection model to calculate an inverse Mills
ratio for retailer r in country c in year t:

32

We obtained the yearly number of employees per office for 2008-2017. Considering the growth of employees
was linear in these observed years, we used backward linear extrapolation for the earlier years (2003-2007).
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𝐼𝑀𝑅𝑟𝑐𝑡 =

𝜑(𝛿̂ 𝑧)
𝛷(𝛿̂ 𝑧)

(3.4)

where 𝛿̂ are the coefficients of Equation (3.3), 𝑧 is the vector of the instruments and
covariates, and where 𝜑 (𝛷) is the standard normal pdf (CDF). The term𝐼𝑀𝑅𝑟𝑐𝑡 is added to
Equation (3.2), where significance of the term would indicate the presence of self selection.
When not significant, we proceed with the more efficient model without correction, following
the recommendations of Papies et al. (2017) and Sande & Ghosh (2018).
As a sample for the selection equation, we took the top 20 retailers for each of the 42
countries in which BrandLoyalty has been active, for each of the 14 years (2004-2017),
yielding 6,326 observations (when fewer than 20 retailers were covered by PlanetRetail
RNG, we considered all available retailers). We manually linked the retailers of programs
from BrandLoyalty to those of PlanetRetail RNG, and coded whether or not (1/0) they
operated a TLP with BrandLoyalty in that year. Since BrandLoyalty was not active in all 42
countries for the full 14 years, we excluded for each country the years prior to the first
program in that country, leaving 3,671 observations that were used for model estimation. For
395 of these retailer-country-year combinations (10.76%), the focal operator conducted a
TLP.
Endogenous program characteristics
Besides a potential selection in the choice whether or not to run a TLP, there might also be
endogeneity in the TLP design decisions. To control for this second source of endogeneity,
we use a control-function approach, where we run a first-stage model on each of the
potentially endogenous design decisions, and include the residuals in the outcome equation.
As with the selection model, these models include retailer and country variables as
predictors of each design decision, but do not include other program variables. Using a
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similar logic as with the instruments in the selection equation, we use past design decisions of
competing firms. Specifically, we take the average value of each design characteristic across
BrandLoyalty programs at competing retailers that involved the same product category and
were run in the same country in preceding years.33 For example, to obtain the value of the
instrument for duration in a German program with cookware as reward category, we take the
average duration of past German BrandLoyalty programs at competing retailers that involved
cookware. In the absence of programs of the same category in the country in the previous
years, we take the average design characteristic of past programs in the same category of the
most similar country, based on the Mahalanobis distance in the year where the program is
run. Following Dinner et al. (2019), we use geographic distance (longitude and latitude of the
geometric center), economic distance (GDP per capita and unemployment rate), and cultural
distance (individualism and long-term orientation) as input for the Mahalanobis-distance
computation. The first stage of each design decision becomes:
𝐷𝐸𝑆𝐼𝐺𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 =  𝜂0 + 𝜂1 𝐼𝑉𝐷𝑈𝑅𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 + 𝜂2 𝐼𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 + 𝜂3 𝐼𝑉𝑅𝐸𝑄𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡
+ 𝜂4 𝐼𝑉𝑆𝑃𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 + 𝜂5 𝐼𝑉𝐷𝐸𝑃𝑇𝐻𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 + 𝜂6 𝐼𝑉𝐵𝑅𝐸𝐴𝐷𝑇𝐻𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡
+ 𝜂7 𝐻𝐼𝐿𝑂𝑟𝑐 + 𝜂8 𝑀𝑆𝐻𝐴𝑅𝐸𝑟𝑐𝑡 + 𝜂9 𝑃𝐿𝑃𝑟𝑐𝑡 + 𝜂10 𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐶𝑐𝑡 + 𝜂11 𝐼𝐷𝑉𝑐

(3.5)

+ 𝜂12 𝐿𝑇𝑂𝑐 + 𝜂13 𝐶𝑂𝑁𝑉𝑟𝑐 + 𝜂14 𝐷𝐼𝑆𝐶𝑟𝑐 + 𝜂15 𝐻𝑌𝑃𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑐
+ 𝜂16 𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑃𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 + 𝜂17 𝐺𝐷𝑃𝐶𝐴𝑃𝑐𝑡 + 𝜂18 𝐼𝑀𝑅𝑟𝑐𝑡 +  𝜔𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 ,
where 𝐷𝐸𝑆𝐼𝐺𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 is either of the six potentially endogenous design characteristics 𝐷𝑈𝑅𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 ,
𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 ,𝑅𝐸𝑄𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 ,𝑆𝑃𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 , 𝐷𝐸𝑃𝑇𝐻𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 or 𝐵𝑅𝐸𝐴𝐷𝑇𝐻𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 . The variables corresponding to
parameters 𝜂1 − 𝜂6 are the instruments. The retailer and country variables are identical to
those of Equation (3.2), and we also include the inverse Mills ratio from the selection model
in Equation (3.3) (Wooldridge, 2002). We estimate the model for each design characteristic,

33

We take the main registered category by BrandLoyalty in cases with more than one product line.
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and then add the residuals 𝜔
̂𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 of each of the six design equations to Equation (3.2). Since
the design variable 𝐵𝑅𝐸𝐴𝐷𝑇𝐻𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑡 is a dummy variable, we estimate a probit with the same
variables instead of the linear regression depicted in Equation (3.5). We subsequently
calculate the inverse Mills ratio according to Equation (3.4) to include in our outcome model
(Equation 3.2). Again, we check for the significance of each of the control functions for the
six design choices. If insignificant, we proceed with the more efficient model without the
corresponding control function. Since the additional residuals and inverse Mills ratios are
estimated quantities, we bootstrap the standard errors (with 1,000 resamples) following the
methodology described in Papies et al. (2017, pp. 589–590).

3.5

Results

We present the results of our selection model to correct for sample selection in Table 3.5, of
the first-stage models to correct for endogenous design decisions in Table 3.6, and of our
outcome model in Table 3.7. We use one-sided tests for the directional hypotheses, the
instruments in the selection equation (Eq. 3.3), and each design variable’s associated
instrument in the first-stage equations (Eq. 3.5), and two-sided tests otherwise. Even though
most of the control functions are not significant in our outcome model, we still obtain
valuable insights from the respective selection and first-stage models.
Drivers of TLP and design decisions
In terms of the selection model (Table 3.5), we find that retailers are more likely to run a TLP
at the focal operator when more other retailers have recently run TLPs (𝛾1 = .006, p < .05),
and when there is a larger sales office in the country (𝛾2 = .009, p < .05). In addition, higher
market-share retailers (𝛾3 = .047, p < .01) and retailers that are located in longer-term
oriented societies (𝛾6 = .009, p < .05) are more likely to run such a TLP, while convenience
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stores are less likely to do so (𝛾7 = -.416, p < .10). We test the relevance criterion by
measuring the fit increase after including the instruments (Papies et al., 2017). The likelihood
ratio test shows a significant improvement due to the instruments (χ2 (2) = 40.915, p < .01).
In terms of the first-stage models for the endogenous design decisions (Table 3.6), we
find a positive significant effect for the corresponding instrument in each of the design
equations. For example, the instrument for the program’s duration, which was the average
number of weeks that competitors used in past programs with a similar product line, is
positive and significant in the first-stage equation with duration as dependent variable.34 This
testifies to the strength of each instrument.
We furthermore find that retailers with a higher market share tend to have a higher
spending requirement (𝜂8 = .004, p < .10), a larger reward depth (𝜂8 = .051, p < .10), and a
larger reward breadth (𝜂8 = .023, p < .05). With regard to format, we observe that
convenience stores have a lower spend per stamp (𝜂13 = -.119, p < .01), which is likely to
allow consumers to still make progress towards the program with the typical lower basket
sizes in that format. Discounters, in turn, offer a lower payment percentage (𝜂14 = -6.646, p <
.01) and less reward depth (𝜂14 = -2.397, p < .01). Apart from their regular (CPG)
merchandise, discounters periodically sell, for a very short time window, a changing set of
special-interest items (e.g., golf clubs or bikes) at a low price. The rewards of their TLPs
appear to follow a similar pattern. Finally, hypermarkets have longer programs (𝜂15 = .983, p
< .05), possibly due to less frequent visits, with a higher spending requirement (𝜂15 = .063, p
< .01).

34

The original instrument (with the same product line) was not significant for spend per stamp. Therefore, we
use instead the average value across past competing programs in retail chains of the same format. This is more
informative for the spend per stamp decision, given that chains of the same format are characterized by a more
comparable basket size.
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Table 3.5
Selection model for TLP at program operator BrandLoyalty
Coefficients
-2.028***

Variable
Intercept
Instruments
Programs at other retailers
.006††
National sales office employees
.009††
Environmental characteristics
Market share
.047***
Retail concentration
.001
Individualism
-.002
Long-term orientation
.009**
Control variables
Convenience store
-.416*
Discounter
-.410
Hypermarket
.210
GDP per capita
-.004
Nagelkerke R-squared
.157
Instrument strength χ2 (2)
40.915***
Note: N=3,671; † p < .10, †† p < .05, ††† p < .01 (one-sided); * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p
< .01 (two-sided); TLP: temporary loyalty program.

Drivers of TLP success
We run several variants of our outcome model, where Model 1 is our base model, Model 2
includes the inverse Mills ratio for the sample selection, Model 3 also adds the control
function for each of the potentially endogenous program design characteristics, and Model 4
maintains, following Gielens et al. (2018), the significant control functions. All models have
a good fit (R2 of around 72%), and are very consistent in terms of sign and magnitude of the
parameter estimates. As only one control function is significant, we focus on the (more
efficient) estimates of Model 4 to discuss our substantive results.
When looking at the program effects, we find, as hypothesized in H1, an inverted U
effect of program duration, indicated by a positive significant linear effect (β1 = 1.310, p <
.01) and a negative significant quadratic term (β2 = -.040, p < .01). This corresponds to an
optimal number of weeks of 16.2. We furthermore find a negative effect of payment (β3
= -.469, p < .001) and spending requirement (β4 = 9.167, p < .01), confirming H2 and H3
88

Duration

Payment

Coefficients
Requirement
Spend per stamp
Reward depth
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(Intercept)
9.955**
20.481
.164
.444**
2.965*
IV duration
.250†††
-.048
.000
-.004
.069
IV payment
-.013
.145††
.001
.002*
-.029***
IV requirement
-2.787*
-4.429
.293†††
.114**
-2.633***
IV spend per stampa
-2.177
-7.007
.207**
.411†††
-1.233
IV reward depth
.001
-.317**
-.004
.002
.481†††
IV reward breadth
-.152
2.415**
-.047*
.003
-.295
Price strategy (1 = HiLo)
-.334
5.433**
.045
.042
.437
Market share
.076
-.079
.004*
.003
.051*
Permanent loyalty program
1.202
-1.341
-.010
.030
.231
Retail concentration
.006
.103*
-.001
-.001
.038***
Individualism
-.009
-.019
.001
-.002
.014
Long-term orientation
.037
.081*
.000
-.001
.013
Convenience store
.637
-1.609
.047
-.119***
-1.356*
Discounter
-.663
-6.646***
.096
.014
-2.397***
Hypermarket
.983**
2.376
.063***
.036
.629
TLP competition
.061
.330*
.002
.000
.036
GDP per capita
-.081*
.042
-.004***
-.002*
-.041***
IMR (selection model)
1.582
1.843
-.042
.002
-.062
R-squared
.183
.340
.295
.324
.409
Instrument strength χ2 (6)
36.282***
51.704***
113.130***
73.432***
193.290***
a
IV calculated on similar format rather than similar category.
b
Nagelkerke R-squared
Note: N=697; † p < .10, †† p < .05, ††† p < .01 (one-sided); * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01 (two-sided); IMR: inverse Mills ratio.
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Table 3.6
First stage models for the design characteristics
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-2.779**
.014
-.007
.100
-1.003*
.026
.876††
-.063
.023**
.501***
.006
-.001
.008
-.585
-.592
-.138
.055***
-.008
.539**
.178b
54.486***
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Table 3.7
Outcome models
Variable
Hypothesis
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4
Intercept
-4.453
-5.560
-.256
-2.515
Program characteristics
Duration
H1: +
1.357†††
1.361†††
.913††
1.310†††
Duration2
H1: -.042†††
-.043†††
-.040†††
-.040†††
Payment
H2: -.464†††
-.465†††
-.729†††
-.469†††
Requirement
H3: +
8.883†††
8.969††† -10.145
9.167†††
Spend per stamp
H4: -.677
-.699
12.241
-1.002
Reward depth
H5: +
-.106
-.102
-.654
-.117
Reward breadth
H6: -1.911†††
-1.943††
.630
1.002
Retailer characteristics
Price strategy (1 = HiLo)
H7: +
1.313
1.310
3.898
1.450
Market share
H8: +
.434†††
.444†††
.546††
.455†††
Permanent loyalty program
H9: +
-1.033
-.999
-1.180
-.863
Country characteristics
Retail concentration
-.116††
H10: -.113††
-.043
-.111††
Individualism
H11: +
.170†††
.169†††
.219†
.168†††
Long-term orientation
H12: +
.026
.029
.083
.021
Control variables
Loss program
13.546*** 13.542***
13.376***
13.405***
Mark-up program
-1.561*
-1.579*
-1.316
-1.383
Convenience store
-3.933
-4.019
-.926
-3.706
Discounter
-3.564
-3.662
-4.222
-3.603
Hypermarket
1.599*
1.585*
3.181
1.455
TLP competition
-.007
.008
.217
.010
GDP per capita
.137***
.136***
.040
.126**
IMR selection
.472
1.247
CF weeks
.405
CF payment
.258
CF requirement
18.528
CF spend per stamp
-13.966
CF reward depth
.601
IMR reward breadth
-3.358**
-3.768**
R-squared
.721
.721
.729
.725
Note: N=697; † p < .10, †† p < .05, ††† p < .01 (one-sided); * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01 (two-sided);
TLP: temporary loyalty program, IMR: inverse Mills ratio, CF: control function.

respectively. However, we do not find evidence that TLPs perform better with a lower spend
per stamp, with a higher reward depth, or a lower breadth (p > .10). The latter effect
disappears in Models 3 and 4 where we account for endogeneity.
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In terms of retailer characteristics, the price strategy of the retailer does not seem to
influence TLP success (p > .10), but we do find that retailers with a larger market share
benefit more from running a TLP (β9 = .455, p < .01), in line with H8. Interestingly, we find
no effect of PLP presence on the success of a TLP. However, TLP success is contingent on
several country characteristics. We find that TLPs are more successful in countries with a
lower retail concentration (i.e., that are more competitive; β11 = -.111, p < .05), and in
countries that score higher on individualism (β12 = .168, p < .01), confirming H10 and H11
respectively. Finally, we find no evidence for the impact of long-term orientation on TLP
success (p > .10). We provide some examples of different programs with their expected
redemption rates to illustrate effect sizes of significant hypothesized variables in Appendix
A3.2. For example, the impact of payment is high, as a program with a high payment (90th
percentile of the data) would only yield a redemption ratio of 3.3%, whereas a program with a
low payment (10th percentile of the data) would yield a redemption ratio of 19.1%. In
contrast, the impact of requirement is lower, with a redemption ratio of 8.2% (11.5%) in the
same low (high) percentiles.
To explore in more detail some further contingency effects, we run additional splitsample analyses (similar to Ailawadi et al., 2018), using median-splits on the significant
variables in our final outcome model (payment, spending requirement, market share, retail
concentration, and individualism). The results are summarized in Table 3.8. Foremost, we
find a consistent inverted U effect of duration across almost all models (except in the sample
with a low spending requirement, where duration was not significant). While the average
observed program duration does not vary much across the different subsamples (between
15.0-16.3 weeks), the optimal duration differs substantially across these samples (between
13.8-19.8 weeks). The optimal program duration increases with almost 30% from 14.5 weeks
for high-payment programs to 18.5 weeks for low-payment programs. This is consistent with
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the idea that consumers are willing to save for more rewards if these are attractive (i.e., little
additional payment), for which they might need more time. In terms of market share, we find
that the optimal duration increases almost by half, from 13.8 weeks for programs at highshare retailers to 19.8 weeks for programs at low-share retailers. As small retailers have fewer
customers, who also purchase less often (Dowling & Uncles, 1997), these customers need
additional time to be able to redeem their desired TLP rewards. We see a similar effect in
countries with a lower retail concentration (where there are more retailers with a smaller
share). In terms of culture, we find that countries that score low on individualism need 20%
more time than highly individualistic countries. Individualistic societies are more
competitive, and might therefore reach their personal redemption goals faster. The other
significant program characteristics, payment and spending requirement, are very consistent in
terms of sign and magnitude across all subsamples. Similarly, the effects of market share,
retail concentration, and individualism are consistent for most types of programs, retailers,
and countries. Finally, the significant negative effect of PLP in the high payment setting is
noteworthy. The PLP presence hurts the success of the TLP when the payment on the TLP
rewards is high, i.e. when the TLP offer is less attractive. Consumers could use the PLP as a
reference point, and might find TLPs with a poor offer not worth the additional effort.
Robustness checks
We assess the robustness of our findings by (i) considering alternative operationalizations for
some of the focal design variables, (ii) adding additional control variables, (iii) considering
alternative functional forms for the outcome equation, (iv) using a fixed-effects specification,
and (v) providing a forecast validation. We provide detailed results of these analyses in the
Appendix.
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19.307***
-1.350
2.512
-14.912***
.042
.079
.181**
-1.436*
.799
386
13.8
15.3

-.015

-.160***

1.402
.470***
-1.856*

.729*
-.026**
.366**
11.351**
-6.561**
-.005
-.447

(≥60)
-23.215**

Low retail
High retail
Low
High
concentration concentration individualism individualism

(<20.82)
(≥20.82)
(<.27)
(≥.27)
(<1.41)
(≥1.41)
(<43.52)
(≥43.52)
(<60)
Intercept
-15.333
-10.631*
-37.894***
-47.122***
-45.953***
-56.362***
-64.489***
-32.557***
-56.568***
Program characteristics
Duration
1.803**
1.370***
-.013
1.915***
1.412**
.964*
1.834***
.858***
1.585***
Duration2
-.049**
-.047**
.005
-.059***
-.036*
-.035**
-.050***
-.030***
-.048**
Payment
.411***
.526***
.407***
.561***
.546***
.410***
.570***
Requirement
9.241***
9.379**
7.493*
11.145**
6.039**
12.982***
6.444**
Spend per stamp
-2.496
1.371
-5.778
1.489
-3.932
-.779
2.011
-8.022***
-.048
Reward depth
-.059
.135
.122
-.285
-.042
.171
-.482**
.020
.146
Reward breadth
.071
-.115
-.870
1.014
2.242**
-2.080
3.102***
-.727
.841
Retailer characteristics
Price strategy (1 = HiLo)
-.353
.427
1.611
.969
-1.504
1.452
2.060
2.330
.437
Market share
.662***
.156***
.529***
.434***
.007
.379***
.119
Permanent loyalty program
-1.565
-1.347**
-1.232
-.669
-1.349
-.533
1.325
-2.076**
-.765
Country characteristics
Retail concentration
-.212***
-.016
-.139***
-.103*
-.309***
.023
.020
Individualism
.246***
.024
.165***
.146**
.334***
.135***
.172***
.004
Long-term orientation
.029
.004
.107***
-.049
.061
-.003
.073*
-.035
.064
Control variables
Loss program
17.407***
12.618***
13.798***
12.201***
12.529***
13.850***
12.046***
16.657***
9.097***
Mark-up program
-3.124
-1.041
-2.665**
-2.726*
.242
-1.614
-.261
-2.368***
-.098
Convenience storea
-3.392
-9.475**
-9.507
-1.965
-7.795*
-3.219
-8.764***
Discounter
-3.700
-4.763
.751
-8.813
-7.710
-4.858
9.101
-12.827***
2.598
Hypermarket
3.057*
.761
2.162
-.557
1.090
.541
1.109
.229
.760
TLP competition
-.145
-.061
.051
.014
.074
-.326**
.158
-.010
.110
GDP per capita
.141*
.111***
.079
.145*
.028
.217*
-.016
.181**
.037
IMR reward breadth
-4.469*
-.892
-2.100
-3.205
-4.289***
-1.363
-4.865***
-2.169**
-4.102***
R-squared
.598
.343
.714
.741
.752
.691
.697
.796
.673
N
349
348
348
349
348
349
347
350
311
Optimal duration (in weeks)
18.5
14.5
16.1
19.8
13.8
18.5
14.5
16.6
Average observed duration (in
16.2
15.1
15.0
16.3
15.6
15.7
16.2
15.1
16.1
weeks)
a Due to the limited number of convenience stores in our sample, not all subsamples contained that format, in which case the corresponding parameter could not be estimated.
Note: * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01. TLP: temporary loyalty program; IMR: inverse Mills ratio.
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Table 3.8
Median splits on program, retailer and country characteristics
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Design variable operationalization. In our main analyses, we operationalized the payment as
the minimum payment percentage on an item. As alternatives, we consider both the average
payment percentage and the maximum payment percentage (i.e., every item is at least this
attractive). Similarly, we operationalized the spending requirement as the minimum spending
requirement. As alternatives, we consider the average and maximum spending requirements.
We report the four alternatives in Table A3.3. The signs and significance of all parameter
estimates are robust to these changes in operationalization.
Additional program control variables. In addition to our main design variables, there are
some other (more minor) design decisions a retailer might make, such as (i) offering cleanup
weeks, (ii) increasing the number of redemption options, and (iii) the choice of reward
category. During cleanup weeks, consumers still have the possibility to hand in their full
leaflets to redeem rewards, even though the program has officially ended, and no more
stamps are issued during these weeks. We include a dummy variable to indicate whether a
program has additional cleanup weeks. In total, 81% of the programs used such cleanup
weeks. Next, in some programs, it is possible to redeem a reward in several ways (e.g., a
higher payment with half the stamps, or a lower payment with a full leaflet of stamps). While
the vast majority of the redemptions are with the lowest payment, even when other options
are available, we controlled for this possibility by adding the number of options through
which the consumer can acquire the reward (which ranges between 1 and 3, with 73% of the
programs having a single option). Finally, we test for reward-category differences in two
ways. First, some reward categories are repeatable (e.g., glasses or cutlery, where one might
redeem the same reward multiple times), while others are non-repeatable (e.g., cookware or
ovenware, where duplicates have little added value). We therefore add a dummy variable for
the repeatable categories (41%). As a second alternative, we include two dummy variables
for the category type: one for cooking-related categories (knives, cookware, and ovenware;
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47%), and one for other food-related categories (glasses, cutlery, dinnerware, and storage;
33%), with as base case all non-kitchen categories (luggage, textile, toys, and other; 20%).35
We report all additional analyses in Table A3.4. None of the additional variables are
significant, and all other effects are robust when adding these extra controls.
Alternative functional form. We look at the sensitivity of our results to alternative
specifications for the outcome equation. First, we apply a logistic transformation to the
dependent variable. While this specification allows for a range constraint on the redemption
rate, the interpretation of the partial effects, and especially the derivation of the optimal
duration, becomes less straightforward (Mallapragada et al., 2012). Second, we apply a log
transformation to ensure a positive redemption rate. The signs and significance levels are
robust to these alternative specifications (see Table A3.5).
Fixed effects. An alternative way to account for potentially endogenous time-invariant factors
(e.g., certain retailers that are more likely to do a TLP or select a specific design) is to exploit
the panel structure of our data, and use a fixed-effects (FE) specification (Papies et al., 2017).
Addressing endogeneity with FEs does not require instruments. However, after their
inclusion, one can no longer estimate the impact of time-invariant retailer- and/or countryrelated factors. We therefore estimate three additional models: one with retailer FEs, one with
country FEs, and one with retailer-country FEs, all of which we report in Table A3.6. The
signs and significance levels of the remaining variables are very robust to these alternative
models. The only notable change is that the expected negative effect of spend per stamp (H4),
which was insignificant in the main analysis, reached conventional significance levels in two
of the FE specifications.

Knives are chefs’ knives, storage are food containers, and other is a remaining category with other unrelated
products, such as tools and jewelry.
35
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Forecasting validation. Finally, we assessed our outcome model’s predictive validity (see, for
example, Dekimpe et al. 1997 or Lamey et al. 2012 for a similar apporach). Specifically, we
randomly sample 80% of our data for the estimation of the first-stage and outcome models,
and use the parameter estimates to forecast the remaining 20% of observations. We repeat
this process 1,000 times, and then compare the average R2 and mean absolute error of the two
sample types. In the estimation datasets, we obtain an average R2 of .728 (close to the R2 of
.725 of Model 4 in Table 3.7), and a mean absolute error of 5.615, while we find a very
similar predictive R2 of .703, and a mean absolute error of 5.904 in the hold-out data sets. Our
model thus also remains very stable when forecasting.

3.6

Discussion

Over the last decade, there has been a growing popularity of temporary loyalty programs.
They are not only popular with retailers, but are also highly valued by consumers. While the
impact of PLPs has been investigated extensively, the literature on the success of TLPs is
scarce. We addressed this limitation by testing the impact of various program, retailer, and
country characteristics on TLP success, using data on almost 700 programs across over 60
retailers in more than 40 countries.
A central decision that retailers face with TLPs is setting the program duration. On
average, we find an optimal program duration of around 16 weeks. However, programs that
offer a low payment, at retailers with a lower market share, and in less individualistic
countries should last longer. Next to the program’s duration, we find a positive effect of a
lower additional payment on the program’s redemption rate, which is in line with consumers’
aim to maximize their savings in loyalty programs (Leenheer et al., 2007). In addition, there
is a positive effect of the spending requirement, indicating that retailers should not refrain
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from asking quite some effort from their customers to keep them engaged. In terms of
environmental characteristics, we find that retailers with a larger market share benefit more
from TLPs, as it may be easier for consumers to reach reward thresholds at large-share
retailers due to their higher repeat buying, especially given the restricted time of TLPs.
Furthermore, TLPs are more successful in less concentrated (i.e., more competitive) retail
markets, and in more individualistic societies.
These insights have both theoretical and managerial relevance. From a theoretical
point of view, this study allows a comparison of relevant contingency factors for the success
of, respectively, PLPs and TLPs. We contrast our findings to those of Bombaij & Dekimpe
(2020), who studied the effectiveness of over 250 PLPs. While TLPs perform better at
retailers with a larger market share, this is not the case for PLPs. The restricted duration of
TLPs makes it even more important that consumers do most of their shopping at a single
retailer, which is more likely with high-share retailers. Similarly, TLPs work better in less
concentrated, more competitive markets, while no evidence of this was found for PLPs. The
restricted duration of TLPs may force consumers to pick a single retailer to do their shopping,
which is more important in a highly competitive market. In terms of culture, both types of
programs prosper in individualistic societies, likely due to the individual saving and
redemption process. Long-term orientation, in turn, does improve the success of PLPs, while
we did not find evidence of this in temporary programs. Bombaij & Dekimpe (2020)
furthermore found a negative effect of discounter format and competing programs with PLPs.
While the main effect of discounters was insignificant in the current study, our split-sample
analyses show a negative effect of discounters for TLPs in more competitive retail
environments and in more individualistic countries (see Table 3.8). In terms of competition,
consumers can optimize PLP benefits by “cherry-picking” deals among several programs,
decreasing the overall effectiveness when competitors also run programs (Leenheer et al.,
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2007). This is less of an option with TLPs, as desired reward redemption instigates a stronger
commitment to a single program due to the limited period consumers can participate. In sum,
even though both TLPs and PLPs are institutionalized incentive systems to enhance
consumers’ consumption behavior (Kim et al., 2020), the relevant boundary conditions under
which they are more or less successful differ considerably between both types.
From a managerial point of view, retailers can use our findings to improve their TLP
design decisions. For example, while the majority of the programs (63%) have a duration
close to the optimum (i.e., fall within the 95% confidence interval), a considerable number
(37%) deviates significantly from the optimal program duration. Among these sub-optimal
programs, more programs are too short (56%) than too long (44%). Such deviations have a
large financial impact – the average grocery spending used for redemption would have been
€736,000 higher per week, if the optimal duration had been selected in those programs.36 The
financial impact of a suboptimal duration is more pronounced when a too short duration was
selected (more than one million per week, on average) than when the duration was too long
(€354.000 per week). This asymmetry is due to two factors: shorter programs are run at larger
retailers (€57.4 million weekly revenue) than longer programs (€51.5 million weekly
revenue), and shorter programs tend to deviate more, on average, from the optimal duration
(−5.9 weeks) than longer programs (+5.0 weeks). Given that participating consumers are
known to increase their spending during the program (e.g., 25% in Drèze & Hoch, 1998), this
lower-than-possible redemption represents a missed opportunity, not only for the program
operator and reward manufacturer(s), but also for the retailer.

36

Based on the difference between the predicted redemption rate at the current duration and the predicted
redemption rate at the optimal duration, multiplied with the retailer’s weekly revenue. By comparing predicted
redemption rates, we avoid confounding forecast errors, while controlling for other program variables.
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Limitations and future research
Our study has led to novel insights, but has a number of limitations that offer interesting
avenues for future research. First, as we use observational rather than experimental data, we
should remain careful not to draw too strong causal inferences, even though we found little
evidence of endogeneity in terms of program adoption and choice of specific design
characteristics.
Second, our data are aggregated to the program level, which allowed us to cover a
very broad scope of programs, retailers, and countries. However, this broad scope meant that
we could not look at individual-level differences in program participation and/or sensitivity to
certain design choices. Also, future research could track consumers across a retailer’s
consecutive TLPs to know whether the same consumers tend to participate in all its
programs, or whether each program attracts a different set of consumers. Consumer data over
a longer period could also capture whether consumers’ experience obtained through
participating in earlier programs (in the same and/or competing retailers) impacts their
current redemption behavior. Similarly, as we study programs from a single program
operator, future studies that capture all programs at a retailer (from several operators) could
also measure the impact of a given retailer’s experience with running such programs.
Third, we used the redemption rate to measure program success. Although this metric
reflects the interest in the program and is also used as primary success measure in the
industry, alternative metrics could provide additional insights. For example, do TLPs induce
consumers to spend more at the retailer, and for how long? While our analyses based on
aggregate cross-sectional program data cannot answer this question, we obtained more
granular data for a small subset of programs. For 38 programs, we obtained aggregated sales
data of, respectively, redeemers and non-redeemers among the retailers’ PLP cardholders.
The former were found to spend 22% more during the TLP, while the non-redeemers spent
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1% less. This is in line with the 25% increase found by Drèze & Hoch (1998) in their 26
week program where consumers could save for a gift certificate. Future research should study
these differences in more detail, across a broader set of programs, and assess potential
changes both during and after the program under different program designs.
Finally, our study is limited to the grocery sector. TLPs are very popular in this sector
due to the high purchase frequency. Still, our results might not necessarily hold for other
industries. While we expect that there will also be an optimal duration in other sectors, this
optimum is likely to be longer in industries with a lower purchase frequency. For example,
the program in Wang et al. (2016) in the hotel industry lasted 34 weeks, which is longer than
any program in our dataset. Similarly, the rewards in most of our programs were food-related
(e.g., cutlery, cookware), which might be less attractive in other sectors. Future studies could
consider TLPs in different industries, with a broader range of rewards.
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Appendix
Table A3.1
Correlation matrix + VIFs
GDP per capita

TLP competition

Hypermarket

Discounter

Convenience
store
Mark-up program

Loss program

Long-term
orientation
Individualism

Retail
concentration
PLP

Market share

Price strategy
(HiLo=1)
Reward breadth

Reward depth

Spend per stamp

Requirement

Payment

Duration
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Duration
1
31.23
Payment
-.18
1
2.41
Requirement
.21 -.31
1
1.50
Spend per stamp
.02 -.30 .35
1
1.59
Reward depth
.23 .12 -.07 -.23
1
1.76
Reward breadth
.09 .12 -.03 -.13 .32
1
3.04
Price strategy (HiLo = 1)
-.11 .30 -.07 -.13 .17 .08
1
1.59
Market share
.01 -.09 .02 .03 .19 .03 .09
1
1.81
PLP
.21 -.15 .01 .19 -.11 .10 .00 .17
1
1.45
Retail concentration
-.18 .31 -.16 -.35 .40 .11 .28 .31 -.25
1
2.83
Individualism
-.21 .25 -.09 -.41 .30 .06 .26 .08 -.32 .67
1
2.32
Long-term orientation
-.05 .33 .00 -.18 .04 .10 .17 -.20 -.17 .17 .16
1
1.83
Loss program
.11 -.73 .30 .31 -.30 -.16 -.31 .04 .21 -.37 -.28 -.36
1
3.79
Mark-up program
-.09 .62 -.29 -.32 .28 .10 .24 -.02 -.22 .39 .31 .39 -.78
1
2.91
Convenience store
.06 -.05 -.03 -.11 -.12 -.03 -.12 -.08 .07 -.17 -.02 -.05 .12 -.10
1
1.15
Discounter
-.02 -.08 .01 -.08 -.11 -.04 -.30 -.05 -.11 .08 .02 .01 .16 -.12 -.02
1
1.25
Hypermarket
.16 -.03 .15 .21 -.12 -.03 -.32 -.17 .23 -.35 -.33 .13 -.01 -.01 -.07 -.08
1
1.61
TLP competition
-.13 .43 -.11 -.29 .13 .18 .19 -.33 -.24 .33 .35 .56 -.42 .45 -.02 .04 .02
1
2.37
GDP per capita
-.23 .36 -.30 -.30 .05 .09 .27 .17 -.02 .40 .33 .43 -.31 .35 -.04 -.02 -.03 .45
1 2.17
Note: all correlations are below .80. PLP: permanent loyalty program; TLP: temporary loyalty program.
a
The VIF of duration squared is 30.63, and of the inverse Mills ratio of number of ranges is 3.04. The VIFs of duration and duration squared are high due to
them being part of an interaction, which is not a problematic correlation, and sometimes referred to as the illusion of multicollinearity (Disatnik & Sivan,
2016).
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VIFs (Model 4)a

Individualism

Redemption
rate
9.4%
8.3%
9.4%
8.9%
19.1%
3.3%
8.2%
11.5%
8.9%
14.8%
12.8%
8.0%
2.7%
12.1%
21.2%
14.8%
15.5%
32.6%
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Median program
60
Low duration
Optimal duration
High duration
Low payment
High payment
Low requirement
High requirement
Low market share
High market share
Low retail concentration
High retail concentration
Low individualism
20
High individualism
76
Favourable design
16
.22
.50
Favourable retailer
13.10
Favourable country
13.43
76
All favourable
16
.22
.50
13.10
13.43
76
th
th
Note: low (high) refers to the value at the 10 (90 ) percentile of the variable.
a
For the empty cells and unreported program/retailer/country/control variables, we set the values to the median for continuous variables, and
to zero for dummy variables. For the favourable design/retail/country combinations, we use (depending on the sign of the effect), the
corresponding values for the 10th (for payment and retail concentration) or 90th (for requirement, market share, and individualism) percentile.

Programa

Table A3.2
Potential programs and their expected redemption rate
Duration
Payment (%)
Requirement
Market share
Retail
concentration
16
20.82
.37
1.41
43.52
11
16
20
.22
33.86
.14
.50
.17
13.10
13.43
56.70
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Table A3.3
Alternative payment & requirement operationalizations
Variable

Model 4

Average
payment
-5.517***

Maximum
payment
-11.117***

Average
requirement
-2.182

Maximum
requirement
-1.373***

Intercept
-4.453
Program characteristics
Duration
1.310†††
1.424†††
1.495†††
.996†††
1.064†††
2
Duration
-.040†††
-.043†††
-.045†††
-.034†††
-.035†††
Payment
-.469†††
-.411†††
-.185†††
-.411†††
-.414†††
Requirement
9.167†††
8.069†††
8.793†††
8.466†††
4.848†††
Spend per stamp
-1.002
-1.300
-1.175
-3.562
-3.551
Reward depth
-.117
.078
.176†
-.051
-.072
Reward breadth
1.002
.805
.648
1.129
1.122
Retailer characteristics
Price strategy (1 = HiLo)
1.450
1.117
.225
2.285
2.205
Market share
.455†††
.476†††
.502†††
.457†††
.472†††
Permanent loyalty program
-.863
-.916
-1.103
-.786
-.910
Country characteristics
Retail concentration
-.111††
-.087†
-.093††
-.084†
-.080†
Individualism
.168†††
.171†††
.172†††
.167†††
.162†††
Long-term orientation
.021
.044
.042
.020
.031
Control variables
Loss program
13.405***
14.557***
17.751***
11.974***
12.362***
Mark-up program
-1.383
-1.755*
-2.248**
-1.676*
-1.909*
Convenience store
-3.706
-4.103
-5.012
-2.536
-2.838
Discounter
-3.603
-4.551
-5.489
-2.167
-2.346
Hypermarket
1.455
1.629
1.557
1.746**
2.067***
TLP competition
.010
.003
-.033
-.019
-.013
GDP per capita
.126**
.092**
.085**
.127***
.102**
IMR reward breadth
-3.768**
-3.409*
-3.264*
-3.681**
-3.765**
R-squared
.725
.720
.687
.743
.741
Note: N=697; † p < .10, †† p < .05, ††† p < .01 (one-sided); * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01 (two-sided);
TLP: temporary loyalty program, IMR: inverse Mills ratio.
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Table A3.4
Additional design characteristics
Variable

Model 4

Cleanup
weeks

Redemption
levels

Repeatable
category

Category
types

Intercept
-4.453
-2.419
-4.530
-2.828
-2.254
Program characteristics
Duration
1.310†††
1.291†††
1.318†††
1.330†††
1.326†††
2
Duration
-.040†††
-.040†††
-.041†††
-.041†††
-.041†††
Payment
-.469†††
-.469†††
-.459†††
-.468†††
-.472†††
Requirement
9.167†††
9.154†††
9.389†††
9.378†††
9.087†††
Spend per stamp
-1.002
-1.016
-.898
-1.025
-1.031
Reward depth
-.117
-.117
-.103
-.121
-.134
Reward breadth
1.002
1.028
.945
.850
1.115
Retailer characteristics
Price strategy (1 = HiLo)
1.450
1.449
1.771
1.450
1.464
Market share
.455†††
.454†††
.451†††
.453†††
.455†††
Permanent loyalty program
-.863
-.864
-.900
-.839
-.870
Country characteristics
Retail concentration
-.111††
-.112††
-.109††
-.111††
-.110††
Individualism
.168†††
.168†††
.172†††
.167†††
.167†††
Long-term orientation
.021
.021
.020
.021
.021
Control variables
Loss program
13.400***
13.405***
13.104***
13.372***
13.413***
Mark-up program
-1.383
-1.388
-1.461
-1.371
-1.362
Convenience store
-3.706
-3.726
-3.205
-3.695
-3.748
Discounter
-3.603
-3.613
-3.299
-3.598
-3.602
Hypermarket
1.455
1.464
1.582
1.456
1.465
TLP competition
.010
.010
.012
.012
.008
GDP per capita
.126**
.127***
.129***
.125**
.127***
Cleanup
.144
Redemption levels
.787
Repeatable
.436
Cooking category
-.219
Food category
-.479
IMR reward breadth
-3.768**
-3.786**
-3.704**
-3.750**
-3.771**
R-squared
.725
.725
.726
.726
.726
Note: N=697; † p < .10, †† p < .05, ††† p < .01 (one-sided); * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01 (two-sided).
TLP: temporary loyalty program, IMR: inverse Mills ratio.
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Table A3.5
Transformation redemption rate
Variable
Model 4
Logit transformation
Log transformation
Intercept
-4.453
-4.287***
-.401
Program characteristics
Duration
1.310†††
.146††
.126††
Duration2
-.040†††
-.004††
-.003†
Payment
-.469†††
-.042†††
-.036†††
Requirement
9.167†††
.767†††
.638†††
Spend per stamp
-1.002
-.115
-.093
Reward depth
-.117
.013
.015
Reward breadth
1.002
.121
.112
Retailer characteristics
Price strategy (1 = HiLo)
1.450
.251
.230
Market share
.455†††
.024†††
.015†††
Permanent loyalty program
-.863
-.165
-.150
Country characteristics
Retail concentration
-.111††
-.007†
-.005
Individualism
.168†††
.011††
.008†
Long-term orientation
.021
.004
.003
Control variables
Loss program
13.405***
1.092***
.914***
Mark-up program
-1.383
-.211
-.188
Convenience store
-3.706
-.291
-.245
Discounter
-3.603
-.097
-.041
Hypermarket
1.455
.147
.127
TLP competition
.010
-.011
-.012
GDP per capita
.126**
.016***
.014***
IMR reward breadth
-3.768**
-.312
-.260
R-squared
.725
.655
.615
Note: N=697; † p < .10, †† p < .05, ††† p < .01 (one-sided); * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01 (two-sided).
TLP: temporary loyalty program, IMR: inverse Mills ratio.
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Table A3.6
Fixed effects
Variable

Model 4

Country FE

Retailer FE

Country-retailer
FE
-

Intercept
-4.453
Program characteristics
Duration
1.310†††
.845††
1.192†††
1.127†††
2
Duration
-.040†††
-.023††
-.036††
-.034††
Payment
-.469†††
-.439†††
-.435†††
-.426†††
Requirement
9.167†††
10.863†††
10.820†††
10.285†††
Spend per stamp
-1.002
-4.634†††
-.985
-5.201†††
Reward depth
-.117
.064
.051
.068
Reward breadth
1.002
-1.745†††
-2.227†††
-2.072†††
Retailer characteristics
Price strategy (1 = HiLo)
1.450
3.786†††
2.629†
Market share
.455†††
.277†††
.362†††
.341†††
Permanent loyalty
-.863
-1.750*
-1.048
-1.205
Country characteristics
program
Retail concentration
-.111††
-.030
-.100††
-.129
Individualism
.168†††
.112†††
Long-term orientation
.021
-.043
Control variables
Loss program
13.405***
12.873***
12.866***
12.649***
Mark-up program
-1.383
-1.742*
-1.509
-1.449
Convenience store
-3.706
-7.588***
7.148**
Discounter
-3.603
-6.336***
-6.381**
Hypermarket
1.455
-.086
.855
TLP competition
.010
.071
-.032
.087
GDP per capita
.126**
-.618***
.102
-.560**
IMR reward breadth
-3.768**
Fixed-effect dummies
42
67
110
R-squared
.725
.898
.896
.901
Note: N=697; † p < .10, †† p < .05, ††† p < .01 (one-sided); * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01 (two-sided).
TLP: temporary loyalty program, IMR: inverse Mills ratio.
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4. Loyalty-program promotions: How brands capitalize on
retailers’ temporary loyalty programs
4.1

Introduction

Recent years have witnessed an increasing occurrence of temporary loyalty programs.37 In
these programs, consumers have limited time (usually one to six months) to save stamps for
expensive delayed product rewards (such as food containers or kitchen knives), or to gather
smaller immediate rewards (such as stickers or figurines) that are part of a larger collection
(Bijmolt & Verhoef, 2017). Two examples of such programs are illustrated in Figure 4.1.
Consumers earn stamps or collectibles when passing certain purchase thresholds (e.g., every
$10) during a shopping trip, but need to do so repeatedly during the program to qualify for
the product reward (e.g., 20 stamps required for a food container) or complete their collection
(e.g., 144 different Ice Age stickers).
The success of such programs is vast. Not only do many consumers participate, they
also tend to increase their spending at the retailer (Drèze & Hoch, 1998; Lal & Bell, 2003).
The high popularity of stamp-based programs can cause a shortage or delay of product
rewards, which recently happened to two large European grocery retailers (Distrifood, 2020).
Instant programs, which offer collectibles immediately at the checkout, are equally
successful. According to GfK, the largest Dutch retailer (Albert Heijn) saw almost 7% more
households come to its stores during a 6-week program awarding soccer cards (Retailtrends,
2010). The few studies that have looked at such temporary programs find that the sales
increase is quite high, such as the 25% increase in Drèze & Hoch (1998). Similar results can
be found in industry reports, among which a 20%+ increase in each of five consecutive
programs at the second largest Indonesian retailer (BrandLoyalty, 2020).

37

In the remainder of the paper, we will refer to such temporary loyalty programs as “programs”.
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Brand managers are increasingly trying to capitalize on this success of retailerinitiated programs by linking their brand to the program through loyalty-program promotions
(LPPs). With an LPP, consumers receive additional stamps or collectibles when buying
specific products, which makes it easier for them to achieve their reward redemption or
collection goal within the limited time frame of the program. In Figure 4.1, for example, Arla
(Panel A) offers an extra stamp for the food container program when buying two of their
products. Similarly, the brands Calvé, Robijn and Blue Band (Panel B) award an additional
pack containing four Ice Age stickers. LPPs can be implemented in a variety of ways. Brands
can offer an extra stamp or collectible in combination with (as with Arla) or without (as with
Robijn) a price cut, can provide the extra stamp or collectible for only a subset (e.g., only for
the Skyr products from Arla) or all (as with Robijn) of their products, could do so in stampbased or instant programs, and could run the LPP near the start or end of the program.
Similarly, it is unclear whether LPPs perform better (or worse) for leading brands, for smaller
brands, or for private labels. Likewise, the impact of an LPP might differ between non-food
(e.g., detergent), food (e.g., peanut butter) and perishable (e.g., yoghurt) categories. In
addition, it is unclear to what extent the simultaneous occurrence of LPPs by other brands
helps or hurts the focal LPP’s effectiveness.
This study is the first to theorize, and empirically test, under which conditions LPPs
are (more) effective. Using IRI scanner data, we examine 800+ LPPs across 27 programs
(including stamp-based programs with delayed rewards, as well as instant programs with
immediate rewards) that ran at six different retailers. By having such a wide variety of cases,
we are able to identify changes in effectiveness across different LPP designs, brands,
categories, and competitive LPP environments.
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Translation (from Dutch): “Save even faster for convenient food Translation (from Dutch): “With all products of Calvé, Robijn and Blue
containers; you receive an extra container stamp with these products” Band, an extra sticker pack”.
(left). “2nd product half price + extra container stamp” (middle).

Figure 4.1
Examples of loyalty program promotions
Panel A – Products awarding an additional stamp
Panel B – Products awarding additional collectibles
(delayed reward)
(immediate reward)
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4.2

Literature review

Our study contributes to both the promotion and the loyalty-program literature. We first
compare LPPs to other promotional activities that brands use, after which we position our
work in more detail vis-à-vis prior work on the use of promotions in loyalty programs.
Brand manufacturers have a long tradition of using price promotions to stimulate
sales. They often use price-based strategies to draw consumers from competitors, or to defend
themselves against the threat of private labels (Horváth & Fok, 2013) and/or hard-discounters
(Vroegrijk et al., 2016). However, consistent price promotions can lower consumers’
reference prices, make later promotions seem less good deals, and can even make regular
prices look like price increases (Kalyanaram & Winer, 1995). Brands therefore increasingly
opt for other promotional forms that are not price-related, such as bundle promotions, free
gifts, or sweepstakes (Chandon et al., 2000; Foubert & Gijsbrechts, 2007). LPPs can be added
to this list. While there is much research on the effectiveness of price promotions, there is
much less research on other promotion types, especially relative to their usage (Khouja et al.,
2020).
Promotions can differ along several dimensions. They can be monetary as in price
cuts, or non-monetary, such as a free gift (Chandon et al., 2000). They can award consumers
immediately at the checkout, or with a delay, like a discount for the next shopping trip
(Bombaij & Dekimpe, 2020). While some promotions are exclusive to, and often initiated by,
a specific brand, such as winning a free holiday with a Coca-Cola sweepstake, others are
accessible to all brands. In addition, some promotions are conditional, in that they can only be
offered during a certain period of the year, such as during seasonal- or retailer-themed events
(Guyt & Gijsbrechts, 2020). Finally, promotions can also come in the form of collectibles
that are part of a larger set, with the goal of saving them all (Minnema et al., 2017).
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We compare other promotional activities with LPPs in Table 4.1, where we identify
some similarities, as well as characteristics that clearly set them apart. LPPs award nonmonetary rewards, similar to free gifts and sweepstakes, which can be either delayed (e.g.,
stamps for a food container in Panel A of Figure 4.1) or immediate (e.g., the Ice Age stickers
in Panel B of Figure 4.1). Like price and bundle promotions, the use of LPPs is not exclusive
to a certain brand (i.e., retailers offer the LPP option to many brands). The next two
characteristics clearly distinguish LPPs from other promotions. First, the use of LPPs is
conditional not only on the retailer running a program, but also on it allowing LPPs in the
program. Second, consumers experience a clear incentive to complete saving stamps or
collectibles in the program (Minnema et al., 2017). In the case of stamps, consumers need a
full stamp card to redeem a product reward, while instant rewards are part of a larger set that
collectors want to complete.
Due to the different characteristics of LPPs, the effect and complexity of certain
decisions could also vary. For one, the timing of the promotion is of more importance. As the
promotions in Table 4.1 not necessarily have to be isolated, but can co-exist (e.g., a price cut
along with an LPP), it is unclear whether they should run separately or simultaneously.
Moreover, while brands traditionally time their promotions based on competitors, or their
own promotions at other retailers (Guyt & Gijsbrechts, 2014), they might also have to
consider the stage the program is in. Brands might be better off in facilitating consumers’
acceleration when getting closer to the goal (Kivetz et al., 2006), by offering the LPP near the
end of the program. The effects of competition can also differ for LPPs. Even though brands
usually perceive competing promotions as negative, the common collection theme can also
stimulate synergy effects. Getting a lot of progress through several LPPs can stimulate smart
shopper feelings, and changes in consumer behavior for a specific brand’s LPP can boost
sales of other brands offering LPPs through store exploration (Chandon et al., 2000).
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In terms of the loyalty-program literature, there is considerable research on loyalty
programs in general (see, e.g., Breugelmans et al., 2015 for an overview). Past research,
however, focuses almost exclusively on the party running the program, i.e. the retailer. Yet,
in the case of LPPs, the retailer is no longer the only party involved. The literature on LPPs,
and especially how they benefit the brand rather than the retailer, is still very limited. Only
three studies have, to the best of our knowledge, looked at the impact of brand promotions as
part of a retailer’s loyalty program. The first two, Dorotic et al. (2011) and Zhang &
Breugelmans (2012), do so in the context of permanent loyalty programs. Even though they
find that LPPs can be a valuable tool to increase the participants’ store visits and spending,
their context does not account for the added pressure consumers may experience to meet the
reward requirement or finish their collection before a temporary program ends (Bijmolt &
Verhoef, 2017). In temporary programs, LPPs can help consumers progress, and more easily
reach their desired goals within the imposed deadline. Our study is therefore most aligned
with Minnema et al. (2017). The latter studied 28 LPPs in four temporary programs where
one could collect toy figurines related to the 2010 FIFA soccer World Cup. They found a
positive effect of the temporary program on the number of shopping trips and a higher
purchase likelihood of the brands that ran an LPP by awarding additional figurines.
While these three studies shed some first light on LPPs, there is still a lot left to be
explored, which has been brought to the fore in repeated calls for future research that have
appeared in the recent literature. As the aforementioned three studies jointly only consider a
handful of programs, it remains unknown how the design of the program might impact LPP
effectiveness (Bijmolt & Verhoef, 2017, p. 161). For example, Minnema et al. (2017) study a
couple of programs with immediate rewards, while there are also many programs with a
delayed component (i.e., collecting stamps). Similarly, previous research has not yet
identified whether LPPs are equally effective across different brands (Minnema et al., 2017,
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p. 208), categories (Zhang & Breugelmans, 2012, p. 64), and/or the competitive LPP
environment (Minnema et al., 2017, p. 208). Finally, as previous studies have only looked at
programs in a very specific setting (e.g., during the World Cup in Minnema et al., 2017),
replications to other programs are called for (Dorotic et al., 2011, p. 354; Minnema et al.,
2017, p. 208).

4.3

Conceptual framework

We present our conceptual framework to examine the effect of an LPP on brand sales in
Figure 4.2, where we want to identify whether the effect of an LPP is contingent on (i) the
promotion’s design, (ii) the brand involved, (iii) the category in question, or (iv) the
presence/absence of competing LPPs, both across categories and within the same category.
Loyalty-program promotions
Consumers who participate in a temporary loyalty program aim to complete their stamp card
or collection. In such a setting, consumers might experience point pressure (Dorotic et al.,
2014; Taylor & Neslin, 2005), resulting in an increase in their purchases to earn the
program’s rewards. Also a set-completion effect can kick in (Carey, 2008), since consumers
are more likely to continue collecting once they started (Gao et al., 2014). Because LPPs help
consumers achieve set completion, they might buy more of the promoted brand during the
LPP, than when there is no promotion present. In addition, cooperative promotions can
enhance the brand’s image through positive associations (Varadarajan, 1986). Therefore, any
positive feelings from consumers towards the retailer due to the attractive program and
rewards might spill over to the brands that help consumers in obtaining their desired rewards.
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A 25% discount on
product X; product X
now only for $1.

Buy one get one free;
three for the price of
two.

Buy a six-pack of
product X and get a
free glass.

Buy product X, and
have a chance to win
concert tickets.

Sweepstake

Loyalty-program
promotion
Buy product X, and
get extra rewards in
the loyalty program.
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Characteristic
✓
✓



Monetary reward
✓
✓
✓

Immediate reward
✓/b


✓
✓

Exclusive to the brand




✓
Conditional usage




✓
Part of collection
a
We consider price reductions, coupons and rebates as price promotions, as they all offer a monetary discount on the product.
b
Some programs offer immediate rewards (e.g., Disney figurines or stickers), while others offer delayed rewards (e.g., points or stamps that
are required for a larger reward).

Example(s)

Price promotiona

Table 4.1
Different types of promotional activities
Bundle promotion
Free gift
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Loyalty-program
promotion (LPP)
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Brand
• Market share
• Private label

Category
• Food
• Perishability
• Concentration

Promotion design
• Price discount
• SKU share
• Program Type
• Program Stage

LPP competition
• Across categories
• Within category

Figure 4.2
Conceptual framework
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Controls
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While non-participating consumers should not care about the additional reward that an LPP
offers, the LPP is still a promotional signal. Such signals draw attention to the brand, and can
increase one’s purchase likelihood even though the offer per se may intrinsically not be
appealing to the non-participating consumer (Inman et al., 1990). This is corroborated by
Minnema et al. (2017), who find a positive LPP effect on brand sales for non-collecting
households, albeit much smaller than for collecting households. Based on the above
considerations, we expect:
H1:

A loyalty-program promotion in isolation has a positive effect on brand sales.

Promotion factors
LPPs can be implemented in various ways: (i) they can be accompanied by a price discount,
(ii) they can apply to only a subset of the brand’s SKUs, or to all of them, (iii) they can be
offered within different types of programs, and/or (iv) at different stages in the program.
Price discount. LPPs and price discounts are not mutually exclusive, but often co-exist
(Minnema et al., 2017). While a price discount or LPP in isolation can each offer a clear
benefit to consumers, their combined use may attenuate their respective effectiveness.
According to the notion of multiattribute diminishing sensitivity (Nowlis & Simonson, 1996),
additional favorable attributes (in this case, offering an LPP) have a smaller incremental
return when favorable attributes are already present (such as a lower price). In addition, price
promotions shift consumers’ focus more to the price dimension (Boulding et al., 1994; Mela
et al., 1997), which draws consumers’ attention away from the loyalty-program benefits that
the LPP offers. Therefore, with a higher discount, the positive effect of an LPP might
decrease (or even disappear). Similarly, the LPP could draw the attention of non-participating
consumers away from the price discount, which, in turn, might lower the brand sales. These
effects are consistent with earlier findings of a larger impact of price as a single cue than as
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part of multiple cues (Dodds et al., 1991). We therefore expect that LPPs and price discounts
attenuate each other’s effect:
H2:

A loyalty-program promotion with a higher price discount has a lower additional
effect than a loyalty-program promotion with a lower discount.

SKU share. The SKU share refers to the proportion of SKUs of the brand in a given category
through which the additional progress in the program can be obtained. Brands with different
packaging forms, tastes or sizes are not always promoted jointly (Minnema et al., 2017). For
example, Coca-Cola bottles might take part in the LPP, while Coca-Cola cans may not.
Although some consumers mainly care about the brand, and are therefore more open to
switch between different forms of the same brand, others care specifically about product
forms or types (Kamakura et al., 1996). Especially for the latter type of consumers, it might
be less appealing to offer an LPP for only a subset of products in the brand. Similarly, while
(brand-)loyal buyers might be more open to changing behavior and transfer to other products,
habitual buyers might be more resistant to break their routine (Liu-Thompkins & Tam, 2013).
The latter type of consumer might find it less attractive to only receive progress through a
subset of SKUs. We therefore hypothesize:
H3:

A loyalty-program promotion with a higher SKU share is more effective than a
loyalty-program promotion with a lower SKU share.

Program type. Brands can choose to run LPPs in two distinct types of programs: stamp-based
or instant programs. In a stamp-based program, consumers need to first save a certain number
of stamps in order to qualify for a product redemption, as these rewards are more expensive
(e.g., dinnerware or pans). In instant programs, on the other hand, rewards have little
objective value (e.g., stickers or figurines), and are handed out immediately at the checkout.
An immediate reward directly establishes a positive link between the reward and the brand
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(Rothschild & Gaidis, 1981). Moreover, the stickers and figurines are usually aimed at
children, who can have a strong influence on their parents if they are aware of the promotion
through in-store displays or other advertising (Bridges & Briesch, 2006). In addition, rewards
of instant programs are typically more hedonic – while they have no clear monetary
connotation, they become valuable as they form a collection that consumers want to complete
(Minnema et al., 2017). Stamp-based programs, on the other hand, offer more utilitarian
rewards. Non-monetary promotions such as LPPs are more congruent with the hedonic
benefits of instant programs (Chandon et al., 2000). We therefore hypothesize:
H4:

A loyalty-program promotion in an instant program is more effective than a loyaltyprogram promotion in a stamp-based program.

Stage. The program stage refers to the timing of the LPP within the program (i.e., near the
start of the program, or closer to the end of the program). The short duration of programs
brings along pressure for customers to reach their desired rewards, or to complete their
collection, before the program ends (Bijmolt & Verhoef, 2017; Taylor & Neslin, 2005). This
sense of urgency is different in earlier than in later stages of the program. Especially for
consumers who expect to have difficulty achieving their goal, the pressure near the end of the
program might enhance the effectiveness of LPPs. In addition, consumers tend to accelerate
their saving or collection when getting closer to their goal due to the goal-gradient effect
(Kivetz et al., 2006). The latter effect will be absent at the start of the program, as no
consumer will be close to their goal yet, but is likely to kick in later in the program. Hence,
the increasing pressure and goal gradient effect should increase the effectiveness of LPPs in a
later stage of the program. We hypothesize:
H5:

A loyalty-program promotion in a later stage of the program is more effective than a
loyalty-program promotion in an earlier stage of the program.
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Brand factors
Market share. The effectiveness of an LPP might depend on the strength of the brand. Brands
with a high market share tend to be well-known brands with more market power (Bolton,
1989) and higher behavioral loyalty (Dowling & Uncles, 1997). As such, LPPs from larger
brands will have more conquesting power, while they are also better protected from
(potentially simultaneous) LPPs from competing brands. In addition, high-share brands
typically have a more diverse product portfolio (Liu & Yang, 2009, p. 98), which makes it
more likely that at least one of their products appeals to the consumer. Finally, the
promotional signal of an LPP, which can also draw the attention of non-participating
customers to the offer (Inman et al., 1990), is likely to be stronger for better-known brands.
We therefore hypothesize:
H6:

A loyalty-program promotion for a brand with a higher market share is more effective
than a loyalty-program promotion for a brand with a lower market share.

Private label. The effect of an LPP might be different for national brands (NBs) than for
private labels (PLs). While PLs used to be lesser known, the share of PLs now exceeds 30%
in most European countries (Nielsen, 2018). According to the asymmetric pattern of price
competition, price cuts of higher-priced brands (i.e., national brands) are more likely to steal
share away from lower-priced brands (i.e., private labels), but not the other way around
(Blattberg & Wisniewski, 1989; Horváth & Fok, 2013). This is due to PLs already capturing
price-sensitive buyers, and their lower ability to attract price-insensitive consumers (Chandon
et al., 2000). A similar logic can be applied to LPPs. As consumers who are value conscious,
deal-prone, and have high smart-shopper self-perceptions are already buying PLs (Burton et
al., 1998), an LPP for a PL is unlikely to attract many new consumers. However, when NBs
offer an LPP, they could attract the value-conscious and deal-prone consumers. In addition,
as LPPs might draw the attention away from the price, advantages of PLs (which are typically
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price-related) are noticed less by consumers. The latter might also occur for non-participants.
We expect:
H7:

A loyalty-program promotion for a private label is less effective than a loyaltyprogram promotion for a national brand.

Category factors
Food. Retailers not only sell food products (e.g., cereal, candy and soft drinks), but also offer
a wide range of household goods (e.g., pet supplies, body care, and cleaning materials). Food
categories tend to be more sensitive to variety seeking (e.g., not eating the same meal every
day), and a way to relieve boredom (van Trijp et al., 1996), while household products are
more stable and habitual (e.g., staying with the same brand of deodorant or shampoo). LPPs
can therefore be especially useful in food categories, where consumers are more open to
change their behavior. In categories with household goods, LPPs might not be as effective, as
it will be more difficult to change consumers’ habitual behavior (Liu-Thompkins & Tam,
2013). Similarly, purchasing food products is usually more impulsive and less concrete (e.g.,
dinner for the next few days), whereas buying household products, such as deodorant or toilet
paper, is more likely to be concrete and planned (Narasimhan et al., 1996). Impulse
categories react stronger to a promotion (Steenkamp, 2005), as they work well for purchase
decisions that are made in the store. We expect a similar pattern for LPPs. We therefore
hypothesize:
H8:

A loyalty-program promotion for a food category is more effective than a loyaltyprogram promotion for a non-food category.

Perishability. Consumers might react different to promotions in perishable products,
compared to promotions in non-perishable products. Buyers of perishable products can be
more open for substitutions (as for example illustrated in van Woensel et al., 2007 with out-
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of-stocks), from which an LPP can benefit. However, expiration dates can also affect
consumers’ purchasing behavior (Tsiros & Heilman, 2005). Consumers are more flexible in
buying larger quantities of storable products due to the ease of stockpiling (Pauwels et al.,
2002). In contrast, consumers cannot buy too many perishable products, as this will increase
the perishability risk and subsequently the associated quality and willingness to pay (Tsiros &
Heilman, 2005). Considering LPPs’ emphasis on buying higher quantities, as the benefit is
only obtainable during a short period, they might work less well with perishable products. We
hypothesize:
H9:

A loyalty-program promotion for a perishable category is less effective than a loyaltyprogram promotion for a non-perishable category.

Concentration. The category concentration refers to the strength of the top brands in a
category. A high concentration indicates a few strong and high-share brands, whereas a low
concentration indicates a fragmented and competitive market (Ter Braak et al., 2014). In a
competitive market, brands might benefit more from a distinguishing LPP, helping them
stand out from the clutter. Moreover, when consumers are faced with crowded categories that
include many brands, they might rely more on cues to facilitate their decision (Datta et al.,
2017). The additional attention (see, e.g., Figure 4.1) might therefore be especially beneficial
for brands in crowded and competitive categories. Even non-participating consumers might
then use LPPs to filter certain brands from the clutter, and use the extra attention of an LPP as
a trigger for selecting a brand in crowded categories. Hence, we hypothesize:
H10: A loyalty-program promotion in a highly concentrated category is less effective than a
loyalty-program promotion in a lowly concentrated category.
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Competing factors
A brand might not be the only one to run an LPP, since retailers may offer multiple brands
the opportunity to run an LPP in their programs. When many brands simultaneously offer an
LPP, consumers might divide any additional purchasing over these brands. Still, there could
also be synergy effects, as LPPs in general increase the number of shopping trips to the
retailer for collecting consumers (Drèze & Hoch, 1998; Minnema et al., 2017). While
consumers might not change their store choice for a single LPP, getting more progression in
the program through multiple LPPs can stimulate economic value (O’Brien & Jones, 1995),
and increase consumers’ psychological smart-shopper feelings (Schindler, 1998).
Across category. We refer to across-category competition as the competing LPPs in other
categories (cf. Minnema et al., 2017). Brands in other categories might not be that much of a
threat in terms of direct competition, and consumers are also not likely to be income
restricted when purchases are only a small fraction of their total income (Brynjolfsson et al.,
2003). For example, buying additional soft drinks does not mean consumers cannot afford to
buy laundry detergent anymore. Moreover, LPPs at competing categories can drive
enjoyment, and stimulate exploration behavior for other good deals in the store, which might
benefit the focal brand that also offers an LPP (Chandon et al., 2000). We therefore expect
that the synergy effects will dominate. Hence:
H11: A loyalty-program promotion with a higher across-category competition is more
effective than a loyalty-program promotion with a lower across-category competition.
Within category. We refer to the within-category competition as the LPP presence of other
brands within the same category. As other brands within the same category are direct
competitors, the loss due to intra-category competition might be stronger than the previously
discussed gains from any synergy effects. However, promotions at direct competitors can also
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stimulate sales of the focal brand, as they could serve as a reminder to buy the product
category (Anderson & Simester, 2013; Guyt & Gijsbrechts, 2014). As we are unsure about
the direction, we formulate a dual hypothesis:
H12a: A loyalty-program promotion with a higher within-category competition is more
effective than a loyalty-program promotion with a lower within-category competition.
H12b: A loyalty-program promotion with a higher within-category competition is less
effective than a loyalty-program promotion with a lower within-category competition.

4.4

Data

Sample description
We use the Dutch grocery sector to test our conceptual framework, as many retailers
repeatedly run temporary loyalty programs in this sector (Bijmolt & Verhoef, 2017), in which
multiple brands offer LPPs. The grocery industry is also interesting due to its huge size, high
transaction frequency, extensive competition, and short time intervals between store visits
(Dekimpe, 2020). Through IRI, we obtained, for 2016, weekly sales on all non-fresh
categories sold at six large Dutch retailers.38 Similar to Gielens (2012) and Ter Braak et al.
(2013), we focus on the top five brands in these categories. We subsequently link the brands
with the LPP and program information from the retailer’s weekly leaflets. The resulting
dataset consists of 2,929 brand-retailer-category combinations, and covers 836 LPPs.
We provide additional information per retailer in terms of programs, categories
covered, brands involved and associated LPPs in Table 4.2, and visualize the programs at
each retailer in Figure 4.3. In terms of temporary programs (Panel A of Table 4.2), all six

38

These six retailers capture more than 80% of the Dutch market, after excluding formats (e.g., discounters such
as Aldi) who do not make use of programs or LPPs.
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retailers frequently run them, which underscores their popularity, and there are typically more
program weeks than non-program weeks. There are differences between retailers, however,
as retailer 4 only runs three programs, whereas others (e.g., retailer 1) run more than twice
that number. The average (median) program lasts for 6.81 (6) weeks. Furthermore, retailers
allow LPPs in the majority (71%) of the programs, and in most of the LPP program weeks,
we observe the use of LPPs (88%). It can occur that programs overlap (e.g., retailer 5 running
a three-week program at the end of another twelve-week program), although we do not
observe simultaneous programs that award LPPs within a given retailer. There is a similar
diversity in the number of categories and brands (Panel B of Table 4.2). On average, in 38%
of the categories, at least one brand offers an LPP. Furthermore, many brands make use of
LPPs, although this also varies between retailers, from 9% (retailer 2) to 27% (retailer 3).
For each brand, we obtained sales of all SKUs.39 We consider SKUs that have at least
20% distribution in every week, and thereby exclude low-coverage SKUs, seasonal SKUs,
introductions and delistings.40 From the original 124 categories, we thereby exclude two
categories (sunscreen and seasonings) completely, as all their SKUs are either seasonal or
have low volume sales. We then aggregate the SKUs to the brand level following the
procedure described in Gordon et al. (2013). We calculate the brand prices as share-weighted
SKU prices (value sales/unit sales), where the (static) SKU weight is equal to the annual
share of volume in that brand.
Variable description
We provide a description and operationalization of all variables below. We report the
summary statistics in Table 4.3, and the correlation matrix in the Appendix (A4.1 & A4.2).

39

We define a SKU based on the 13-digit EAN (European Article Numbering) code, which is an extension of
the UPC-code.
40
We furthermore remove SKUs with zero sales. This occurs as IRI rounds total sales volumes to the nearest
kilogram or liter, while some products only consist of a few grams (e.g., spices).
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Number of temporary
program weeks
37
40
39
25
51
48
240

Number of brandsa

Number of LPP
categories (%)
41 (34%)
32 (28%)
60 (50%)
53 (45%)
36 (31%)
50 (42%)
272 (38%)

Number of programs
allowing LPPs (%)
7 (88%)
2 (40%)
6 (86%)
3 (100%)
3 (43%)
6 (75%)
27 (71%)

Number of LPP
brands (%)
68 (13%)
41 (9%)
127 (27%)
98 (20%)
50 (10%)
83 (17%)
467 (16%)

Number of weeks in LPP
allowing programs (%)
35 (95%)
13 (33%)
35 (90%)
25 (100%)
24 (46%)
37 (95%)
169 (70%)

Total LPPs

Weeks with an actual
LPP (%)
29 (83%)
13 (100%)
35 (100%)
24 (100%)
10 (42%)
37 (100%)
148 (88%)
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122
507
103
Retailer 1
116
478
55
Retailer 2
120
478
263
Retailer 3
118
492
186
Retailer 4
117
478
59
Retailer 5
120
496
170
Retailer 6
713
2,929
836
Total
Note: LPP = loyalty-program promotion.
a
We consider brands appearing in several categories (retailers) as separate brands when calculating the reported summary statistics.

Number of categories

Panel B – Category and brand information

Panel A – Program information
Number of temporary
programs
Retailer 1
8
5
Retailer 2
7
Retailer 3
3
Retailer 4
7
Retailer 5
8
Retailer 6
38
Total

Table 4.2
Retailer information
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Figure 4.3
Retailers’ temporary programs and LPPs
Program 1.1
Program 1.2
Program 1.3
Program 1.4
Program 1.5
Program 1.6
Program 1.7
Program 1.8

22
16
10
17
12
7
19

Program 2.1
Program 2.2
Program 2.3
Program 2.4
Program 2.5

21
34

Program 3.1
Program 3.2
Program 3.3
Program 3.4
Program 3.5
Program 3.6
Program 3.7

40
83
47
56
11
26

Program 4.1
Program 4.2
Program 4.3

109
20
57

Program 5.1
Program 5.2
Program 5.3
Program 5.4
Program 5.5
Program 5.6
Program 5.7

21
0
38

Program 6.1
Program 6.2
Program 6.3
Program 6.4
Program 6.5
Program 6.6
Program 6.7
Program 6.8

16
28
22
33
35

36
0

4

8

12

16

20

Stamp-based programs with LPPs
Stamp-based programs without LPPs

24 28
Week

32

36

40

44

48

52

Instant programs with LPPs

Note: the first digit of the program refers to the retailer, whereas the second refers to the
program. The numbers inside the bars indicate the number of LPPs within a given program.
Program 4 of retailer 5 only allows a couple of LPPs with seasonal products that are not
captured in our dataset.
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Sales
Given that there are many brands across different categories with various package sizes, we
use volume sales (in either kilograms or liters, depending on the brand and category) as
dependent variable, similar to Foekens et al. (1999) and van Heerde et al. (2000).
Promotion variables
Loyalty-program promotion (LPP). We include a dummy variable to indicate whether there is
an LPP or not (LPP = 1, 0 otherwise). The LPP information is provided by IRI. As in
Minnema et al. (2017), all LPPs last for one week. In total, we observe 836 LPPs. We
furthermore include two lags of the LPP. We use two lags, as the post-promotion dips tend to
be the strongest in the first two weeks after a promotion (Macé & Neslin, 2004).
Price index (PINDEX). Following van Heerde et al. (2000), we divide the actual price by the
regular price (and multiply it by one hundred) to create a price index. The price index equals
100 for regular prices, and is lower during promotions. If the regular price changes, the price
index is relative to the new regular price (i.e., the index can never exceed 100). The average
price index is 97.8 in total, and 85.0 during LPPs. We also include two lags of the price
index.
SKU share (SKUSHARE). Brands with different packaging forms might not always be
promoted jointly (Minnema et al., 2017). We capture the SKU share by calculating the
proportion of a brand’s SKUs that are participating in the LPP, weighted by their annual
volume sales (relative to the total brand sales). The average SKU share is 68.9%.
Type (INSTANT). As we observe both stamp-based programs, and instant programs, we use a
dummy variable to indicate whether a program is instant (instant = 1, 0 otherwise).41 LPPs in

41

There are two programs that offer both an immediate component (rewarding stickers/figurines) as well as a
delayed component (stamps for stuffed animals). We code these as instant, as the main collection and the LPPs
are only for the instant component.
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instant programs offer an immediate reward, such as stickers and figurines, whereas LPPs in
stamp-based programs offer progression towards saving for a more expensive reward. We
capture 11 instant programs, representing 38.9% of the LPPs.
Stage (LATE). We use a dummy variable to indicate whether a program is in the late stage
(late = 1, 0 otherwise), where we consider the last half of the program as late. In total, 47.0%
of the LPPs are in the late stage of the program.
Brand variables
Market share (MSHARE). We include the retailer-specific market share of the brand in a
category, which we obtain by dividing the annual brand value sales by the annual category
sales. The average market share of a brand is 18.3%.
Private label (PL). As our sample includes both national brands and (store-branded) private
labels, we include a dummy variable to reflect whether the brand is a private label (private
label = 1, 0 otherwise). In total, 24.9% of our observations involve private labels.
Category variables
Food (FOOD). We include a dummy variable to indicate whether a category is a food
category (food = 1, 0 otherwise). Food categories include categories with edible products, and
thus exclude categories such as pet supplies, body care, and cleaning materials. We observe
82 food categories, referring to 70.6% of our sample.
Perishability (PER). Following Nijs et al. (2001), we include a dummy variable to indicate
whether a category is perishable (perishable = 1, 0 otherwise). We have 23 perishable
categories, corresponding to 20.2% of our observations.
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Table 4.3
Descriptive statistics
Total sample
(N = 152,308)
Mean Median
SD

LPPsa
(N = 836)
Mean Median

Variable
SD
Promotion
LPP
.005
0
.074
1
1
0
Price index
97.781
100
6.932
85.000 88.493 14.543
SKU share (%)
.378
0
5.634
68.922 78.668 32.542
Type (instant = 1)
.183
0
.386
.389
0
.488
Stage (late = 1)
.352
0
.478
.470
0
.499
Brand variables
Market share
18.280 10.857 18.862
24.394 18.459 19.938
Private label
.249
0
.432
.048
0
.214
Category variables
Food
.706
1
.456
.691
1
.462
Perishability
.202
0
.402
.227
0
.419
Concentration
64.824 67.700 21.132
60.378 60.979 20.816
Competition variables
Across category (%)
2.065
0
2.712
5.635
5.738
2.412
Within category
.018
0
.133
.147
0
.354
Control variables
Program
.768
1
.422
1
1
0
Distribution (%)
82.713 88.798 16.927
90.931 93.971
9.700
Competitor price index
97.801
100
4.158
97.133
100
6.495
Easter
.019
0
.137
.020
0
.141
Christmas
.038
0
.192
.043
0
.203
Spring
.250
0
.433
.313
0
.464
Summer
.250
0
.433
.132
0
.338
Autumn
.250
0
.433
.306
0
.461
Note: LPP = loyalty-program promotion. The mean of the dummy variables is reported as
the percentage of observations having a value of 1.
a
Based on observations where there is an LPP present.

Concentration (CONC). We operationalize the category concentration as the total annual
market share of the top three brands in the category at the retailer. The average category
concentration is 64.8%.
Competition variables
Across category (ACAT). Following Minnema et al. (2017), we operationalize the acrosscategory competition as the fraction of other categories that use an LPP in the same week at
the same retailer. On average, brands face 2.1% of other categories at the retailer using LPPs.
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Within category (WCAT). We include a dummy variable to indicate whether a direct
competitor (i.e., a brand within the same category) uses an LPP in the same week at the same
retailer (within category = 1, 0 otherwise). In our sample, brands face within-category LPP
competition 1.8% of the time.
Control variables
Temporary loyalty program (PROG). We capture the presence of a program in a certain week
with a dummy variable (program presence = 1, 0 otherwise). This variable captures both
programs that do, and those that do not allow LPPs. In total, 76.8% of the observations are
during a program.
Distribution (DIST). IRI provided us with each SKU’s weighted distribution at a given
retailer. To translate this to the brand-level, we weight the annual volume sales of the SKUs
relative to their brand’s annual volume sales (similar to the weighting of price). The average
weighted distribution of a brand is 82.7%.
Competing price (CPRICE). We add the average price index of other brands in the category
as additional control variable, in order to capture price competition. This competing price
index is 97.8 on average.
Seasonality (EASTER, CHRISTMAS, SPRING, SUMMER, AUTUMN). We furthermore
control for a variety of seasonal variables that might influence volume sales in certain weeks.
More specifically, we add indicator variables for the week of Easter, and the two last weeks
of the year due to Christmas and New Year (holiday presence = 1, 0 otherwise). Similarly, we
add three indicator variables for spring, summer and autumn (season presence = 1, 0
otherwise), with winter as the base case.
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4.5

Method

Our objective is to estimate the effect of LPPs on brand sales. We follow the standard log-log
specification for sales response models, as used in, for example, van Heerde et al. (2000) and
Macé & Neslin (2004). We mean-center the continuous variables for ease of interpretation,
and furthermore use fixed-effects on a brand-retailer-category level to facilitate comparison
of effect sizes in different categories and unit measurements (e.g., liters or kilograms), and
thus only exploit the within-variation over time (Ataman et al., 2010).42 Formally, our model
is:
log(𝑆𝐴𝐿𝐸𝑆𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑡 ) =  𝛽𝑖𝑟𝑐 + 𝛽1 𝐿𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑡 + 𝛽2 𝐿𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑡−1 + 𝛽3 𝐿𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑡−2
+  𝛽4 log(𝑃𝐼𝑁𝐷𝐸𝑋𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑡 ) + 𝛽5 log(𝑃𝐼𝑁𝐷𝐸𝑋𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑡−1 )
+ 𝛽6 log(𝑃𝐼𝑁𝐷𝐸𝑋𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑡−2 ) + 𝛽7 𝐼𝑁𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑁𝑇𝑟𝑡 + 𝛽8 𝐿𝐴𝑇𝐸𝑟𝑡
+ 𝛽9 log(𝐴𝐶𝐴𝑇𝑟𝑐𝑡 ) + 𝛽10 𝑊𝐶𝐴𝑇𝑟𝑐𝑡
+ 𝐿𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑡 ∗ [𝛾1 log(𝑃𝐼𝑁𝐷𝐸𝑋𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑡 ) + 𝛾2 log(𝑃𝐼𝑁𝐷𝐸𝑋𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑡−1 )
+ 𝛾3 log(𝑃𝐼𝑁𝐷𝐸𝑋𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑡−2 ) + 𝛾4 log(𝑆𝐾𝑈𝑆𝐻𝐴𝑅𝐸𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑡 ) + 𝛾5 𝐼𝑁𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑁𝑇𝑟𝑡 (4.1)
+ 𝛾6 𝐿𝐴𝑇𝐸𝑟𝑡 + 𝛾7 log(𝑀𝑆𝐻𝐴𝑅𝐸𝑖𝑟𝑐 ) +  𝛾8 𝑃𝐿𝑖 + 𝛾9 𝐹𝑂𝑂𝐷𝑐
+ 𝛾10 𝑃𝐸𝑅𝑐 + 𝛾11 log(𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐶𝑟𝑐 ) + 𝛾12 log(𝐴𝐶𝐴𝑇𝑟𝑐𝑡 ) + 𝛾13 𝑊𝐶𝐴𝑇𝑟𝑐𝑡 ] 
+ 𝛽11 𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐺𝑟𝑡 + 𝛽12 log(𝐷𝐼𝑆𝑇𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑡 ) + 𝛽13 log(𝐶𝑃𝑅𝐼𝐶𝐸𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑡 )
+ 𝛽14 𝐸𝐴𝑆𝑇𝐸𝑅𝑡 +  𝛽15 𝐶𝐻𝑅𝐼𝑆𝑇𝑀𝐴𝑆𝑡 + 𝛽16 𝑆𝑃𝑅𝐼𝑁𝐺𝑡
+ 𝛽17 𝑆𝑈𝑀𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑡 + 𝛽18 𝐴𝑈𝑇𝑈𝑀𝑁𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑡 ,
where 𝑆𝐴𝐿𝐸𝑆𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑡 is the volume sales of brand i at retailer r in category c in week t. The
parameter 𝛽𝑖𝑟𝑐 reflects the brand-retailer-category specific intercepts, 𝐿𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑡 indicates
whether brand i at retailer r in category c in week t does a loyalty-program promotion,

42

As the main effects of market share, private label, food, perishability and category concentration are timeinvariant, they cannot be identified due to the fixed-effects.
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𝑃𝐼𝑁𝐷𝐸𝑋𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑡 reflects the price index of the brand, 𝑆𝐾𝑈𝑆𝐻𝐴𝑅𝐸𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑡 indicates the share of the
brand’s SKUs that run the LPP, 𝐼𝑁𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑁𝑇𝑟𝑡 indicates whether the program at the retailer
awards instant rewards, and 𝐿𝐴𝑇𝐸𝑟𝑡 reflects whether the program at the retailer is in the later
stage. 𝑀𝑆𝐻𝐴𝑅𝐸𝑖𝑟𝑐 gives the market share of the brand at the retailer in the category, 𝑃𝐿𝑖
indicates whether the brand is a private label,𝐹𝑂𝑂𝐷𝑐 refers to the category being a food
category, 𝑃𝐸𝑅𝑐 refers to the perishability of the category, and 𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐶𝑟𝑐 gives the category
concentration at retailer r. Next,𝐴𝐶𝐴𝑇𝑟𝑐𝑡 refers to the across-category LPP competition
within retailer r in category c in week t, while 𝑊𝐶𝐴𝑇𝑟𝑐𝑡 indicates whether a competing brand
in the same category offers an LPP in the same week. Finally, 𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐺𝑟𝑡 reflects whether the
retailer is running a program in a certain week,𝐷𝐼𝑆𝑇𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑡 refers to the distribution of the brand
at a retailer r in category c in week t, 𝐶𝑃𝑅𝐼𝐶𝐸𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑡 indicates the price index of competitors at
the same retailer in the same category, 𝐸𝐴𝑆𝑇𝐸𝑅𝑡 refers to the week of Easter, 𝐶𝐻𝑅𝐼𝑆𝑇𝑀𝐴𝑆𝑡
to the weeks of Christmas and New Year, and 𝑆𝑃𝑅𝐼𝑁𝐺𝑡 , 𝑆𝑈𝑀𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑡 , 𝐴𝑈𝑇𝑈𝑀𝑁𝑡 indicate a
certain week being in spring, summer or autumn, respectively.
Self-selection
Brands might not randomly decide whether or where to run an LPP. For example, brands
could only decide to run an LPP at categories where they expect the impact to be more
favorable, or only run it at retailers where they have an established position, and expect a
sufficient pay-off. To account for this potential self-selection, we use propensity score
matching to create a representative control group (Eggert et al., 2019; Kumar et al., 2016).
We focus on the brand-retailer-category-level, as certain characteristics (such as the
promotion strategy, market share of the brand, or competitive environment) that can influence
the decision to run an LPP, can differ across retailers, and since brands can make use of (or
have separate managers for) different strategies across the categories in which they are active.
The matching procedure therefore links brand-retailer-category combinations with at least
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one LPP (i.e., the treated group) to a statistical twin from the control group of brand-retailercategory combinations that did not run any LPP over the sample year. Hence, we want to
model whether a brand in a category offers an LPP with a certain retailer. We expect that
brands with a strong focus on (price) promotions in a given category and/or retailer to have a
higher propensity to offer an LPP. If brands have a similar promotion strategy (but differ on
running an LPP), they should be a fair comparison. We therefore include the number of price
promotions a brand offers in a category at a certain retailer, which we operationalize as the
number of times the brand offers at least a 10% price cut (i.e., has price index below 90). We
furthermore add the average discount depth of these promotions. In addition, larger brands,
which are either present at more retailers, or have a higher market share within the retailer,
might have a higher propensity to take part in an LPP. Finally, we want to control for all
(non-competitive) variables that are not related to a program or LPP, such as the category
type (i.e., food and/or perishable) and the brand’s distribution. We use the following logit
model to calculate each brand’s propensity to run an LPP, at a certain retailer and category:
Pr(LPP𝑖𝑟𝑐 = 1) = Λ[𝛿0 + 𝛿1 𝑃𝑅𝑂𝑀𝑂𝑖𝑟𝑐 + 𝛿2 𝐷𝐸𝑃𝑇𝐻𝑖𝑟𝑐 + 𝛿3 𝑁𝑈𝑀𝑅𝐸𝑇𝑖𝑐
+ 𝛿4 𝑀𝑆𝐻𝐴𝑅𝐸𝑖𝑟𝑐 + 𝛿5 𝑃𝐿𝑖 + 𝛿6 𝐹𝑂𝑂𝐷𝑐 + 𝛿7 𝑃𝐸𝑅𝑐 + 𝛿8 𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐶𝑟𝑐

(4.2)

+ 𝛿9 𝐷𝐼𝑆𝑇𝑖𝑟𝑐 ],
where Λ is the CDF of the logistic distribution. 𝑃𝑅𝑂𝑀𝑂𝑖𝑟𝑐 refers to the annual number of
promotions of brand i at retailer r in category c, 𝐷𝐸𝑃𝑇𝐻𝑖𝑟𝑐 indicates the average discount
depth of these promotions, and 𝑁𝑈𝑀𝑅𝐸𝑇𝑖𝑐 reflects the number of retailers at which the brand
is present. The remaining variables are equal to those in Equation (4.1). We use the resulting
propensity scores for 1:1 optimal matching, rather than nearest-neighbor matching, as this
minimizes the total distance within pairs (Gu & Rosenbaum, 1993).
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We report the results of the logistic regression in Table 4.4. As expected, we find that
brands that offer more promotions (𝛿1 = .027, p < .01) and have deeper promotions (𝛿2 =
.038, p < .01) at a given retailer, are more likely to make use of an LPP at that retailer. Larger
brands are more inclined to run an LPP, reflected by the positive effect of more retailers (𝛿3 =
.208, p < .01), and a higher market share (𝛿4 = .021, p < .01). Furthermore, LPPs are mainly
run by national brands, rather than by private labels (𝛿5 = -1.708, p < .01). Finally, brands in
food categories (𝛿6 = .312, p < .05) and less concentrated categories (𝛿8 = -.018, p < .01) are
more likely to run LPPs.
We can match all 467 brand-retailer-category combinations where we observe at least
one LPP in our sample year, to twins from the control group. As shown in Table 4.5 (Panel
A), the initial (unmatched) control group was not representative, whereas the matched control
group has very similar means compared to the treatment group. The percentage reduction in
bias due to the matching is 99.5%, and most variables (including the number of promotions,
promotion depth, and market share) show a strong percentage reduction in bias of 90% or
more. After matching, the standardized differences of all variables are well below the
recommended value of .25 (Avery et al., 2012). Finally, the distribution of the propensity
scores of the matched control group and the treatment group are very similar (Table 4.5,
Panel B), which further validates the success of the matching (Huang et al., 2012). A
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to compare two distributions indicates that the distribution of the
propensity scores is different prior to matching (p < .01), but no longer so after matching (p >
.10).
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Table 4.4
Loyalty-program promotion incidence
Variable
Coefficient
-3.095***
Intercept
.027***
Number of promotions
Discount depth promotions (%)
.038***
Number of retailers
.208***
Market share (%)
.021***
Private label
-1.708***
Food
.312**
Perishability
.141
Category concentration (%)
-.018***
Distribution (%)
.005
Nagelkerke R2
.207
Note: N = 2,929, ** p < .05, *** p < .01, (two-sided).

4.6

Results

We report our results in Table 4.6, where Model 1 is a base model without LPP but with all
the main effects and control variables, Model 2 adds the effect of an LPP, Model 3 also
includes LPP interactions, and Model 4 shows the same model, but estimated on the matched
sample (which is approximately one-third of the full sample). All correlations are below the
common threshold of 0.8 (see Appendix A4.1 & A4.2), and the models have a good fit, with
an R2 of around 60% in every variant. Overall, the coefficients in the different alternatives are
very consistent in sign, magnitude, and significance. We will therefore continue with the
results of the most extended and matched variant (Model 4) to discuss the substantive results,
unless stated otherwise.
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.268
6.296
20.006
5.180
22.448
.064
.728
.229
60.402
84.019

Treatment group

Control group
(before matching)
.139
3.801
11.889
4.578
17.490
.284
.702
.197
65.662
82.465

Control group
(after matching)
.267
6.379
19.983
5.199
22.104
.054
.662
.210
59.912
83.011

Percentage
reduction in bias
99.474
96.652
99.718
96.796
93.053
95.126
0.000
39.247
90.687
35.091
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Note: N = 2,462 for the control group before matching. N = 467 for both the treated group and control group after matching.

Propensity
Number of promotions
Discount depth promotions (%)
Number of retailers
Market share (%)
Private label
Food
Perishability
Category concentration (%)
Distribution (%)
Panel B – Common support

Panel A – Means
Variable

Table 4.5
Propensity-score matching - Means and common support
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Standardized
mean difference
.004
.013
.001
.004
.015
.156
.091
.083
.008
.012
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While not our prime focus, we first want to address some of our main effects and
control variables, and establish the face validity of the results. With regard to price, we find a
negative price elasticity (𝛽4 = -2.602, p < .01), in line with the average price elasticity
of -2.62 of Bijmolt et al. (2005). We furthermore find the expected positive effects of the lags
of the price index (𝛽5 + 𝛽6 = .253, p < .01),43 and the competitors’ prices (𝛽13 = .175, p <
.01), indicating that a prior or competing price reduction leads to less sales. Interestingly, we
find that, absent LPPs, the mere presence of a temporary loyalty program at the retailer does
not help the individual brands’ sales. Next, we find the expected positive effect of distribution
(𝛽12 = 2.393, p < .01). Finally, sales are higher during Easter and Christmas (𝛽14 = .049, p <
.01; 𝛽15 = .023, p < .01), and the lowest during summer (𝛽17 = -.021, p < .01), which could be
due to consumers going on holiday and therefore spending less (Dorotic et al., 2011).
Hypothesized effects
Overall, we find LPPs to have a positive significant effect on brand sales in the main-effects
only model (Model 2; 𝛽1 + 𝛽2 + 𝛽3 = .505, p < .01), supporting H1. The same positive
significant effect is present in the most extended and matched model (Model 4; 𝛽1 + 𝛽2 + 𝛽3
= .249, p < .01).44 In terms of interactions, we find evidence that an LPP works less well with
a price cut (𝛾1+ 𝛾2 + 𝛾3 = .936, p < .01), indicating that a price promotion might draw the
attention away from the additional progress in the program, as hypothesized in H2. We
furthermore find a stronger effect once a larger share of a brand’s SKUs participates in the
promotion (𝛾4 = .255, p < .01), confirming H3. In addition, we find that LPPs of instant
programs perform better than LPPs of stamp-based programs (𝛾5 = .051, p < .05), supporting

43

Standard error derived with the delta method
This coefficient reflects the effect at the mean of all continuous variables, with zeroes for the dummy
variables.
44
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H4. However, we are unable to confirm H5, as LPPs in the later stage of the program do not
lead to significantly more sales (𝛾6 = .016, p > .10).
As for brand effects, we find that brands with a larger market share benefit relatively
more from LPPs (𝛾7 = .037, p < .05), while LPPs are less effective for private labels (𝛾8
= -.248, p < .01), confirming H6 and H7 respectively. Next, we find evidence of H8, as LPPs
work better in food categories (𝛾9 = .373, p < .01). However, we are unable to support H9, as
we do not find a weaker effect of LPPs in perishable categories (𝛾10 = .011, p > .10),
signaling that difficulties in stockpiling might not be an issue for consumers. We do find
support for H10, as LPPs work better in a lowly concentrated, highly competitive, market
(𝛾11 = -.004, p < .01). In terms of LPP competition, we find the expected positive effect
across categories (𝛾12 = .060, p < .05), confirming H11. Many LPPs in other categories at the
retailer might draw consumers to the store (which also benefits the focal brand running the
LPP). However, we could not find support for H12a or H12b, as there is no effect of withincategory LPP competition (𝛾13 = .010, p > .10). While the main effect of within-category
LPP competition is negative and significant (𝛽10 = -.036, p < .01), this is not different for
brands that offer an LPP.
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Table 4.6
Effectiveness of LPPs
Hypothesis Model 1
Model 2

Variable
Model 3
Model 4
Main effects
LPP
H1: +
.501***
.376***
.341***
LPP t-1
.029***
-.038***
-.033**
LPP t-2
-.025***
-.062***
-.059***
Price index
-2.595*** -2.540*** -2.580*** -2.602***
Price index t-1
.117***
.107***
.126***
.088***
Price index t-2
.225***
.216***
.222***
.165***
Program
.000
.001
.001
-.007
Type (instant = 1)
.002
.003
.002
.004
Stage (late = 1)
-.002
-.002
-.002
.002
Across category
.006***
.002
.002
-.001
Within category
-.012**
-.026***
-.019***
-.036***
Promotion
LPP*price index
H2: +
1.561***
1.574***
LPP*price index t-1
-.473***
-.437***
LPP*price index t-2
-.240***
-.201***
LPP*SKU share
H3: +
.260***
.255***
LPP*type
H4: +
.061***
.051**
LPP*stage
H5: +
.020
.016
Brand
LPP*market share
H6: +
.032***
.037**
LPP*private label
H7: ‒
-.247***
-.248***
Category
LPP*food
H8: +
.341***
.373***
LPP*perishability
H9: ‒
.009
.011
LPP*concentration
H10: ‒
-.003***
-.004***
Competition
LPP*across category
H11: +
.062***
.060**
LPP*within category
H12a/b: +/-.013
.010
Controls
Distribution
2.239***
2.213***
2.210***
2.393***
Price index competition
.202***
.198***
.192***
.175***
Easter
.054***
.054***
.053***
.049***
Christmas
.048***
.048***
.048***
.023***
Spring
.000
.000
.000
-.009**
Summer
-.012***
-.012***
-.012***
-.021***
Autumn
-.003
-.003
-.003
-.009**
✓
✓
✓
✓
Fixed effects
2
R
.587
.595
.600
.642
N
146,450
146,450
146,450
46,700
Note: LPP: loyalty-program promotion. ** p < .05, *** p < .01 (two-sided). Bold indicates
a supported hypothesis.
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Robustness checks
We assess the robustness of our findings through various additional analyses. Specifically, we
test the impact of (i) alternative samples, (ii) alternative matching procedures, and (iii) the
inclusion of additional control variables.
Alternatives samples. We restricted our data to only include products with at least a
distribution of 20%. We test the impact of changing this restriction to 10% or 30% in
additional analyses, which we report in Table A4.3 in the Appendix. In both of these variants,
all variables are very similar in terms of sign, magnitude and significance.
Matching procedure. In our main analyses we use the propensity scores for 1:1 optimal
matching. As a first alternative, we use a 2:1 ratio for optimal matching, where we use two
control brands for each treated brand. While an increase in ratio means more control brands,
these additional brands are less close to the propensity scores of the treated brands: the
percentage improvement on distance is 83.9% (rather than the 99.5% in Table 4.5). As a
second alternative, we use subclassification instead of optimal matching. With
subclassification, we divided the treated brands into six equal subclasses, and subsequently
allocated all control brands in the same classes, based on their propensity scores.
Subclassification uses all observations, but weights them differently. The weighting depends
on the number of control brands in each group (i.e., if there are more control brands, each of
them receives a smaller weight). This variant allows us to compare the observables in each
subclass (see Table A4.4 in the Appendix). We report both alternatives in Table A4.5 in the
Appendix. The results of these variants are once again very similar to our focal matching
model.
Additional control variables. First, when brands run an LPP in a program, a second
temporary loyalty program could be present (see, e.g., Figure 4.3). Even though brands could
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never offer LPPs in two different programs at the same retailer simultaneously, as retailers do
not allow two simultaneous programs to both have LPPs, we would still like to control for the
additional program (which occurs in 11.4% of the weeks). We therefore run an additional
analysis with a dummy variable for the second program (second program = 1, 0 otherwise).
We also capture whether the second program is in the later stage (late second program = 1, 0
otherwise). As all second programs are stamp-based, no additional variable is needed for the
program type. Second, when brands only let a proportion of their SKUs take part in the LPP,
they can decide whether to let their more popular SKUs participate, or to use the LPP to boost
their underperforming SKUs. To test whether this has an impact, we add a dummy variable to
signal when the more popular SKUs participate (popular SKUs = 1, 0 otherwise). We code
the SKUs as popular when the joint value share of participating SKUs within the brand
exceeds the proportion of participating SKUs (number of participating SKUs / total SKUs).
This happens in 42.5% of the LPPs. Third, we would like to check whether the effect of stage
differs if we would divide the program duration in three periods rather than two. We use two
dummy variables to capture this: one for the middle stage, and one for the late stage, with the
early stage as base case. We report all variants in Table A4.6. We find no effect of the second
program, but do find a small negative effect of the second program being in the later stage
(𝛽late2 = -.014, p < .05). In addition, we find that promoting the popular SKUs does stimulate
total brand sales (𝛽popular = .084, p < .01). Finally, we also find some support that LPPs work
better in the later stage of the program when dividing the program in three periods (𝛽stage3 =
.045, p < .10), in line with H5. However, the effect is relatively small, and only marginal
significant. Importantly, all hypothesized effects are again very similar in terms of sign,
magnitude and significance in all three alternative analyses.
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4.7

Discussion

The recent emergence of temporary loyalty programs creates new opportunities for brands.
Yet our results show that the mere presence of a temporary loyalty program at the retailer
does not automatically help the individual brands’ sales. In order to capitalize on the success
of a retailer’s temporary program, brands may have to take a more active stand, and offer
loyalty program promotions, to more explicitly associate their brand with the program’s
intended benefits. Our analysis of 800+ such promotions across hundreds of brands in 27 (11
instant and 16 stamp-based) programs at six different retailers provides new general insights
into the effectiveness of LPPs, while identifying important contingency factors.
LPPs offer a promising alternative to the most common type of promotion – a price
discount. While the discount is an effective tool to stimulate brand sales, it draws the
consumer’s attention to the price attribute, eventually resulting in known negative effects
such as a lower reference price and a higher price sensitivity (van Heerde & Neslin, 2017).
Our study shows that LPPs create a lift in sales, while drawing attention away from the
product’s price. Importantly, LPPs should be seen as an alternative rather than a complement
to discounts, as the LPPs’ effectiveness is lower when combined with a discount. This stands
in contrast with the current industry practice: more than half of the LPPs (53%) in our dataset
also offer a price cut of at least 10%, while in the study of Minnema et al. (2017), all LPPs
were supported with a discount. We recommend brand managers to change this common
practice and not combine LPPs with price discounts. Brands also benefit more when a higher
proportion of their SKUs offer the LPP, indicating that not all consumers are willing to
switch product forms or types to benefit from the LPP. In addition, LPPs in instant programs
generate slightly more sales, in line with the fact that the non-monetary nature of LPPs will
be more congruent with the more hedonic benefits that instant programs offer (Chandon et
al., 2000).
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However, not all brands benefit equally from LPPs. The effect of LPPs is stronger for
brands with a larger market share, indicating that it is more difficult for smaller brands to
draw away sales from competitors. Smaller brands experience a similar weakness according
to the double jeopardy phenomenon, where they tend to have less loyal buyers that also buy
less frequently (Dowling & Uncles, 1997). As brand manufacturers are not equally strong in
each category, or at each retailer, they should prefer offering LPPs where they have a more
established position. In addition, LPPs work better for national brands than for private labels.
As private label buyers are already more value conscious (Burton et al., 1998), the valuable
progress in the program due to an LPP is less effective in attracting new consumers. LPPs can
therefore provide an effective additional tool for national brands to defend the surge of
private labels. Not all categories benefit equally from LPPs either, and brands that appear in
several categories might not wish to adopt a uniform LPP strategy. LPPs perform better in
food-related categories, where decisions are more frequently made (and influenced) in the
store (Narasimhan et al., 1996) and consumers are more open to variety seeking (van Trijp et
al., 1996), and in lowly-concentrated categories, where consumers rely more on cues to
facilitate their decisions (Datta et al., 2017). Finally, since brands rarely run an LPP alone,
they should keep their competition in mind. LPPs are more beneficial when brands in other
categories also offer an LPP, as a lot of progression in the program makes it extra attractive to
consumers to change their store choice, from which all brands that offer an LPP can benefit.
On the other hand, within-category LPP competition does hurt the focal brand’s sales, even
though it does not make its LPP less effective.
In order to provide more detailed managerial insights into the effects of LPPs, we (i)
calculate the total effect of existing LPPs in their current design and environment, and (ii)
assess the relative importance of the different contingency factors. We calculate the total LPP
impact based on a model in which all insignificant interactions have been set to zero (see
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Dekimpe et al., 1997 for a similar practice). We find that 647 (80.8%) of the LPPs have a
significant positive effect. We report the increase in sales per quartile (similar to Nijs et al.,
2001) in Panel A of Figure 4.4, and we find an average sales increase of 40.2% due to LPPs.
We provide an overview of the impact of significant contingency factors (similar to
van Ewijk et al., 2020) in Panel B of Figure 4.4. For binary variables, we calculate the effect
size as the percentage difference between predicted sales if the variable equals one versus
zero (relative to zero). For continuous variables, we calculate the change from one standard
deviation below to one standard deviation above the mean (relative to the value at one
standard deviation below the mean). We find that four factors stand out, and have a relatively
large impact: the effect of price index (-41,9%), as well as the effects of SKU share (29.4%),
private label (-24.8%), and food categories (37.3%).
Limitations and future research
Our study leads to novel insights on the still largely unexplored effects of LPPs, but has
several limitations that offer interesting avenues for future research. First, although we
obtained data on a wide range of brands and categories, the timespan of our data (one year) is
limited. Therefore, more research on the longitudinal effects of LPPs is needed. For price,
frequent (deep) price promotions can lower consumers’ reference prices, and can make later
promotions seem like less good deals (Kalyanaram & Winer, 1995; van Heerde & Neslin,
2017). As an alternative for price promotions, it would be interesting to know whether similar
negative effects will eventually materialize with LPPs. Consumers could establish certain
expectations of additional rewards when buying brands, such as progression in the program
through an LPP, which might prevent them from buying the brands when no such incentives
are present. A longer time period could also shed additional light on the selection of SKUs in
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Figure 4.4
Effect sizes
Panel A – Sales increase per LPP quartile

Sales increase
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Panel B - Relative impact of significant contingency factorsa

Sales increase
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37.3%
29.4%

5.1%

8.8%

5.7%
-0.3%

-24.8%
-41.9%

Note: LPP = loyalty-program promotion.
a
For dummy variables, the difference between the values of one versus zero (relative to
zero). For continuous variables, the difference between one standard deviation below the
mean versus one standard deviation above the mean (relative to the value at one standard
deviation below the mean). For price index, this corresponds to a 29% price discount.
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the LPP. While promoting popular SKUs in the LPP might generate more immediate sales (as
indicated by our robustness check), the effect of promoting new or less popular SKUs might
stimulate consumers to try other products, which could have a more enduring effect and
could therefore be more beneficial in the long-term. Similarly, competition might also show
dynamic effects. Many LPPs around the same period could stimulate sales, since the program
is top-of-mind, and consumers could establish a saving momentum. However, many
promotions in previous periods might saturate consumers (i.e., they collected enough
already), diminishing the effectiveness of subsequent LPPs.
Second, we consider brand sales as the performance metric, but do not account for
potential differences in the costs that brand manufacturers bear. With regard to promotions in
general, brands will find it important to know how the cost of other promotions (such as a
price cut) compares to the cost of offering an additional stamp or collectible. In terms of the
LPP itself, brands pay retailers a certain fee in order to offer additional rewards in the
program (similar to the slotting allowances they pay to get their products listed). While
offering more SKUs with LPPs might generate more brand sales, it is likely that retailers also
charge a higher price for LPPs with many participating SKUs. Furthermore, if the fee of
joining an LPP is (partly) based on a fixed cost, it is even less favorable for smaller brands to
join, which could also explain our findings of smaller brands participating less in LPPs. We
also do not observe the retailer’s costs and mark-up. While we find that LPPs generate more
sales for national brands rather than private labels, the retailer’s (percentage) margin is
known to be higher for private labels (Ter Braak et al., 2013). Still, retailers do benefit
directly from the imposed fee that allows national brands to offer LPPs, which they will not
receive for their own private labels. In addition, setting this fee will be a balancing act for
retailers. They can make offering an LPP (nearly) free, and indirectly benefit from the
additional sales of (and increased traffic due to) many participating brands, or could set a
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high fee, and mainly benefit through a direct revenue from a few brands. Future studies that
incorporate the costs and/or margins of LPPs, for both brands and retailers, can shed more
light on these issues.
Finally, our sample is limited to a single industry (grocery retailers) in a single market
(the Netherlands). While temporary programs are most popular in the grocery industry, they
are also getting more common in, for example, petrol stations, drug stores and department
stores. In these settings, where visit frequency is typically lower, LPPs can also provide a
strong opportunity to make progress before the program ends. For example, Dis-Chem, the
second largest drug store in South-Africa, ran a program with collectible Disney figurines,
where brands offering an LPP saw an average sales increase of 23% (BrandLoyalty, 2018).
Interestingly, promotions and LPPs last for two weeks in this example, which might be better
in line with the lower visit frequency of this format. Next, our study is based on a very
competitive market, where many retailers frequently run programs and allow LPPs (see, e.g.,
Figure 4.3). In addition, as cultural factors might influence the effectiveness of loyalty
programs (Beck et al., 2015; Bombaij & Dekimpe, 2020), they could similarly influence the
effectiveness of LPPs. Other studies can test if the effects of LPPs also hold in other, less
similar, markets. Especially considering that both temporary programs and LPPs are growing
fast in many markets across the globe (McKinsey, 2012), we hope that the current findings
will stimulate more research on LPPs in different contexts.
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Table A4.1
Correlation matrix – Main & control variables
Summer

Spring

Christmas

Easter

Competing price
index

Distribution

Within category

Across category

Category
concentration

Perishability

Food

Private label

Market share

Stage (early = 1)

Type (instant = 1)

Program

Price index t-2

Price index t-1

Price index

LPP t-2

LPP t-1

LPP

Volume sales

148

Volume sales
1
LPP
.042
1
LPP t-1
.007 .014
1
LPP t-1
.004 .010 .014
1
Price index
-.069 -.133 .006 .004
1
Price index t-1
.018 -.001 -.134 .006 .289
1
Price index t-2
.034 .000 -.002 -.135 .188 .289
1
Program
-.028 .040 .025 .014 -.008 -.003 -.001
1
Type (instant = 1)
-.006 .040 .028 .015 .004 .004 .006 .257
1
Stage (late = 1)
-.007 .018 .019 .020 -.001 -.005 -.008 .401 .119
1
Market share
.247 .029 .029 .029 -.004 -.004 -.004 .003 -.002 .001
1
Private label
.245 -.035 -.034 -.034 .032 .032 .032 .004 -.002 .002 .121
1
Food
-.030 -.002 -.003 -.004 .049 .049 .049 .004 .002 .002 -.039 .075
1
Perishability
.131 .005 .005 .006 -.002 -.002 -.003 .002 .001 .001 -.026 .026 .325
1
Category concentration -.041 -.012 -.013 -.013 .011 .011 .010 .003 .006 .002 .266 .106 .112 .046
1
Across category
.020 .094 .066 .049 .010 .008 .008 .480 .469 .201 -.004 -.006 -.001 .001 .009
1
Within category
.001 .072 .041 .029 -.005 -.005 -.005 .074 .071 .034 -.035 .005 .005 .011 -.030 .171
1
Distribution
.393 .034 .004 .000 -.055 .019 .039 -.047 -.011 -.019 .144 .242 .369 .166 -.062 .031 .018
1
Competing price index
.023 -.014 -.009 -.005 .129 .107 .103 -.013 .005 -.001 .021 .006 .078 -.001 .015 .016 -.111 .052
1
Easter
.004 .001 .002 .000 .006 -.001 -.003 .020 .117 .045 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .023 -.001 .007 .010
1
Christmas
.002 .002 .007 .009 .007 .003 -.005 .109 -.095 .169 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .055 .005 -.004 .012 -.028
1
Spring
.003 .011 .006 .002 .012 .013 .012 -.026 -.021 -.009 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .071 .020 .009 .019 .243 -.115
1
Summer
-.005 -.020 -.016 -.012 .008 .008 .009 -.126 -.024 -.023 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 -.247 -.038 -.005 .013 -.081 -.115 -.333
1
Autumn
.000 .010 .006 .006 -.013 -.010 -.010 .068 .240 -.086 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .152 .018 -.002 -.020 -.081 -.115 -.333 -.333
1
Note: N = 152,308. LPP: loyalty-program promotion. Continuous variables are log-transformed prior to the correlation calculation. We do not report interactions, as they suffer
from a high (illusionary) multicollinearity due to underlying scales (Disatnik & Sivan, 2016). Instead, we report the correlations of LPPs separately (see Table A3.2).
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Autumn

Table A4.2
Correlation matrix – LPPs
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Competing price
index

Distribution

Within category

Across category

Category
concentration

Perishability

Food

Private label

Market share

SKU share

Stage (early = 1)

Type (instant = 1)

Price index t-2

Price index t-1

Price index

LPP t-2

LPP t-1

Volume sales
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Easter

1
-.031
1
.213 -.143
1
-.056 -.083 -.263
1
-.096 -.141 -.449 -.259

Christmas

1
.051
.063
.061
.046
-.050

Spring

1
.115
-.051
.003
.079
-.111
.000

Summer

Volume sales
1
LPP t-1
-.002
1
LPP t-2
.034 -.017
1
Price index
-.009 .038 .037
1
Price index t-1
.015 -.204 .025 .187
1
Price index t-2
.057 -.022 -.165 .129 .292
1
Type (instant = 1)
-.076 -.060 -.060 .064 -.126 -.046
1
Stage (late = 1)
.078 -.024 .034 .007 .004 -.006 .006
1
SKU share
-.093 -.090 -.135 -.378 .024 -.014 .030 -.055
1
Market share
.277 .065 .039 .122 -.045 -.009 .040 -.011 -.300
1
Private label
.134 -.032 -.028 .080 .023 .030 -.018 .114 -.207 .040
1
Food
.290 -.022 .082 .262 .157 .194 -.036 .074 -.229 -.005 .126
1
Perishability
.186 -.035 .006 -.005 -.005 .082 -.005 .044 -.039 -.170 .092 .362
1
Category concentration .024 .021 -.040 .053 -.077 -.036 .057 -.085 -.102 .553 .053 .047 -.045
1
Across category
-.292 .029 .006 .091 .065 .055 -.008 .076 -.051 -.083 -.166 -.024 .029 .004
1
Within category
-.078 -.008 .036 -.105 .045 -.084 -.013 -.026 .024 -.141 .113 -.132 .089 -.087 .011
1
Distribution
.393 .007 .059 -.007 .195 .162 -.117 .147 -.025 .010 .058 .437 .221 -.103 .046 -.027
Competing price index
.070 -.272 .005 .192 .152 .175 .033 .056 .053 -.007 -.015 .275 .055 .055 .042 -.408
Easter
-.036 -.020 .053 .073 -.020 -.013 .024 .000 .018 .040 .007 -.014 -.058 .020 -.080 .012
Christmas
.059 -.030 -.027 .082 .039 .024 -.169 .013 -.045 .012 -.048 .078 -.087 .057 -.107 -.022
Spring
-.015 -.021 .067 .025 .090 .028 -.237 -.022 -.076 .047 -.043 -.001 .040 .007 .245 .003
Summer
-.011 -.029 -.049 .072 -.073 -.039 .278 .038 .042 -.020 .112 -.031 -.017 .051 .024 -.022
Autumn
-.063 .000 -.018 -.031 -.031 .003 .365 -.064 .011 -.006 -.003 -.011 .024 -.001 -.171 .054
Note: N = 836. LPP: loyalty-program promotion. Continuous variables are log-transformed prior to the correlation calculation.
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Variable

Table A4.3
Robustness checks – Alternative samples
Hypothesis Model 3
Model 4
Model 5.1
10%

Model 5.2
30%

Main effects
LPP
H1: +
.378***
.341***
.385***
.313***
LPP t-1
-.033**
-.027*
-.035**
LPP t-2
-.059***
-.056***
-.055***
Price index
-2.581*** -2.602*** -2.593*** -2.623***
Price index t-1
.126***
.088***
.091***
.061***
Price index t-2
.221***
.165***
.205***
.192***
Program
.001
-.007
-.005
-.002
Type (instant = 1)
.002
.004
.003
.007
Stage (late = 1)
-.002
.002
-.001
-.001
Across category
.002
-.001
-.001
-.001
Within category
-.020***
-.036***
-.037***
-.040***
Promotion
LPP*price index
H2: +
1.570***
1.520***
1.507***
1.574***
LPP*price index t-1
-.374***
-.403***
-.418***
-.437***
LPP*price index t-2
-.082**
-.202***
-.222***
-.201***
LPP*SKU share
H3: +
.261***
.236***
.264***
.255***
LPP*type
H4: +
.062***
.052**
.060***
.051**
LPP*stage
H5: +
.021
.016
.006
.018
Brand
LPP*market share
H6: +
.032**
.037**
.029*
.050***
LPP*private label
H7: ‒
-.245***
-.248***
-.264***
-.236***
Category
LPP*food
H8: +
.340***
.373***
.350***
.385***
LPP*perishability
H9: ‒
.010
.011
.000
.021
LPP*concentration
H10: ‒
-.003***
-.004***
-.003***
-.003***
Competition
LPP*across category
H11: +
.063***
.060**
.064**
.063**
LPP*within category
H12a/b: +/- -.013
.010
-.015
.000
Controls
Distribution
2.210***
2.393***
2.031***
2.525***
Price index competition
.191***
.175***
.212***
.169***
Easter
.054***
.049***
.052***
.055***
Christmas
.047***
.023***
.024***
.023***
Spring
.000
-.009**
-.009**
-.010**
Summer
-.012***
-.021***
-.018***
-.025***
Autumn
-.003
-.009**
-.006
-.010**
✓
✓
✓
✓
Fixed effects
2
R
.600
.642
.643
.647
N
146,450
46,700
48,100
46,200
Note: LPP: loyalty-program promotion. * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01 (two-sided). Bold
indicates a supported hypothesis.
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Table A4.4
Propensity score matching – Means at different subclasses
Subclass 1
Subclass 2
Subclass 3
Subclass 4
Variable
T
C
T
C
T
C
T
C
.076
.052
.153
.154
.228
.226
.301
.297
Distance
2.513
2.079
3.551
4.562
5.766
5.240
7.308
7.179
Number of promotions
Discount depth promotions
9.709
6.362 12.633 12.261 21.043 18.952 22.177 22.130
Number of retailers
4.282
4.132
4.885
4.724
4.675
5.112
5.474
5.497
Market share
17.936 14.540 15.513 17.341 16.926 20.378 21.277 22.469
Private label
.372
.491
.013
.052
.000
.011
.000
.006
Food
.692
.681
.756
.653
.779
.794
.769
.760
Perishability
.218
.175
.282
.204
.195
.206
.256
.207
Category concentration
66.238 70.426 65.115 59.620 59.268 62.948 58.030 59.044
Distribution
78.152 81.754 81.197 81.350 84.372 82.636 86.011 85.441
Sample treated
78
78
77
78
Sample control
1372
406
287
179
Note: N = 2,929, T = treated, C = control.
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Subclass 5
T
C
.372
.372
8.756
8.148
23.043 25.548
5.859
5.570
31.250 24.169
.000
.008
.718
.773
.128
.273
58.601 52.642
87.339 86.802
78
128

Subclass 6
T
C
.476
.468
9.872
9.133
31.442 32.147
5.897
5.789
31.717 34.524
.000
.000
.654
.722
.295
.356
55.143 60.641
87.047 85.712
78
90
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Variable

Table A4.5
Robustness checks – Alternative matching procedures
Hypothesis Model 3
Model 4
Model 6.1
Ratio 2:1

Model 6.2
Subclasses

Main effects
LPP
H1: +
.378***
.341***
.353***
.281***
LPP t-1
-.033**
-.035**
-.032**
LPP t-2
-.059***
-.059***
-.056***
Price index
-2.581*** -2.602*** -2.630*** -2.426***
Price index t-1
.126***
.088***
.092***
-.020
Price index t-2
.221***
.165***
.184***
.116***
Program
.001
-.007
-.006
-.001
Type (instant = 1)
.002
.004
.005
.008
Stage (late = 1)
-.002
.002
.001
-.006
Across category
.002
-.001
.001
-.004
Within category
-.020***
-.036***
-.032***
-.055***
Promotion
LPP*price index
H2: +
1.570***
1.601***
1.408***
1.574***
LPP*price index t-1
-.374***
-.442***
-.325***
-.437***
LPP*price index t-2
-.082**
-.214***
-.166**
-.201***
LPP*SKU share
H3: +
.261***
.256***
.250***
.255***
LPP*type
H4: +
.062***
.055**
.035
.051**
LPP*stage
H5: +
.021
.016
.018
.023
Brand
LPP*market share
H6: +
.032**
.037**
.035**
.045***
LPP*private label
H7: ‒
-.245***
-.248***
-.247***
-.241***
Category
LPP*food
H8: +
.340***
.373***
.360***
.420***
LPP*perishability
H9: ‒
.010
.011
.010
.012
LPP*concentration
H10: ‒
-.003***
-.004***
-.004***
-.004***
Competition
LPP*across category
H11: +
.063***
.060**
.061**
.064**
LPP*within category
H12a/b: +/- -.013
.010
.008
.033
Controls
Distribution
2.210***
2.393***
2.329***
2.637***
Price index competition
.191***
.175***
.232***
.160***
Easter
.054***
.049***
.048***
.039**
Christmas
.047***
.023***
.027***
.008
Spring
.000
-.009**
-.012***
-.010
Summer
-.012***
-.021***
-.030***
-.027***
Autumn
-.003
-.009**
-.014***
.002
✓
✓
✓
✓
Fixed effects
2
R
.600
.642
.636
.642
N
146,450
46,700
70,050
146,450
Note: LPP: loyalty-program promotion. ** p < .05, *** p < .01 (two-sided). Bold indicates
a supported hypothesis.
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Variable

Table A4.6
Robustness checks – Additional controls
Hypothesis Model 4
Model 7.1 Model 7.2 Model 7.3
Programs SKU choice 3 stages

Main effects
LPP
H1: +
.341***
.341***
.311***
.341***
LPP t-1
-.033**
-.033**
-.034**
-.032**
LPP t-2
-.059***
-.059***
-.059***
-.057***
Price index
-2.602*** -2.603*** -2.602*** -2.603***
Price index t-1
.088***
.088***
.088***
.088***
Price index t-2
.165***
.164***
.165***
.166***
Program
-.007
-.005
-.007
-.005
Type (instant = 1)
.004
.004
.004
.006
Stage (late = 1)
.002
.004
.002
Stage2 (mid = 1)
-.019***
Stage3 (late = 1)
-.004
Across category
-.001
.000
.001
.004
Within category
-.036***
-.036***
-.036***
-.037***
Promotion
LPP*price index
H2: +
1.574***
1.526***
1.579***
1.576***
LPP*price index t-1
-.437***
-.437***
-.438***
-.436***
LPP*price index t-2
-.201***
-.201***
-.198***
-.200***
LPP*SKU share
H3: +
.255***
.243***
.254***
.255***
LPP*type
H4: +
.051**
.049**
.049**
.053**
LPP*stage
H5: +
.016
.014
.018
LPP*stage2
-.011
LPP*stage3
.046*
Brand
LPP*market share
H6: +
.037**
.038**
.031*
.037***
LPP*private label
H7: ‒
-.248***
-.246***
-.260***
-.256***
Category
LPP*food
H8: +
.373***
.373***
.361***
.376***
LPP*perishability
H9: ‒
.011
.010
.000
.013
LPP*concentration
H10: ‒
-.004***
-.004***
-.003***
-.004***
Competition
LPP*across category
H11: +
.060**
.062**
.062**
.056*
LPP*within category
H12a/b: +/.010
.010
.017
.008
Controls
Second program
-.006
Second program stage
-.015**
Popular SKU’s
.084***
✓
✓
✓
✓
Regular control variables
✓
✓
✓
✓
Fixed effects
R2
.642
.642
.642
.642
N
46,700
46,700
46,700
46,700
Note: LPP: loyalty-program promotion. * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01 (two-sided). Bold
indicates a supported hypothesis. The regular control variables are very similar in size and
significance, but are omitted to provide a clearer overview.
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5. Conclusion
With the steady growth of interest in loyalty programs by both retailers and consumers,
creating the right program is more important than ever. However, with an increasing number
of decisions and designs, adopting a loyalty program has never been more complex. Retailers
can decide to adopt a permanent program, that lasts indefinitely after implementation, and/or
temporary programs, with a predefined end date. Each type of program further comes with a
variety of subsequent design decisions. To complicate matters even more, programs might
not be equally beneficial for every type of retailer, or in every country. As past research
largely focused on a single program, retailer or country, useful insights into these decisions
are still missing. Similarly, previous research only considered the firm running the program,
even though loyalty programs also often involve a combination of program operators, reward
manufacturers and brand manufacturers.
In this dissertation, we aim to provide a better understanding in loyalty program
effectiveness, for both practitioners and academics. By using three distinct, unique and rich
datasets, all of which have a broad scope, we are able to provide more insights into the
effectiveness of different loyalty program designs, and identify whether they thrive equally in
diverse environmental settings. In addition, we do not only focus on the retailer, but also
consider implications for program operators, reward manufacturers and brand manufacturers.
Next, we will provide a brief summary of each essay, followed by the implications of the
results. In the last section, we discuss some (yet) unexplored developments in the field, that
can provide directions for future research.
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5.1

Summary

In Chapter 2, we studied the effectiveness of permanent programs, and conceptualized
whether programs with a certain design, at a certain retailer, or in a certain country performed
better. We tested the framework across a large sample of 358 grocery banners from a broad
cross-section of 27 western and eastern European countries, of which 245 ran a permanent
program. We found a positive effect (in terms of sales per square meter) of the more basic
program variant that offers direct and immediate rewards. This positive effect, however,
disappears when retailers operate a more complex progressive-reward system and when they
are part of a multivendor program. A program’s impact also differs between retailers and
countries: it is lower when operated by discounters, and higher in countries that are more
individualistic and long-term oriented, and where fewer competitors also carry a loyalty
program.
In Chapter 3, we studied the effects of the increasingly popular temporary programs,
in which consumers have limited time, typically less than six months, to save stamps and
redeem highly discounted rewards. These programs often run alongside the retailers’
permanent loyalty programs in an attempt to increase customer engagement. We considered
the importance of multiple design characteristics, as well as retailer and country
characteristics. To test the effectiveness of temporary programs, we looked at the redemption
rate, the industry’s primary success indicator, of almost 700 programs across a broad set of
retailers in over 40 countries. We find the optimal duration to be around 16 weeks, but shorter
for programs with lower discounts and at larger retailers. In addition, increasing the discount
and required spending tends to increase the redemption rate. The latter is also higher for
programs at retailers with larger market shares, at retailers operating in more competitive
environments, and in more individualistic societies.
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In Chapter 4, we studied the effect of loyalty program promotions (LPPs), where
brand manufacturers try to capitalize on retailers’ temporary loyalty programs. In LPPs,
brands award consumers additional stamps or collectibles with their products, and thereby
support consumers in reaching their goals before the program ends. We provided a
framework to identify the effect of LPPs on brand sales, as well as differences in this effect
across promotion designs, brands, categories, and competitive LPP environments. We tested
this framework with a sample of 800+ LPPs across a broad set of categories in 27 temporary
loyalty programs that ran at six different retailers. We found a clear positive effect of LPPs
on brand sales, although the size varies considerably across different settings. LPPs work less
well when combined with an additional price cut, but work better in programs that
immediately provide small collectibles at checkout. The impact of LPPs is also stronger for
brands with a higher market share, for national brands, in food categories, and in less
concentrated categories.

5.2

Implications

The results of the three essays in this dissertation have clear implications for managers’
decisions on their loyalty-program strategy. While creating a loyalty program, or running a
loyalty program promotion, might sound straightforward, simply adopting one does not
necessarily yield positive results. In fact, we show how current industry practice sometimes
deviates from our findings in each of the three essays, and how managers can improve
effectiveness by changing their strategy or design. For permanent programs (Chapter 2), less
than half (47%) of the current programs add value. Fortunately, retailers can change this by
adopting a more efficient combination of design characteristics (immediate direct rewards,
without a multivendor and progressive-reward system), increasing the number of effective
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programs to 65%. Furthermore, even though the market of permanent programs is quite
competitive and mature, launching a program now can still be beneficial in many cases.45 In
temporary programs (Chapter 3), setting the program duration is a new and important
decision, in order to make sure customers become and stay engaged in the program. Yet, in a
large proportion of the programs (37%), the duration significantly deviates from the
optimum. If an optimal duration had been selected for those programs, more than €700.000
additional spending per week could have gone to reward redemption, on average. With
loyalty program promotions (Chapter 4), offering a price cut is less effective than when
offering a price cut in isolation. Still, in practice, more than half (53%) of the loyalty program
promotions are combined with a price cut. Overall, we hope to give managers more guidance
on how to design and offer their loyalty program (promotion).
Furthermore, not all programs and promotions are equal, and their effectiveness
depends on the environment in which it is offered. In each essay, we show how several
contingency factors beyond the design of the program or promotion can impact its
effectiveness. Specifically, permanent programs (Chapter 2) work less well for discounters
and in a market with many competing programs, but thrive in individualistic and long-term
oriented societies. In temporary programs (Chapter 3), retailers who have a high market
share, or who are situated in more competitive or individualistic countries, benefit more.
Loyalty program promotions (Chapter 4) work better in instant programs, with high-shared or
national brands, in food categories, or when many other categories are also supported with
program promotions. Retailers and brands are therefore not advised to adopt a uniform
strategy when implementing their loyalty program (promotion), but rather evaluate each

45

We refer to footnote 21 and Table 2.6 for the exact countries and conditions
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implementation separately. Hence, previously successful implementations in other retailer
formats, countries or categories, do not necessarily guarantee success in a new setting.
Our findings are not only relevant to retailers (Chapter 2), but can also provide
guidance to program operators and reward manufacturers (Chapter 3), as well as to brand
manufacturers (Chapter 4). Fortunately, the goals of the different involved parties are more in
line rather than in conflict, and they can therefore collaborate to create a win-win situation. In
loyalty programs, retailers see increased sales around the moment of redemption (Dorotic et
al., 2014), and redemptions directly relate to the revenue and profit of program operators and
reward manufacturers. Similarly, loyalty program promotions can bring additional sales to
the brand, but can also benefit retailers directly through the imposed fee to allow the
promotion, as well as indirectly through additional traffic these promotions attract. Hence,
retailers, program operators, reward manufacturers and brand manufacturers should combine
their knowledge and resources in order to provide consumers with the most attractive
program and promotion.

5.3

Future research

In this last section, we would like to discuss some recent developments in loyalty programs
that have not yet been captured in the literature, nor in this dissertation, and can provide
interesting avenues for future research. These developments go beyond the discussion for
future research of each individual chapter. In addition, there are already a couple of excellent
review papers (Breugelmans et al., 2015; Dorotic et al., 2012; Stourm et al., 2020) that list a
number of new trends, developments and research opportunities, such as program
communication strategies, program termination effects, and privacy challenges. However, we
believe there are still a few additional topics that go beyond these reviews, and did not yet
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receive (enough) attention. Specifically, we will discuss (i) heterogeneity in collection and
redemption behavior, (ii) pooling and gifting in loyalty programs, and (iii) digitalization of
loyalty programs.
Heterogeneity in collection and redemption behavior
The essays in this dissertation have a strong focus on a large scope, and therefore involved
highly aggregated data, rather than more granular data at the individual consumer or
household level, as done in a number of previous studies (see section 2.2 for a more detailed
literature overview). However, even those studies did not yet consider the heterogeneity in
how individual consumers can collect and redeem rewards.
In terms of collection, the primary way is typically based on purchase thresholds (e.g.,
a point for every euro spent), although retailers are exploring more ways to offer additional
progress in the program. Besides loyalty program promotions of brands (as discussed in
Chapter 4), retailers might also stimulate purchases by offering double stamps or points for a
limited time in certain categories, or during certain weeks. Progress in collecting can also be
personalized, such as offering additional points during the week of the consumers’ birthday,
or a special offer to consumers who have not visited for a certain period, in order to reduce
churn. Different consumers or consumer segments might collect and therefore react to
programs differently. There might be more passive consumers that do not change their
behavior much, and only collect through their traditional purchases, but there could also be
more active consumers, who are attracted and influenced by each additional option to
increase progress. Identifying these consumers segments will help improve the impact of
personalized marketing in loyalty programs.
Similarly, redemption options can heavily differ (more so in permanent programs,
where reward assortments are very diverse), as well as the value/discount obtained with
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consumers’ saved points. As discussed in Chapter 2, consumers might be able to redeem a
direct discount on the receipt or through a voucher, receive a (higher) direct discount on a
limited range of the retailer’s products, or redeem indirect rewards from other vendors.
Furthermore, consumers might choose to redeem a reward for free, or use fewer points
together with an additional payment (similar to redemption levels in Chapter 3). Moreover,
some rewards only require a few points and are easy to obtain, whereas others require a long
and extensive process of saving. The strength of the resulting psychological effects might
depend on how redemption takes place, and retailers might want to nudge consumers towards
certain redemption options. For example, simple and cheap rewards might activate the
redemption momentum (Dorotic et al., 2014) many times. However, expensive rewards that
require longer saving might elicit a stronger goal gradient (Kivetz et al., 2006) or rewarded
behavior effect (Taylor & Neslin, 2005). Again, there might be different consumer segments
that require separate personalized marketing strategies. Recently, Danaher et al. (2020) show
that consumers belong to separate segments, and react differently to redeeming certain
reward categories (although all rewards are indirect and the same point to value ratio). Yet,
there is much more to explore regarding the difference in collection and redemption behavior.
Pooling and gifting in loyalty programs
Saving in loyalty programs does not have to be a solitary process. Some permanent loyalty
programs allow pooling of several family members into a single account, or gifting points to
other users (Farley, 2020). In temporary programs, where stamps and figurines are still
handed out physically, sharing and gifting progress is straightforward. Pooling and gifting
will especially be relevant when the spending requirement for obtaining rewards is very high
(Chapter 3). Consumers might want to help their (grand)children, neighbors or colleagues
finish saving stamps or collectibles before the program ends. According to a GfK (2015)
survey, more than 50% of the Dutch consumers that participate in programs, also helped
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other consumers progress by gifting in stamp-based temporary loyalty programs. Instant
programs, that usually offer small collectibles aimed at children, typically rely on adults
saving for their kids. Despite pooling and gifting being a widespread phenomenon, there is, to
the best of our knowledge, no literature on this topic. It is unknown whether consumers who
save for others increase their spending in a similar way as when they save for themselves. For
example, they might still experience a ‘rewarded behavior’ effect, but rather due to the
positive feelings of offering help rather than to obtaining a reward. Similarly, it is also
unknown whether gifting only happens in specific situations, or happens more frequently in
certain settings. For example, gifting might be more common in programs that have rewards
with a very high requirement, or in more collectivistic societies.
Furthermore, managers might not be able to rely on the traditional gift giving
literature, as the process is very different in loyalty programs. In this case, the receiver is
more likely to initiate the gift giving, by asking for stamps or collectibles. In addition, three
out of five traditional steps of gifting (Kim et al., 2018), visiting a gift store, gift search and
gift purchase, are not relevant in a loyalty program setting. Consumers might already collect
stamps or points automatically anyway, perceive it as very little effort in helping others out,
or even experience it as a waste by letting them go unused. In sum, we are still unsure about
the exact effects of pooling and gifting in loyalty programs, and whether retailers should
encourage or try to limit it.
Digitalization in loyalty programs
With the emergence of the mobile age, more programs are starting to go digital. While the
vast majority of the programs considered in the chapters of this dissertation (with data up to
2017) did not yet have a digital component, more retailers also started to offer digital
alternatives in the last couple of years. Considering most retailers offer a loyalty program
nowadays, consumers are tired of having too many loyalty cards in their wallet (Roberts,
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2017). They often have to make a choice in what cards to bring, which might also explain the
large proportion of inactive memberships (Colloquy, 2017). Mobile apps can offer a nice
solution for this issue, and could also provide a useful tool in data collection and personalized
marketing for retailers. Since permanent programs typically already have scannable loyalty
cards, data collection is not an additional benefit here. However, as progress in temporary
programs is largely physical (i.e., handing out stamps and collectibles), digitalization can
provide additional information through data collection. More detailed data through
digitalization can also help in investigating the pooling and gifting in loyalty programs, as it
would be straightforward to compare consumers who gift, who receive, and who only save
for themselves.
In terms of performance, digitalization could be a double-edged sword. On the one
hand, saving in digital loyalty programs can become automatic and habitual. If points or
stamps get registered automatically with little effort, consumers might not spend time
thinking about the program and its benefits, nor associate its positive effects with the retailer.
In that case, the program may fail to elicit behavioral change, and consumers can revert to
their regular spending patterns prior to adopting the program. Moreover, as some consumers
might be hesitant to adopt mobile apps for digital loyalty programs, which could for example
be due to technological reasons or privacy concerns (Noble & Phillips, 2004), retailers might
need to offer both physical and digital options. This can complicate the use of an equal and
uniform strategy (e.g., they could only present personalized offers to app holders), and
increase the costs, as they have to facilitate both options.
On the other hand, digital programs do offer advantages and opportunities. They
greatly increase convenience, through the earlier mentioned absence of required physical
loyalty or stamp cards, as well as through the automatic saving process itself, which can
increase adoption of the program (O’Brien & Jones, 1995). Furthermore, mobile apps can
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offer additional marketing communication tools, such as the use of push messaging, which
can stimulate both collection and redemption behavior (Bies et al., 2021). Similarly, it might
be easier for retailers to nudge consumers towards certain rewards, through push notifications
or the order in which rewards are displayed in the mobile app. This might prove useful when
some rewards are less costly, or when certain rewards have a lot of excess stock. Future
research can focus on reducing or removing the potential negative aspects, or on how to
facilitate and improve the positive aspects. It would furthermore be interesting to know
whether retailers are better off with an immediate digital change, or whether they should
phase it in gradually.
While the literature on loyalty programs is already vast, many further areas to explore
remain. We hope that the topics covered in this dissertation, and the discussion on recent
developments and opportunities, spark new ideas and additional interest in the field.
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With the steady growth of interest in loyalty programs by both retailers and
consumers, creating the right program is more important than ever. However, with
an increasing number of decisions and designs, adopting a loyalty program has
never been more complex. This dissertation aims to provide a better understanding
on loyalty programs, and consists of three essays that study the effectives of loyalty
programs from three different perspectives. The first essay focuses on the effectiveness
of permanent programs, and investigates whether loyalty programs with a certain
design, at a certain retailer, or in a certain country perform better. The second
essay looks at the effect of the increasingly popular temporary programs, in which
consumers have limited time to save stamps and redeem highly discounted rewards.
These programs often run alongside the retailers’ permanent loyalty programs in
an attempt to increase customer engagement. The third essay studies the effect
of loyalty-program promotions, where brand manufacturers try to capitalize on
retailers’ temporary loyalty programs. This essay provides a contingency framework
for the effects of promotion designs, brands, categories, and competitive loyaltyprogram promotion environments.
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